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Richard A. Rossmiller:
A Prophet Even in
His Own Land
_____
An Interview
Terry G. Geske and Deborah A. Verstegen
Introduction
In May 2004, Richard A. Rossmiller received the Alumni Achievement
Award from the School of Education at the University of WisconsinMadison honoring him for his many accomplishments. Accompanying
this award was the following statement acknowledging that:
Emeritus professor Richard Rossmiller’s work on K-12 school
ﬁnance is legendary. In fact, his seminal research on the cost
of high quality special education services has been cited in
textbooks for the past 25 years. During his distinguished career
as professor of educational administration at UW-Madison,
Rossmiller inspired countless students, directed the Wisconsin
Center for Education Research, presided over several national
organizations, served on numerous editorial boards, and was
frequently asked to share his expertise on ﬁnance and equity
issues in Federal and state courts.
The interviewers were fortunate to be two of those countless
students inspired by Richard Rossmiller, who served as major professor
for their doctoral programs at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
In an effort to draw upon the many experiences he gained over a
long and stellar career in addressing some seemingly intractable
issues, we recently conducted this interview with Professor Emeritus
Rossmiller.
Conversation
Geske and Verstegen (G&V): Let’s start at the beginning. Could
you tell us something about your early childhood and initial school
experiences?
Richard A. Rossiller (RAR): I was born and raised on a dairy and
truck farm in southeastern Wisconsin. I grew up during the Great
Depression and have clear memories of my mom and dad struggling
to make sure they had enough money to pay the interest on the
mortgage so that they would not lose the farm through foreclosure.
Nevertheless, it was a wonderful place to grow up—we were never
hungry. I learned early the value of hard work and teamwork, and I
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cherish the memories of that period in my life. My mother had been a
school teacher and was not satisﬁed with the one-room school serving our area; so my parents paid tuition for me to attend a two-room
state graded school in the nearby community of Honey Creek where
my grandparents lived, and I have very fond memories of the times
I spent with them.
My high school education was at the Racine County Agricultural
School where I was active in all sports, played in the band, and was
active in the Future Farmers of America, earning Wisconsin Farmer and
American Farmer degrees. I entered high school in the fall of 1942;
so nearly all of my high school experience was during World War II.
I gave little thought to college until during the last week of my senior
year, the superintendent informed me that, as class valedictorian,
I was entitled to an honor scholarship to any public university in
Wisconsin. I decided to attend the University of Wisconsin at
Madison and eventually decided to major in Agriculture and Education
and become a vocational agriculture teacher since I still expected to
return to farming some day in the future.
G&V: Would you describe some of those experiences that brought
you to the professorship?
RAR: I came to the professorship after serving for about ten years
as a teacher and administrator in the public schools in Wisconsin
and Illinois. I started as a teacher of vocational agriculture in 1950.
I had served as President of the Wisconsin Association of Future
Farmers of America in 1949-1950 when I was attending the University of Wisconsin; so vocational agriculture was a natural choice. I
taught vocational agriculture for two years at my old high school,
Racine County Agricultural School, and met and married my wife,
Lois, before entering the U. S. Army for two years during the Korean
War—although my service time was spent at Thule Air Force base in
northern Greenland where I repaired radar sets and computers. When
I was released from the army in 1954, the school board where I had
been teaching asked if I would become superintendent. For some
reason I have never been able to explain (since I had no preparation
for the position and had never taken a course in administration), I
accepted the position. I served three years as superintendent and then
decided to take advantage of my GI Bill entitlement and returned to the
University of Wisconsin-Madison where I received my Ph.D. degree
in Educational Administration in 1960.
I accepted an appointment as Hall Principal at Evanston Township
High School to ﬁll in for the incumbent who had taken a leave to
complete his own doctoral studies. Evanston Township High School
was organized on a “school within a school” model with four schools
called “Halls,” and I was principal of West Hall. I had been there for
about a semester when the school board of a newly created K-12
district in the suburban Milwaukee area (Muskego-Norway) contacted
me to ask if I would be interested in becoming their superintendent.
The district had been formed by consolidating a number of elementary
districts and a high school district. I accepted the position and found
it to be an exciting and challenging job with many novel problems
involved in pulling together and harmonizing the disparate policies and
procedures that existed in the previously independent districts.
I had been in the job only a relatively short time when I was invited
to interview for a position as an assistant professor at UW-Madison.
My wife had experienced some health problems after our second son
was born, and I decided to accept the position (despite the substantial
pay cut it entailed) and so began my career in higher education in
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November 1961. My original appointment was one-half time in the
Education Department of the Extension Division and one-half time in
the Cooperative Educational Services unit of the School of Education
which provided research services to Wisconsin school districts. In
the summer of 1962, the Department of Educational Administration was looking for someone to teach school ﬁnance during the
summer and, since none of the senior faculty members was interested
in teaching the course, I was chosen. I had not taken a course in
school ﬁnance in my graduate program, but my doctoral minor was
in public ﬁnance; so I decided to teach the course in school ﬁnance
as a subset of public ﬁnance, giving more attention to the economics
of education, an area that was developing rapidly at that time. I dealt
with sources of public revenue and how school ﬁnance ﬁts into the
overall public ﬁnance picture as well as traditional subjects such as
state school aid programs.
G&V: Would you describe some of the early research projects you
conducted once you became a faculty member in the Department of
Educational Administration?
RAR: Shortly after I joined the faculty, I became involved in a
research project with Professors Leroy Peterson, Howard Wakeﬁeld,
and Stewart North in which we examined various school ﬁnance
models and the effects they might have if they were to be applied in
Wisconsin. Shortly after that project was completed, Professor James
Lipham and I got into a discussion about how school boards went
about resolving conﬂicts. This led to a proposal for research on school
board decision-making, with particular reference to decisions about
the school district’s budget. We enlisted Professor Russell Gregg as a
partner in this endeavor and submitted a proposal that eventually was
funded under the Cooperative Research program for research dealing
with how school boards arrive at budget decisions and how various
items are negotiated.
We found that school boards, often inadvertently, engage in budgetary decision-making throughout the school year. Many of their
decisions on routine items have budgetary implications, and many
of the aspects of the budget are determined well before the time the
budget is formally adopted—for example, teachers’ salary schedules or
contracts for supplies of oil, gas, and electricity. The decisions made
by school boards during their formal budget decisions typically were
not of great consequence to the district’s educational program, but
discussions about minor items were often quite heated. By 1964, my
academic appointment was entirely in the Department of Educational
Administration, and I was teaching school ﬁnance, school law, and
the introductory course in Educational Administration on a regular
basis.
The Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) passed in the
mid 1960s provided, among other things, grants for research training.
The emphasis on evaluation of Title I programs led me to believe
that school systems would soon be seeking individuals competent to
ﬁll the role of director of research if they were to comply with these
mandates. I submitted a proposal to identify, with the help of leaders in urban school systems, individuals who might be interested in
coming to UW-Madison to spend a full year of study on campus,
return to their home school district for a year as an intern, and then
return to Madison for a third year of study during which they would
complete their doctoral dissertations, ideally basing the dissertation
on the experiences and activities in which they were engaged during
their year as interns. The proposal was funded, and we sponsored three
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successive groups of candidates (5 individuals each year), all of whom
completed the program. They served internships in a variety of places,
including Dade County, Philadelphia, Dallas, and Milwaukee.
Shortly after the passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, several faculty members in the Department of Educational
Administration got together and concluded we could and should
develop a program that would do a better job of preparing people
for leadership positions in urban school districts. We enlisted several
faculty members from other academic departments to join us in writing
a proposal to identify, with the help of superintendents and other top
administrators in four urban districts, individuals whom they regarded
as promising candidates for school leadership positions. The individuals who were chosen for the program came to campus for a year of
concentrated study, returned to their districts for a year of internship,
and then returned to Madison for a ﬁnal year of study in which they
were to complete their doctoral studies and their dissertations.
G&V: How did your interest in the area of school ﬁnance develop?
Would you describe your activities with the NEFP during the late
1960s?
RAR: During the summer of 1968, I received a call from Professor
R. L. Johns at the University of Florida. I had become acquainted with
Professor Johns during my doctoral studies when he taught a summer session at UW-Madison. Professor Johns asked if I would join a
group at the University of Florida that was to design and conduct a
national study of educational ﬁnance. I accepted his invitation and
took a year’s leave of absence to go to the University of Florida to
develop the design for the National Education Finance Project (NEFP).
As a direct result of this involvement, I was asked to conduct two
of the project’s sub-studies, one dealing with the cost of educating
handicapped children, and the other dealing with the measurement of
ﬁscal capacity in state school ﬁnance programs. I was selected to do
the study on handicapped children (now identiﬁed as children with
disabilities) because I was the most junior member of the research
team, and after the other investigators had expressed their preferences,
the only topic left was the cost of educating handicapped children.
My initial plan was to identify from the literature what experts in
special education recommended in terms of program conﬁgurations
and then translate these various conﬁgurations into cost estimates.
I soon discovered the experts were not in agreement on what an
“ideal” program would look like. Consequently, I decided to seek out
knowledgeable authorities who were familiar with special education
programs in the United States and ask them to identify states that they
thought were doing a reasonably adequate job of providing programs
for handicapped children. From their recommendations, we selected
ﬁve states, primarily for their geographic distribution. We then went to
each of the ﬁve states and asked state education agency personnel in
the special education area to help us identify a sample of ﬁve districts
representative of urban, suburban, and rural areas.
At that time (1968-1969) children were identiﬁed for placement
on the basis of their handicapping condition and, by and large, were
segregated on the basis of their handicapping condition; that is,
there were classes for educable mentally retarded, trainable mentally
retarded, deaf or hard of hearing, blind or partially sighted, physically
handicapped, etc. A research team visited each district to collect
data by visiting classrooms, talking with teachers and administrators,
observing resource conﬁgurations and materials, and the like. The
research team also collected data on expenditures from the district’s
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business ofﬁce to determine how much each district was spending
on educating children with various types of handicaps, and how
much they were spending for children who were in the regular school
programs, as a basis for computing what has become known as the
“cost index.” Although this was a rather tedious job, it produced what
have proven to be rather reliable results concerning the expenditures
in educational programs for students with disabilities despite the fact
that it was a selected sample based on expert opinion, not a statistically random sample.
We found that the additional expenditure involved in educating
handicapped children, taken as a group, was about 1.9 times greater
than that for children in the regular school program. There were no
generally accepted estimates of the incidence of various handicapping
conditions at that time; so to estimate that the overall cost index, I took
the index number we found for each of the handicapping conditions
and multiplied it by the estimated incidence of each handicapping
condition. Using the lowest incidence estimates, we found a cost
index of 1.85, and using the highest incidence estimates, the cost
index was 1.92.
It has been gratifying that in three subsequent studies, the cost
indices were all in the same ballpark. In the Rand study, done in the
late 1970s after the passage of P.L. 94-142 (The Education for All
Handicapped Children Act), the overall cost index was 2.17. In the
mid-1980s, a study directed by Mary Moore found a slightly higher cost
index of 2.30. In the most recent study, conducted by the American
Institutes of Research, the cost index was found to be 1.90. So it’s
clear that the overall cost indices have not changed a great deal in the
last thirty years, and that many of the differences could be attributed
to the additional costs associated with the requirements of Public
Law 94-142, such as the requirement for an individualized educational
program for each child, child ﬁnd requirements, and placement in the
least restrictive educational environment.
G&V: Please give us your perception as to how things have changed
in terms of educating the disabled since enactment of PL 94-142.
RAR: There have been some extraordinary changes in the education
of children with disabilities over the course of the 20th century, even
prior to passage of 94-142. As late as the 1920s, children with various
kinds of handicapping conditions were systematically excluded from
schools, and there were court decisions upholding their exclusion. By
the time the NEFP study was conducted, children with handicapping
conditions had become a well-established part of the educational
system, but they were being served, for the most part, in segregated
classrooms. We saw very few attempts to integrate children with
disabilities into regular classrooms in the schools we visited during
the late 1960s. The exception would be students with speciﬁc learning
disabilities where the child might spend some part of his or her day
in a regular classroom.
Although advocates for children with disabilities may not be entirely
happy with the progress that has been made, I think it is really quite
remarkable to see the changes that have occurred, particularly with
regard to integrating these children into regular school classrooms to
the greatest extent possible. The problem that I have observed is that
we had at least a generation of teachers, perhaps even two generations
of teachers, who had been imbued with the idea that children with
disabilities should be excluded from regular classrooms and placed
in special programs. Most classroom teachers had no specialized
knowledge or training in how to deal with children with various types
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of disabilities who were being “mainstreamed” into their classrooms.
I believe this has resulted in many problems, both in terms of teacher
morale and in terms of acceptance of mainstreaming as a required
practice. This attitude still exists, to some degree, particularly among
older teachers who feel they really don’t know how to deal with these
children and that they ought to be in special programs. Nonetheless,
there has been considerable progress.
G&V: Given these initial research ﬁndings, and the overall weighting
of 1.9, what was the response across the states in terms of formulating
policy based on this research?
RAR: The initial response to the findings of our study was
enthusiasm on the part of the states for becoming more precise in
their funding of programs for children with disabilities. Many states
conducted their own studies, which is what I recommended, rather
than simply using the results of the NEFP study. The most serious
problem I observed was that states tended to develop too many
categories and too many weights. This created an incentive for schools
to place children with disabilities into the disability categories that
provide the highest amount of state aid. This has changed over the
years in that funding now relates less to the disability and more to
the way the child is actually served; that is, the extent to which they
are mainstreamed, the extent to which they receive special services in
addition to the regular classroom activities, or the extent to which they
are in segregated classrooms because of the nature of their disabilities.
In my view, fewer weights are better, and the weights should be based
on the way the child is served in the education program, not on the
child’s disability per se.
One advantage of weighting pupils is that it allows the state, in
its distribution of funds to local districts, to recognize that some
districts are required to bear higher expenditures as a result of the
type and concentration of children with disabilities within their service
area. It also allows the money that is allocated to meet these needs
to be distributed through the general state aid formula rather than
as categorical aid. To the extent that the general state aid formula
is equalizing, i.e., recognizes that districts with a low tax base need
more assistance from the state, the distribution of money to support
the education of children with disabilities is also equalized.
G&V: At this point, let’s talk about the leadership role you assumed
when you became the Director of the Wisconsin R & D Center in
1973. This was a difﬁcult time for the regional labs and research and
development centers across the country. What were the major activities
that consumed your time during this period?
RAR: As a result of the work I did in connection with the NEFP—
especially our visits to schools and classrooms—I became very
interested in questions about how resources are used in schools and
what effects the allocation and use of resources might have on the
academic achievement of students. We saw great variations among
schools and in classrooms during our collection of data for the study
of special education costs. In 1972, I proposed to the Wisconsin R&D
Center (now the Wisconsin Center for Education Research) a small
pilot study on the cost-effectiveness of Individually Guided Education
(IGE), the Center’s major program at that time.
That fall, Professor Herbert Klausmeier, the founding director of
the Center, decided to leave that role and, in December 1972, Dean
Donald McCarty asked me to serve as Director of the Center. I did
not seek the job of director of the R&D Center, but when the Dean
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asked me to take on that job, I accepted. I have always considered
myself a team player, and the Dean was concerned about how the
Center would fare in the transition to support by the newly created
National Institute of Education (NIE). From the outset, I did not view
this as a permanent change in jobs. I considered myself to be ﬁrst and
foremost a teacher and researcher and, as a tenured professor, I was
not worried about losing my job if I were to take unpopular positions
if that became necessary.
When I became Director of the Center in January 1973 I was also
serving as department chairman at the time and quickly found that
the jobs were too time-consuming to do both of them well. I resigned
the department chairmanship to devote my full attention to the R&D
Center since it had quickly become apparent that the relationship
between the educational laboratories and research centers and NIE
was going to be a rocky one.
The National Institute of Education (NIE) had been created in 1972
and designated as the funding agency for the network of regional
laboratories and research and development centers that had been
started in the mid-1960s as a result of the passage of ESEA. The R&D
Center’s sole source of funding at this time was NlE which was in
the process of trying to “get its act together.” Based on reviews of
the Center’s proposal submitted before NIE was created, it had been
recommended for three years of funding to continue work on the
development and dissemination of the IGE program. The details of
the funding remained to be negotiated with NIE.
At that point, IGE consisted primarily of a reorganized organizational
structure in schools and a focus on multi-age grouping and team
teaching. We had reasonably well-developed reading and math
programs that were complementary to IGE, but we did not have
well-developed programs in other curricular areas. The Center had
undertaken an extensive dissemination project and had commitments
to work with twelve state education agencies to implement IGE. NIE,
however, decided that it would not fund dissemination activities until
it had developed a broad dissemination plan for the Institute. This left
the Center in the awkward position of having commitments to work
with 12 states to help them implement IGE, but with no funding to
continue the work.
There were many tensions and problems during this period. I
attended a meeting of the Council for Educational Development and
Research (CEDaR ), an organization representing all of the labs and
centers, and shortly thereafter I was asked to become a member of
the organization’s board of directors. This led to an experience that
was extraordinarily interesting, frustrating, and instructive in terms of
the politics of funding educational research.
It quickly became evident that the existing network of regional
educational laboratories and university-based research centers was not
to play a signiﬁcant role in the future envisioned by NIE. Most of the
Institute’s appropriation was committed to support the existing labs
and centers, and this tended to stymie the plans of members of the
NIE staff who were eager to launch their own research agendas. We
were in the unenviable position where NIE, the agency responsible
for our funding, preferred that we disappear. Consequently, I soon
concluded that if the existing national network of labs and centers
was to survive, we would have to hang together, or we would certainly
all hang separately.
Our task was to maintain a reasonably cordial working relationship
with the Institute while, at the same time, trying to convince Congress
that we deserved continued funding. While I was not supportive of
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all of the activities of the various labs and centers, at that time it was
the only game in town. It became clear from my conversations with
members of Congress that NIE was quite unpopular on the “Hill.”
The Institute was unlikely to survive if it failed to fund the labs and
centers and, if NIE did not survive, most of the funding for education
research would disappear. The education research community was
likely to lose all of the money going to fund the labs and centers; this
money would not be placed in another appropriation.
I spent a lot of time meeting with the members of the congressional
delegation from Wisconsin and members of their staffs and testifying to
congressional committees about the work we were doing in Wisconsin.
Ultimately, we were successful in convincing Congress to provide a
line-item appropriation for the labs and centers. Obviously, our success
did not endear us to NIE, and it especially did not endear me to some
members of the NIE staff since I was chairman of CEDaR at the time
the line item was adopted and played a prominent role in securing the
line item. I realized, however, that it would be impossible to sustain
the Wisconsin R&D Center by relying on non-competitive, sole source
funding. As a result, we started eliminating nonessential overhead
activities to reduce our overhead costs so that we could compete
effectively with other bidders for competitive funding opportunities.
When my term as chairperson of CeDAR ended, I was pretty well
”burned out.” It had been an arduous year. We had worked very hard
to get the line item appropriation passed to assure continuance of labs
and centers. I had testiﬁed several times in Congress and maintained
a close working relationship with several members of the Wisconsin
congressional delegation. In 1975, I had spent three weeks in Brasilia
doing consulting with a unit of the Brazilian Ministry of Education
and Culture. This unit (CAPES) dealt with the professionalization of
faculty in institutions of higher learning in Brazil. As a result of that
experience, I had an opportunity to spend a semester in Brazil in 1977
teaching at The Catholic University in Rio de Janeiro. I also lectured
at several other Brazilian universities, including the Federal University
in Rio de Janeiro and the Federal University in Rio Grande do Sul,
as well as doing some traveling within Brazil. Fortunately, my family
accompanied me and they had an enlightening exposure to life in a
different culture—an experience that I believe greatly inﬂuenced the
decisions my sons made concerning their education and their choice
of professions. (They also learned to speak Portuguese much better
than I did.)
On returning to Wisconsin in the August 1977, I resumed my
position as director of the R&D Center. By 1979, I had decided to
return full-time to my professorship in Educational Administration. I
felt I had done as much as I could to conﬁgure the center in a way
that would allow it to compete successfully for grants in the future
and that it was an appropriate time for new leadership. I asked Dean
Palmer to be relieved as director of the Center although I continued
to serve until August 1980 when my successor, Mike Smith, was able
to take up the job.
G&V: Your work as a researcher in the R & D Center focused on
the relationship between student achievement and how resources
are used in schools. Have we made much progress toward improved
school productivity over the last couple of decades?
RAR: While serving as Center director, I continued to be interested
in how resources are used in schools and continued my research on
resource utilization in schools and classrooms with the help of some
very capable graduate students. I had developed a system model of
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production in education, and the big black box in the model was
what happened at the school and classroom level. We did some rather
intensive work on the educational process as it was practiced in four
elementary schools in Wisconsin. We observed students in their
classrooms as they progressed through third, fourth, and ﬁfth grades.
Students were observed in their classes for a full day during three
different intervals during the school year. We kept track of whether
students were on- or off-task at two-minute intervals during the school
day and administered achievement tests at the end of the year. We
obtained data on expenditures at the school and classroom level as well
as data on the professional background of the students’ teachers. We
also collected data on students’ home backgrounds and out-of-school
activities through interviews with their parents and teachers. Despite
the wealth of data we obtained, we were not able to make a great deal
of headway in unpacking the black box of the classroom.
We did ﬁnd that time on task was much more important for those
students who were less able than it was for very able students. The
most able students tended to progress very well with minimal time
on task—they needed far less time to acquire the content of lessons
than students who were not as well-endowed intellectually.
One of the more interesting ﬁndings was that if you include in
the data analysis “pull out students” who are getting special help
from teachers or aides in a small group or one-on-one situation, you
obtain a rather high negative correlation between the money spent
per student on instruction in reading, math, science and social studies
and the performance of students on conventional achievement tests.
When we removed from the analysis the students who were receiving special treatment, we found virtually no relationship between the
amount of money spent per pupil in the various subject areas and
student performance on the achievement tests.
I continued to be involved in what is now the Wisconsin Center for
Educational Research. For several years after I left the center directorship, I was a principal investigator in the Center for Effective Secondary
Schools working with Mary Metz, Karen Seashore Lewis, and others
on studies of teacher quality of work life in secondary schools and in
exploring how principals of effective secondary schools (effective in
terms of student performance) created high morale and high quality
work life for teachers and other employees in their schools.
G&V: You served as President of AEFA in 1980-81, and as President
of UCEA in 1984-85. What prompted you to assume these leadership roles?
RAR: I have always been interested and involved in educational
ﬁnance and early in my career attended many of the national meetings sponsored by the NEA dealing with school ﬁnance. When the
NEA discontinued those meetings in the mid-1970s, the National
Educational Finance Project took up that task and held two national
meetings on school ﬁnance that led directly to the establishment of
the American Education Finance Association (AEFA). I was actively
involved in establishing the association and served as its vice-president
in 1979-1980 and president in 1980-1981. AEFA was experiencing some
growing pains at that time, and I chaired a committee that revised
the constitution of the association to ensure an appropriate representation of all interests. Fortunately, we were successful in this task,
and AEFA remains today a vibrant organization that brings together
many of the interest groups who are involved in educational ﬁnance–
educators, economists, lawyers, researchers, legislators, and legislative
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staff members. It was a real honor for me to receive the Association’s
Outstanding Service Award in 1993.
I enjoyed the 1980-1981 academic year because I had no administrative responsibilities for the ﬁrst time since 1970. Since I had been
away from the ﬁeld for several years, I thought the quickest way to
get back into the mainstream was to become active in the University
Council for Educational Administration (UCEA) and was appointed
as the UW-Madison representative. I soon discovered that UCEA had
some serious problems—the founding director was retiring, the organization was nearly bankrupt, and it would need to ﬁnd a new host
institution. I chaired the search committee that found a new director
and later was elected to the Board of Directors and eventually to a
term as president of the organization in 1984-1985. During that time,
we initiated what became the National Commission on Excellence in
Educational Administration, and I served on the commission during
1985 and 1986. The report of the National Commission led to the
development of an umbrella organization of practitioner organizations and administrator preparation institutions that has deﬁned
and described the characteristics of adequate programs for preparing
administrators for various leadership positions in schools and school
systems.
G&V: You served as department chair from 1981 to 1990. What
would you consider as your most signiﬁcant accomplishment in
chairing the department during the 1980s?
RAR: In 1981, my colleagues again elected me as chairperson of
the Department of Educational Administration, a position I occupied
until 1990. These were interesting and productive years. We were able
to hire several staff members as replacements for retirees, and I take
pride in the fact that they have continued to keep the department
at UW-Madison in the forefront—typically it is either the ﬁrst or second ranked department of Educational Administration in the United
States. The faculty appointments we made were an important factor
in maintaining the high quality of the department.
The task of obtaining and retaining high-quality faculty is most
challenging. I noted, for example, that over my 32 years as a member
of the department approximately one-third of the beginning assistant
professors we hired during that time received tenure. Some left because
they were not granted tenure; many left because they could see the
handwriting on the wall, and others left because they realized that
a professorial career was not what they wanted. We did manage,
however, to hold on to most of the really good ones.
I spent the 1989-1990 school year on sabbatical leave—the ﬁrst one
I had taken in the 30 years I had been at Wisconsin. In 1991 when I
returned to “active duty” as a member of the faculty, I was asked to
serve as the director of the National Center for Research and Development on Effective Schools. Although I was contemplating retirement,
I was persuaded to take on this task and continued as director until
my retirement in 1993. It was an interesting but very frustrating job in
that we did not have a complete reform package to offer, and nearly all
schools were looking for a total package of curricular and administrative
reforms. Unfortunately, the Center for Effective Schools never achieved
the level of funding needed to fully develop the program. I have always
been skeptical of the ”in-and-out” reformers who can give spellbinding
lectures, get school personnel excited about some current reform that
allegedly will solve all their problems, and then move on leaving the
local folks trying to ﬁgure out exactly how to do it.
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After my retirement from the University of Wisconsin-Madison in
1993, I continued to be active in various ways. Lloyd Duvall and I
worked with the American Association of School Administrators to
develop what eventually became a deﬁnition of the characteristics
that one would expect to ﬁnd in high quality preparation programs
for school superintendents and other educational leaders. In 1997,
I visited the University of Kuwait to evaluate their proposal for a
graduate program in educational administration. (In 1986, I had spent
two weeks in Damascus, Syria, lecturing on the various topics in
education at the University of Damascus.)
One of the activities in which I have been involved that continued
from the early 1970s to the current time is my service as an expert
witness in state school ﬁnance cases, employment discrimination
cases, and ﬁnancial aspects of school desegregation cases. I have
served as an expert witness in cases in New Jersey, Colorado, New
Mexico, Maryland, West Virginia, Missouri, Wisconsin, Montana,
Texas, Arkansas, and Arizona. Although it is an experience I found
to be challenging and enjoyable, I am not sure that expert witnesses
in cases involving school ﬁnance are particularly helpful to the judge
who must decide the case. For each expert who testiﬁes for the
defense, there will be at least one other expert who will testify for the
plaintiffs in the case, and they will disagree as to whether the state’s
school ﬁnance program is equitable.

G&V: And, in conclusion, in your opinion, does money matter
in education? Also, can you get us started with a deﬁnition of
adequacy?
RAR: Yes, money CAN matter in education. However, it is how
the money is spent, not how much is spent, that is important.
Simply spending more money for the same things as in the past will
not do much good. We need far more research on the results (in
terms of student performance) obtained from speciﬁc expenditures.
The results from spending to reduce class size in the earliest grades,
for example, show promise, as does greater attention to expenditures
for the continuing professional development of school staff.
Adequacy in education requires that every child have access to a
sound basic education regardless of his/her individual circumstances.
I cannot specify the exact components of such an education. In
fact, the components may well vary from one community to another
because all communities are not alike. It certainly does not require the
same level of spending for every child in the state or nation! And, as
long as every child has access to a sound basic education, I would
not be too concerned if some communities choose to spend beyond
that level.
G&V: Thank you, Professor Rossmiller. Once again our conversation has been informative and most enjoyable.

G&V: Have there been any shifts in the direction or focus of school
ﬁnance litigation over time?
RAR: Yes, there has been a major shift in the focus of that litigation
over the past 30 years or so. The ﬁrst cases (following the US Supreme
Court decision in Rodriguez) were based primarily on the due
process and equal protection guarantees that are found in most state
constitutions and dealt with claims that either taxpayers or students
or both were being denied their constitutional rights. More recently,
the focus has shifted to the educational provisions of the individual
state constitutions, which tend to be marvelously ambiguous– i.e.,
what does “thorough and efﬁcient” or “as nearly equal as practicable”
really mean in terms of the educational provision the state is required
to provide?
In recent years, we have witnessed a number of attempts to deﬁne
an “adequate” education in monetary terms, building on previous work
such as the research on the cost of providing education for handicapped
children. In my opinion, the courts have not been particularly helpful
in this regard, since they have described in rather general terms what
the outcomes of schooling should look like (responsible citizenship,
ability to compete for jobs successfully, good family members, etc.)
without paying much attention to how these worthy goals can be
accomplished. In short, they have tossed the ball back into the
educators’ court. It is virtually inevitable that any proposal for school
ﬁnance reform will be criticized by the stakeholders who are being
disadvantaged. My observation is that in order to enact serious school
ﬁnance reform one must have more “winners” than “losers,” which
almost inevitably requires more funds to distribute. In the past three
years, the big issue in state ﬁnance has been looming budget deﬁcits
and large increases in state school funding have not been forthcoming.
Rather, the question has been one of how much can we cut state
funding for public schools?
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Fiscal and Academic
Efﬁciency Index of
the Public School
Districts of Arkansas
Mary F. Hughes
In Lake View v. Huckabee,1 the Supreme Court of Arkansas stated
that the Education Article2 of the Arkansas Constitution designates
the state, rather than the General Assembly, as the entity to maintain
a general, suitable, and efﬁcient system of free public schools. In Lake
View, the Arkansas Supreme Court afﬁrmed a lower court decision
declaring the state education ﬁnance system unconstitutional on
the twin grounds of inadequacy under the Education Article and
inequality3 under the Equality provision of the Arkansas Constitution.
The supreme court stayed its order until January 1, 2004 to allow
the state to conduct an adequacy study, and “time to chart a new
course for public education in the state.” In September 2003, a study
prepared for the Arkansas Joint Committee on Educational Adequacy4
recommended new funding of $847 million in addition to the current
state and local expenditures of $2.6 billion for 310 school districts,
housing 439,742 students in average daily membership.5 On December
8, 2003, the governor called a special session of the general assembly
to consider education reform and how to fund it.
In response to the Lake View declaration for school reform that
would meet constitutional demands, the Arkansas Association of
School Administrators (AASA) proposed to the governor and the
general assembly an education reform model that included an efﬁciency
measure.6 The central components of the model were: (1) Substantially
equal teachers’ salaries; (2) substantially equal curricula and equipment;
(3) substantially equal school facilities; (4) substantially equal school
funding; and (5) substantially efﬁcient and effective operation of
schools.
This article will discuss the efﬁciency component of the AASA
model. The ﬁrst section of the paper will provide information on
how and why the ﬁrst efﬁciency model was developed, including:
Background of the First Efﬁciency Model Using Standardized or ZScores; a descriptive overview of Arkansas school districts; a review
of literature on Arkansas school district size and consolidation, and
the results of the ﬁrst efﬁciency study that incorporated standardized
scores. The second section will provide a formal discussion of the
ﬁscal and academic efﬁciency school district index model that was
adopted by the AASA and the statistical construction of the model
using factor analysis.

Mary F. Hughes is Associate Professor of Educational Administration at the University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville.
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How and Why the First Efﬁciency Model Was Developed
Background of the First Efﬁciency Model Using Standardized or
Z-Scores
The ﬁrst School District Efﬁciency Model was developed as part
of a larger research project that looked at tax savings and tax reform
in response to the 2001 Pulaski County Chancery Court ruling in
Lake View v. Huckabee.7 One part of that project sought information
about the cost-savings and beneﬁts of restructuring Arkansas public
school districts. The challenge faced was to determine which school
districts would be included in the projected cost-savings. Would this
determination be made by school district size, and, if so, what would
be the magic number for inclusion? As the review of the literature will
indicate, the recommended school district size for efﬁcient economy of
scale is varied, depending on the deﬁnition of size, the methodology,
and the state in which the study was conducted. For this project, the
conclusion was made that district size should not be the measure for
selecting school districts that would be included in the projected costsavings and beneﬁts for restructuring. Therefore, some other measure,
such as an efﬁciency measure, should be constructed for each school
district and that measure would guide the study in the determination
of district inclusion.
Descriptive Overview of Arkansas School Districts, 2000-2001
In 2000-2001, Arkansas had 444,978 students in Average Daily
Membership (ADM) attending 310 school districts, with total spending for net current expenditures (excluding federal funds) of over $2.3
billion. The average net current expenditure per pupil in ADM was
$5,207. The school districts employed 23,982 full-time classiﬁed personnel and 31,109 full-time K-12 certiﬁed personnel. The average salary for
a K-12 teacher was $34,729 and for a school district superintendent,
$72,580. School district enrollment ranged from 71 pupils in ADM
in Witts Springs (Searcy County) to 23,444 in Little Rock (Pulaski
County). Of the 310 school districts, 196 had an enrollment of fewer
than 1,000 students in ADM, which represented 63% of the districts
and 23% of total ADM. Presented in Table 1 is an overview of the 310
school districts by size. For illustration purposes, note in Table 1 that
district size category between 200 and 299 students records 31 school
districts that represent 10% of all districts, 1.8% of all students in ADM,
and an average net current expenditure of $6,189 per student.
Presented in Figure 1 and Figure 2 is expenditure per pupil by
school district size as exhibited in Table 1. Shown in Figure 1 is net
current expenditure per student in ADM by the smallest to the largest school district size. Current expenditure, including federal funds,
is shown per student in ADM by school district size in Figure 2.
A slight “U” curve is present in both ﬁgures instead of a true linear
relationship between school district size and per-pupil expenditure.
The smallest and largest school district enrollments have the greatest
expenditures per pupil.
Review of the Literature on Arkansas School District Size and
Consolidation
Arkansas Initiated Act I of 1948 brought about a reduction from 1,589
school districts in 1948 to 424 districts in 1949. The Act abolished all
districts with fewer than 350 children but failed to include a continuing provision. By 1981, 121 school districts had a pupil count of less
than 350 students8 and by 2001, 56 of the state’s 310 school districts
had fewer than 350 students.9 From 1983 to 2001, the number of
school districts in the state was reduced from 369 to 310.10 During the
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Table 1
School District Size
Arkansas 2000–2001
School District
Size

# of
Districts
by Size

Total ADM
by Size

% of
Total ADM

Current
Expenditure
Net/ADM ($)

0 – 99

2

.65

159

0.04

8,397

9,477

100 –199

12

3.9

1,906

0.4

7,411

8,232

200 – 299

31

10.0

7,937

1.8

6,189

6,880

300 – 399

25

8.1

8,623

1.9

5,386

6,009

% of Total
Districts

Current
Expenditure with
Fed/ADM ($)

400 – 499

26

8.4

11,512

2.6

5,261

5,872

500 – 599

37

11.9

20,520

4.6

5,111

5,701

600 – 699

15

4.8

9,888

2.2

4,927

5,560

700 – 799

20

6.5

14,944

3.4

4,967

5,615

800 – 899

16

5.2

13,383

3.0

5,053

5,598

900 – 999

12

3.9

11,325

2.5

4,734

5,265

1,000 – 1,999

62

20.0

86,239

19.4

4,910

5,458

2,000 – 2,999

21

6.8

52,654

11.8

4,866

5,418

3,000 – 3,999

10

3.2

34,631

7.8

5,133

5,616

4,000 – 4,999

6

1.9

26,170

5.9

5,132

5,669

5,000 – 5,999

4

1.3

22,399

5.0

4,934

5,489

6,000 – 6,999

2

0.6

13,301

3.0

5,134

5,533

7,000 – 7,999

3

1.0

22,771

5.1

5,317

5,669

8,000 – 8,999

1

0.3

9,079

2.0

6,300

6,669

10,000 – 10,999

1

0.3

10,925

2.5

4,782

5,205

11,000 – 11,999

1

0.3

11,320

2.5

4,733

5,487

12,000 – 12,999

1

0.3

12,479

2.8

5,774

6,153

19,000 – 19,999

1

0.3

19,376

4.4

5,848

6,382

20,000 +

1

0.3

23,444

5.3

6,673

7,133

second special legislative session in 2003, Act 60, a consolidation act
to improve the efﬁciency of public education, was passed that required
administrative consolidation or annexation of school districts of fewer
than 350 students with other districts. In all, 57 school districts had
to merge administratively with other districts by June 1, 2004.
The report to the Arkansas Joint Committee on Education in
1978, Educational Equity: Improving School Finance in Arkansas,
stated that the optimum school district enrollment is not absolute,
that each state should establish its own optimum enrollment size
to allow each district to function at the most effective and efﬁcient
level possible.11 The report indicated that districts with enrollments
of 1,000-1,499 were the most efﬁcient, based on the average expense
per Average Daily Attendance (ADA), and administrative costs were
most efﬁcient in districts with enrollments of 1,500 to 4,499. Also,
the report noted that very small and very large districts were operating inefﬁciently.12 Recommendation No. 6 of the report was School
District Reorganization with part (a) stating: “Immediate steps should
be taken to alter state funding procedures so as not to encourage the
perpetuation of small inefﬁcient school districts.”13 In the explanation
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of this recommendation, the report went on to say that state ﬁnance
policy has tended to encourage the maintenance of small units rather
than serving as an incentive to reduce their number and concluded:
“In viewing alternative organizational arrangements, more intensive
study of the issue should include overall educational, geographical,
and economic considerations before recommendation of a speciﬁc
revised organization.”14
The Advisory Committee to the Arkansas Board of Education also
proposed school reforms after the May 2001 court decision.15 The
August 2002 report by the Advisory Committee discussed improving
the efﬁciency of elementary and secondary education by asking the
question: “Does the system accomplish the purposes for which it was
created with the least consumption of resources (economic efﬁciency or
efﬁcient use of resources)?”16 A study produced for the committee by
the Education Commission of the States on Arkansas school districts
found low pupil-to-teacher ratio as an indicator of economic inefﬁciency
because the low ratio increased the consumption of resources while
decreasing the likelihood of achieving the system’s purpose.
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Figure 1
Net
Current
Expenditure
per ADM by School District Size
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Figure 2
Current Expenditure with Federal Funds per ADM by School District Size
(Average Net Current Expenditure/ADM – $5,738)
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A 1990 study on Arkansas school consolidation explained that
certain costs such as capital outlay, staff salaries, utilities, and the like,
remain for all school districts regardless of size, but that smaller schools
were unable to realize any signiﬁcant economies as ﬁxed expenses
are divided among a limited student population, thereby increasing
per student production costs.17 This study also noted that school
districts could be either too small or too large to achieve maximum
operating efﬁciency and that studies on school size have suggested
that when a district lies within a range of 600 to 1,600 students,
optimum economies of scale can be expected. However, the study
pointed out, the scale was subject to circumstances of geographic
location, transportation, and capital outlay expenditures. The study
cautioned that consolidation of school districts must be considered
on an individual basis, weighing the advantages and disadvantages
of each particular case, that low pupil-to-teacher ratios in Arkansas
school districts were primarily, though not exclusively, the result of
operating small high schools.
In past and present studies on Arkansas school district consolidation, economies of scale and efﬁciency have shown that an optimum
enrollment size to allow each district to function at the most effective
and efﬁcient level possible is not absolute and that all school districts
regardless of size have certain costs; and because of these costs,
smaller schools are not able to realize signiﬁcant economies because
the ﬁxed expenses are divided among a smaller student population.
Also, a lower student-to-teacher ratio contributes to the consumption
of resources. Several of the studies cautioned that consolidation of
school districts must be considered on an individual basis.
From past studies on economies of scale and efﬁciency, the author
found that an optimum enrollment size to allow each district to
function at the most effective and efﬁcient level was not absolute.
After a review of 2000-2001 school district size and expenditure per
pupil, and past studies, the conclusion was that this study must look
at each school district individually over many variables if a defensible
determination was to be made about the projected cost of restructuring. Therefore, the study sought to identify effective and efﬁcient
school districts.
Use of Standardized or Z-Scores
The question posed by the study was: If the state educational
system were restructured, what amount of cost-savings might be
available for educational improvements? The ﬁrst step in determining
the cost-savings of restructuring was to create a plan for identifying
school districts that were operating efﬁciently or that were producing the desired effect with desired costs relative to the state average.
Another inﬂuence on the construction of the study came from the
Town Meetings of the Blue Ribbon Commission18 that were held across
the state in the spring of 2002. Many citizens voiced their concern
that school districts should not be judged “just by size” on school
district reorganization but that all components of the district should
be examined, especially achievement outcomes.
After much reﬂection, a set of criteria for examining each school
district was devised. The criteria were “indicators of efﬁciency”. In all,
28 indicators of operational and academic efﬁciency were examined,
including nine indicators of achievement outcomes. These indicators
were selected through four categories that were determined to be
instrumental to a school district’s operation as an educational institution. The four categories and their indicators of efﬁciency were: (1)
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Fiscal efﬁciency (8 indicators); (2) academic achievement efﬁciency
(9 indicators); (3) size efﬁciency (5 indicators); and (4) administration
efﬁciency (6 indicators).
An operational and academic efﬁciency score was developed
for each of the 310 school districts in Arkansas for the purpose of
determining the cost and beneﬁts of restructuring. For each district,
19 operational measures and 9 achievement measures were converted
to a standardized score.
Each of the 28 operational and academic indicators was converted
to a standardized score so that each school district could be compared
to the other school districts in the state on each measure. The
standardized score or “Z” score would have a mean of zero and a
standard deviation of one. The relative position of each school district
on each indicator would be the number of standard deviations above
or below the mean of zero. The total score of the 28 standardized
indicators for each school district would indicate an efﬁcient or
inefﬁcient school district relative to the other school districts, as
measured by these indicators. It should be noted that free and reduced
price lunch status and student race were not included as indicators of
operational and academic efﬁciency as neither are a cost item or an
outcome measure. Federal funds and students per square mile were
also not included as efﬁciency measures. Student race, free and reduced
price lunch status, and students per square mile were presented in the
study only to describe the demographics of each school district.
Standardized scores or Z-scores are used to compare scores from
different distributions even when the scores are measuring different
things (the same concept as percentage). The Z-score is a relative
position of a raw score in a distribution relative to the mean and
standard deviation of that distribution. The Z-score depends upon the
distribution. The highest Z-score in one distribution may be +3 and
+1 in another. The Z-score distribution will have a mean of zero and
a standard deviation of one. A particular raw score, changed to a Zscore, will show how many standard deviations the raw score is above
or below the mean. The formula for deriving a Z-score is: Z = (raw
score - mean) divided by the standard deviation. By using Z-scores,
this study positioned each school district relative to all the school
districts in the state on the 28 school district measures. The reliability
or internal consistency of the 28 indicators of efﬁciency used in this
study was r = .86. A good indicator of reliability is r = .80.
The actual costs and performance level of each school district were
measured by their relative position above or below the state average.
The sum of the costs and performance level scores or Z-scores depicted
a school district’s ability to produce desired performance outcomes
with desired costs relative to the state average. A school district that
had high costs or moderately high costs and low student performance
was termed inefﬁcient. Data and deﬁnitions from the 1999-2000 and
2000-2001 Annual Statistical Report of the Public Schools of Arkansas
(ASR) were used in this study. The data used for the ASR were selfreported by the individual school districts and were not audited prior
to submission to the Arkansas Department of Education.
School Districts by Efﬁciency Score
After the 28 indicators of efﬁciency for each school district were
converted to a standardized score, the 28 standardized scores were
totaled, and the 310 school districts were ranked on the total efﬁciency
score. The total standardized efﬁciency score for the districts ranged
from -3.029 to +2.1903. This indicates that the least efﬁcient school
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Graph 1
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The second scenario was to apply the average state cost per student
of $5,207 to the 131 least efﬁcient school districts with an ADM of
less than 2,000. The net cost-savings was $18,310,955. The third and
fourth scenarios were to apply the average cost per student of the most
efﬁcient school districts with an average enrollment of 900 students
in ADM to the least efﬁcient school districts with the same or lower
ADM. The average cost per student for the most efﬁcient school
districts with an average enrollment of 900 students in ADM was
$4,722. Applying this cost to the 117 inefﬁcient school districts with
less than 900 students equated to a total net savings of $40,097,655.
Applying the same average cost to the 106 inefﬁcient school districts
with less than 600 students resulted in a net savings of $34,471,410.
From combining school district size and the most efﬁcient school
district categories (E1 and E2), the data indicated that the most efﬁcient
K-12 Arkansas school districts were those with a student enrollment
of at least 900 up to 12,000 students in ADM. The data also indicated
that 26 school districts with less than 900 ADM recorded an efﬁciency
score that placed them in the E1 or E2 category, the most efﬁcient
category ranks.
Presented in Table 2 is a summary of the cost-savings under
different scenarios. The data indicate that the greatest cost-savings of
restructuring would occur when the 117 least efﬁcient school districts
with less than 900 students would reorganize to form school districts
of 900 or greater, creating an annual cost-savings of $40,097,655. In
addition to the cost-savings, the major beneﬁts or restructuring would
be higher teacher salaries and educational improvements for 47,500
students. Both efﬁcient and inefﬁcient school districts were found in
most school district size categories.
In general, the least efﬁcient school districts had high expenditures
per pupil, low K-12 teacher salaries, low pupil-to-teacher ratios, low
pupil-to-classiﬁed personnel ratios, low pupil-to-administration ratios,
declining enrollment, and below average test scores. On all nine
measures of academic efﬁciency, the inefﬁcient school districts recorded
the lowest test scores and the most efﬁcient districts recorded the highest test scores. With regard to demographics, school districts in three
of the four least efﬁcient categories (INEF1, INEF2, INEF3) recorded

district, as measured by the 28 indicators, was three standard deviations below the mean and the most efﬁcient school district was two
standard deviations above the mean. Overall, 135 school districts had
a negative score, or an indication of being inefﬁcient, and 175 had a
positive or efﬁcient score.19
Because there were different degrees efﬁciency, as measured by
the 310 standardized scores, the school districts were placed in eight
categories based on their total standardized score ranging from the
least efﬁcient to the most efﬁcient. School districts with a standardized
score between -3.0 and -1.04 were labeled INEF1, indicating the least
efﬁcient school districts. Standardized scores between +1.01 and +2.19
were labeled E1, the most efﬁcient districts. The line graph (See Graph
1) depicts the continuum of standardized scores, with zero as the
mean, negative scores to the left of the mean, and positive scores
to the right.
Cost-savings to Restructure
Several scenarios were used to compute the cost-savings of school
district restructuring. In each of the scenarios, some school districts
had to receive extra funding to bring them up to the expected cost
level while other districts recorded a savings. The ﬁrst scenario involved
the average cost per student of the 101 most efﬁcient school districts
(E1 and E2) as the measure of what an efﬁcient school district’s cost
per student should be if that school district had an average ADM of
2,000. The current expenditure per student of the 101 most efﬁcient
school districts was $4,958, and the average enrollment in ADM was
2,000.
To arrive at the cost-savings for this ﬁrst scenario, ADM for each of
the 131 least efﬁcient school districts with less than 2,000 students
was multiplied by $4,958. Each product was subtracted from the
district’s total net current expenditure, resulting in the cost-savings
for restructuring to a 2,000 ADM district. Twenty-two of the 131 least
efﬁcient school districts had expenditure per student of less than
$4,958; so the cost to level up for those school districts was $2,847,117.
The cost-savings for the remaining districts was $38,131,904, resulting
in a net cost-savings of $35,284,787.

Table 2
Cost-Savings
Cost per Student by Most Efﬁcient School Districts Applied to Least Efﬁcient School Districts
Suggested School
District Size in ADM

Average Current
Expenditure/ADM of
Efﬁcient Districts ($)

# Least Efﬁcient School
Districts with Less Than
Suggested ADM

Total ADM of
Inefﬁcient School
Districts

Net Savings ($)

600

4,722

106

38,903

34,471,410

900

4,722

117

47,488

40,097,655

1,000

4,736

118

48,934

38,617,996

2,000

4,958

131

68,168

35,284,787

State Average

5,207

135

87,751

23,356,931
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Table 3
Race, Free & Reduced Lunch, Square Miles by School District Efﬁciency Rank
Arkansas
Efﬁciency
Rank

# Districts

2001–2002
% White

2001–2002
% Black

2001–2002
% Hispanic

2001–2002
% Free & Reduced Lunch

ADM/
Square Mile

INEF1

43

53

45

2

71.8

2.8

INEF2

35

70

27

2

61.7

3.7

INEF3

27

68

29

2

60.3

7.3

INEF4

30

84

13

3

53.6

5.8

E4

36

81

16

3

47.7

24.1

E3

40

83

14

3

46.9

10.1

E2

51

93

4

2

42.3

11.2

E1

48

90

5

4

35.7

26.1

State

310

71

23

4

51.4

12.0

Note: INEF1 = Lowest efﬁciency rank; E1 = Highest efﬁciency rank.
the highest percentage of students receiving free and reduced price
lunch, the highest percentage of African American students, and the
lowest number of students per square mile among the eight categories
of efﬁciency. (See Table 3.)
Measuring Adequacy
It would seem that the cost of an adequate education could be
determined from the data on the 48 most efﬁcient school districts in
the state. After all, these school districts recorded the highest student
achievement, the highest teacher salaries, and some of the lowest per
student costs for operations and maintenance and administration. This
would be in line with the “Successful School Approach” for ﬁnding
a target base cost. 20
The “Successful School Approach” relies upon school districts
already achieving state standards to establish the cost of an adequate
education. One of the beneﬁts of the successful schools approach is
that it allows for development of an efﬁciency factor. Schools spending
a signiﬁcant amount more per pupil than the average successful school
may not be considered when determining a base cost. The average cost
of the successful schools to provide an adequate education yields the
base cost. The base is then adjusted for students with special needs
or students considered at risk. The successful school approach has
produced base cost targets currently in use in several states.21
The average teacher salary for the 48 most efﬁcient Arkansas school
districts was $37,422 compared to $34,729 for the state, and the
student-to-teacher ratio was 15.5 compared to 13.3 for the state. The
cost per student for operations and maintenance was $512 compared
to $587 for the state, and the cost of a superintendent per student was
$45 compared to the state average of $116. Total school administration
cost per student was $288 compared to $328 for the state average.
On eight of the nine test score measures, the 48 most efﬁcient school
districts scored the highest in the state. The combined enrollment
within the 48 districts was 156,666, ranging from enrollment size of
600 to 12,000.
As stated earlier, student race and the percentage of students
receiving free and reduced price lunch were not measures of efﬁciency,
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nor was the number of students per square mile. To help present an
overall view of the school districts located within the eight categories of
efﬁciency, these demographic measures are presented in Table 3. The
48 school districts in E1, the most efﬁcient school district category,
have the highest percentage of Hispanic students and the greatest
number of students per square mile. School districts in three of the four
least efﬁcient categories, INEF1, INEF2, and INEF3, record the highest
percentage of African American students and students receiving free
and reduced price lunch. On average, the 48 most efﬁcient school
districts have a student population that is 90% white, 4.5% African
American, and 4.1% Hispanic, with 63% of the students paying for
their school lunch. The state average student enrollment is 78.5%
white, 18% African American, and 2.5% Hispanic, with 48.6% of the
students paying for their school lunch. Because of the wide student
diversity found across the state, the needs of the individual students
would have to be considered in addition to this method of determining
the cost of an adequate education.
Fiscal and Academic Efﬁciency Index Construction:
Factor Analysis
During the summer of 2003, the Arkansas Association of School
Administrators asked for input on an efﬁciency index that could be
used in their education reform model in response to the 2002 Lake
View case. The basic premise of the previous study on the cost of
school district reorganization was used to develop this index. The
purpose of the Fiscal and Academic Efﬁciency Index was to provide a
relative measure of school district efﬁciency that included instructional
and non-instructional costs and academic outcomes. The index was
deﬁned as a composite measure that indicated a school district’s
ability to produce desired performance outcomes with desired costs
relative to the state average. Instead of using standardized or Z-scores,
this index incorporated factor analysis to determine individual school
district rankings and composite scores.
The Fiscal and Academic Efﬁciency Index was constructed by using
the statistical procedure of factor analysis. The Index included a threeyear average of the most recent available public school district data
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for instructional and non-instructional costs and student achievement
measures including norm-referenced and criterion-referenced tests.
Also, a separate Fiscal Efﬁciency Index and Academic Efﬁciency Index
were computed using the same method and appropriate variables. (See
Appendix for a complete list and deﬁnition of variables.) The purpose
of the two separate indexes was to better explain and evaluate the
results of a school district’s composite Fiscal and Academic Efﬁciency
Index score.
Factor analysis is a general scientiﬁc method of reducing a large
number of variables to a few factors by combining variables that are
moderately or highly correlated with each other. Each combined set
of variables forms a factor, which is a mathematical expression of the
common element in the combined variables. With the process of
factor analysis, different investigators using the same research design
and factor technique on the same data will arrive at the same results,
as follows:22
(1) Factor technique for this design using SPSS: Principal
Component Analysis with Varimax Rotation, Eigen value
over one;
(2) Missing Values: Exclude cases listwise;
(3) Factor weights: Computed by taking the percentage of
variance attributed to each factor divided by the total
explained variance;
(4) Index scores: The standardized score of the sum of the
weighted factor scores. The standardized scores have a
mean of zero and a standard deviation of one;
(5) School District Rating: Through this method a large
number of variables are reduced to a scale or an index
on which school districts can be rated. The process
generates an index or standard score for each public
school district;
(6) Variables included in the factor analysis are instructional and non-instructional cost related variables and
student achievement measures for each public school
district in Arkansas;
(7) Descriptive Statistics: Factor Score: -3.53 to +2.15.
Each school district was ranked on the Composite Efﬁciency Index
with accompanying Fiscal Efﬁciency Index and Academic Efﬁciency
Index. By separating out the Fiscal Efﬁciency Index and the Academic
Efﬁciency Index, a school district could see in which areas they were
high or low in and how the Composite Index was constructed. School
districts could have a high Fiscal Efﬁciency Index score, a low Academic
Efﬁciency Index score or the reverse and still have a positive composite
score. This is one of the challenges of a combined ﬁscal and academic
composite score. To address this problem, each of the separate index
scores might be assigned a grade ranking of A, B, C, D, F to visually
represent how a school district was doing in each category.
The Fiscal and Academic Efﬁciency Index could be used for ranking,
comparative evaluation, assistance identiﬁcation, and ﬁscal and
academic accountability of the public school districts, as follows:
(1) Evaluation between cost and effectiveness;
(2) Accountability of how local and state tax money is
being spent relative to all districts in the state and
districts with similar demographics;
(3) Accountability to students and their educational
achievement;
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(4) Ranking of the public school districts on ﬁscal efﬁciency,
academic efﬁciency and the composite Efﬁciency
Index;
(5) Comparative evaluation of costs and outcomes by
individual public school districts relative to districts
with similar demographics, and relative to the state
average on component measures;
(6) Identiﬁcation of public school districts that may be in
need of assistance;
(7) Evaluation of costs and outcomes relative to the
district’s educational philosophy and goals.
Conclusion
Overall, the school district superintendents considered the Fiscal
and Academic Efﬁciency Index a good representation of the school
districts in Arkansas and adopted the method as part of their reform
proposal in answer to Lake View. Even though the indexes were constructed from school district data with no intended bias presented in
the formulation of the indexes, some districts felt the index was not
fair. The 43 least efﬁcient school districts were small districts with
high rates of poverty and in some cases, high percentages of African
American students. Also, they had relatively high expenditures, high
administrative costs, high operation and maintenance costs, low
teacher salaries, low pupil-to-teacher ratios, and very low-test scores
on nine achievement measures. Here the index could serve as a basis
of need with regard to the adequacy study. Of interest is the ﬁnding
that many small, high poverty school districts had efﬁcient scores,
and some large school districts had inefﬁcient scores.
The ﬁscal and academic efﬁciency index was not constructed for
determining school consolidation but for determining how school
districts were operating relative to other school districts in the state.
Many districts used the data to improve their ﬁscal operations relative
to districts similar in size and to note their achievement levels relative
to school districts with similar students. The utility of the indexes
are many, as noted above. A spreadsheet with three year averages of
instructional, non-instructional, and achievement measures; and demographic data, composite efﬁciency index, ﬁscal efﬁciency index, and
academic achievement index of the 310 school districts was available
for each school district to download. Many school districts across the
state used the information for internal analysis.
The two methods used for measuring ﬁscal and academic efﬁciency,
the standardized or Z-score method and the factor analysis method,
resulted in similar school district rankings. Both methods measured
school districts relative to each other and presented each school district
with a standard deviation score that was above or below the mean.
From the analysis of the data, the best method for complete disclosure
was the presentation of both the Fiscal Efﬁciency Index score and
the Academic Efﬁciency Index score with a composite index score.
This provided a comprehensive view of a district’s ﬁscal operations
and academic outcomes relative to the state average. As noted in
the Introduction, the state, not the General Assembly, has the legal
responsibility to maintain a general, suitable, and efﬁcient system of
free public schools in Arkansas. The Fiscal and Academic Efﬁciency
Index was one proposed way to address the constitutional demand
for an efﬁcient system of free public schools.
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Appendix
Variables in Factor Analysis
Instructional and non-instructional cost-related variables and student
achievement measures could include but might not be limited to:
Student Achievement Measures
ACT – Composite: Three-year average of the American College
Testing(ACT) Assessment, a norm-referenced skill level test over
English, mathematics, reading, and science reasoning. The assessment is designed to assess high school students’ general educational
development and their ability to complete college-level work. ACT
scores range from 1 (low) to 36 (high).
Algebra I - End of Course: Three-year average of the percentage of
students scoring at the “advanced” and “proﬁcient” levels, combined
population. The Algebra I Spring End of Course Examination, a criterion-referenced test, is based on the Arkansas Curriculum Frameworks
and the Algebra I Course Goals as part of the Arkansas Comprehensive Testing Assessment and Accountability Program (ACTAAP) in
response to Arkansas Legislative Act 1172.
Geometry – End of Course: Three-year average of the percentage of
students scoring at the “advanced” and “proﬁcient” levels, combined
population. The Geometry Spring End of Course Examination, a criterion-referenced test, is based on the Arkansas Curriculum Frameworks
and the Geometry Course Goals as part of the Arkansas Comprehensive Testing Assessment and Accountability Program (ACTAAP) in
response to Arkansas Legislative Act 1172.
Literacy (Grade 11) End of Course: Three-year average of the percentage of students scoring at the “advanced” and “proﬁcient” levels,
combined population. The Literacy (Grade 11) Spring End of Course
Examination, a criterion-referenced test, is based on the Arkansas
English Language Arts Curriculum Framework as part of the Arkansas
Comprehensive Testing Assessment and Accountability Program
(ACTAAP) in response to Arkansas Legislative Act 1172.
Benchmark 4th Grade – Math: Three-year average of the percentage of
students scoring at the “advanced” and “proﬁcient” levels, combined
population. The Benchmark exams are criterion-referenced tests aligned
to the Frameworks developed by Arkansas teachers and the Arkansas
Department of Education. Students scoring at the “advanced’ level
demonstrate superior performance well beyond “proﬁcient” grade level
performance, and students scoring at the “proﬁcient” level demonstrate
solid academic performance for the grade tested and are well prepared
for the next level of schooling. Other levels of student achievement
on the Benchmark exams are “basic”, and “below basic”.
Benchmark 4th Grade – Literacy: Three-year average of the percentage of students scoring at the “advanced” and “proﬁcient” levels,
combined population.
Benchmark 6th Grade – Math: Three-year average of the percentage of students scoring at the “advanced” and “proﬁcient” levels,
combined population.
Benchmark 6th Grade – Literacy: Three-year average of the percentage of students scoring at the “advanced” and “proﬁcient” levels,
combined population.
Benchmark 8th Grade – Math: Three-year average of the percentage of students scoring at the “advanced” and “proﬁcient” levels,
combined population.
Benchmark 8th Grade – Literacy: Three-year average of the percentage of students scoring at the “advanced” and “proﬁcient” levels,
combined population.
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SAT Grade 5: Stanford Achievement Test, Ninth Edition, (SAT 9)
norm-referenced test. Basic Battery includes a composite score for
mathematics, vocabulary, and reading comprehension.
SAT Grade 7: SAT 9 norm-referenced test. Basic Battery includes a
composite score for mathematics, vocabulary, and reading comprehension.
SAT Grade 10: SAT 9 norm-referenced test. Basic Battery includes
a composite score for mathematics, vocabulary, and reading comprehension.
Instructional and Non-Instructional Cost-Related Measures
Administrative Salary as a Percentage of Net Current Expenditure:
Three-year average of the amount paid certiﬁed full-time equivalency
employees less K-12 certiﬁed full-time equivalency teachers divided
by net current expenditure, excluding federal funds. This includes the
salary of administrative employees including superintendents, assistant
superintendents, principals, and supervisors employed by the district
and paid from the Teacher Salary Fund. Certiﬁed employees paid from
federal funds are not included. Beneﬁts paid by the districts such as
teacher retirement, FICA/Med, and state-mandated insurance payments
are not included.
Administrative Salary per Student in Average Daily Membership
(ADM): Three-year average of the amount paid certiﬁed full-time
equivalency employees less K-12 certiﬁed full-time equivalency teachers
divided by ADM. This would equal administrative employees including
superintendents, assistant superintendents, principals, and supervisors employed by the district and paid from the Teacher Salary Fund.
Certiﬁed employees paid from federal funds are not included. Beneﬁts
paid by the districts such as teacher retirement, FICA/Med, and state
mandated insurance payments are not included.
Average Administrative Salary: Three-year average of the amount
paid certiﬁed full-time equivalency employees less K-12 certiﬁed fulltime equivalency teachers divided by the number of certiﬁed K-12
employees less the number of certiﬁed K-12 teachers. Included are
administrative employees including superintendents, assistant superintendents, principals, and supervisors employed by the district and
paid from the Teacher Salary Fund. Certiﬁed employees paid from
federal funds are not included. Beneﬁts paid by the districts such as
teacher retirement, FICA/Med, and state-mandated insurance payments
are not included.
Average K-12 Teacher Salary: Three-year average of K-12 Certiﬁed
Full-time Equivalency (FTE). Included are K-12 classroom teachers,
librarians, counselors, psychologists, and other K-12 certiﬁed, nonadministrative employees, paid from the Teacher Salary Fund. Certiﬁed
employees paid from federal funds are not included. Beneﬁts paid by
the districts, such as teacher retirement, FICA/Med, and state-mandated
insurance payments are not included. In 2000-2001, the amount paid
to substitute teachers was excluded in the Annual Statistical Report
(ASR). The 1999-2000 ASR included the amount paid to substitute
teachers.
Average K-12 Teacher Salary as Percentage of Net Current
Expenditure: Three-year average.
Instructional Costs as a Percentage of Current Expenditure: (includes
federal funds) Three-year average of Instructional Costs, including:
Salaries for instruction; employee beneﬁts for instruction; purchased
services for instruction which includes the services of teachers
or others who provide instruction to students; computer-assisted
instruction expenditures; travel for instructional staff and per diem
expenses; tuition; instructional supplies; instructional property; and
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other instructional expenditures. It does not include salaries, beneﬁts,
or other expenditures for principals or principals’ ofﬁces, head teachers
serving as principals, full-time department chairpersons, supervisors of
instruction, teaching school nurses, or librarians. Source: Common
Core of Data (CCD), ), http://nces.ed.gov/ccd/ccresources.asp. Current
expenditures include: (a) Tuition paid by individuals; (b) transportation
fees paid by individuals; (c) Title I expenditures; (d) Title I carryover
funds; (e) Title VI expenditures; (f) Title VI carryover funds; (g) food
service revenues; (h) student activities revenues; (I) textbook revenues;
(j) summer school revenues; and (k) instruction, support services,
and non-instructional services except for community services, direct
program support. Property expenditures are not included.
Maintenance and Operation (M&O) per Student in ADM: Three-year
average of CCD Operations and Maintenance Expenditures by district,
including salaries, beneﬁts, purchased services, supplies, property,
other, and total, Cycle 1.
Net Current Expenditure per Student in ADM: Three-year average
of Net Current Expenditures are current expenditures less exclusions
which include: (a) Tuition paid by individuals; (b) transportation fees
paid by individuals; (c) Title I expenditures; (d) Title I carryover funds;
(e) Title VI expenditures; (f) Title VI carryover funds; (g) food service
revenues; (h) student activities revenues; (I) textbook revenues; and (j)
summer school revenues. Property expenditures are not included.
Non-Instructional Costs as Percentage of Current Expenditure:
Three-year average of Non-instructional services, including food
services for students and staff in a school and Enterprise Operations.
(1999-2000, 2000-2001). Source: CCD. Includes federal funds.
Pupil-to-Administration Ratio: Three-year average of the number of
students in ADM divided by the number of certiﬁed full-time equivalent
employees less K-12 teachers. Included are superintendents, assistant
superintendents, principals, and supervisors employed by the district,
and paid from the Teacher Salary Fund. Certiﬁed employees paid from
federal funds are not included.
Pupil-to-Classiﬁed Personnel Ratio: Three-year average of the number
of students in ADM divided by the number of classiﬁed personnel.
Pupil to K-12 Teacher Ratio (Pupil-Teacher Ratio): Three-year average
of the number of students in ADM divided by the number of K-12
certiﬁed full-time equivalent (FTE) teachers. The FTE of K-12 certiﬁed
employees of the district include K-12 classroom teachers, librarians,
counselors, psychologists, and other K-12 certiﬁed, non-administrative
employees paid from the Teacher Salary Fund. Certiﬁed employees paid
from federal funds are not included.
Superintendent Salary per Student in ADM: Three-year average of
Superintendent Salary divided by ADM.
Support Services as a Percentage of Current Expenditure: Three-year
average of support services to provide administrative, technical (e.g.,
guidance and health), and logistical support to facilitate and enhance
instruction. Support Services include: (1) Student Support (attendance
and social work, guidance, health, psychological services, speech
pathology, audiology, and other student support services); and (2)
Instructional Staff Support Services, General Administration Support
Services, School Administration Support Services, Business Support
Services, Operation and Maintenance Services, Student Transportation Support Services, Central Support Services, and Other. Source:
CCD.
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Demographic Data
Percentage of Students Receiving Free and Reduced Lunch:
Total Free and Reduced Lunch count divided by total K-12 grade
count.
Percentage of African American Students.
Percentage of Hispanic Students.
Percentage of Students with English as a Second Language.
Public School District Size as measured by average daily membership (ADM).
Data Source
Annual Statistical Report of the Public Schools of Arkansas (ASR)
and Arkansas Department of Education “AS-IS.” The data used for the
Annual Statistical Reports are self-reported by the individual school
districts. The data are not audited prior to submission to the Arkansas
Department of Education. Data deﬁnitions are from the 1999-2000,
2000-2001, and 2001-2002 Annual Statistical Report (ASR). See
Arkansas Department of Education “AS-IS” at http://www.as-is.org
and Annual Statistical Report at http://165.29.215.34.
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From Courtroom to
Classroom:
Operationalizing
"Adequacy" in Funding
Teaching and Learning
Bruce S. Cooper, Tim DeRoche,
William G. Ouchi and Carolyn Brown

A quality, standards-based reform would provide a framework and system of accountability that elevates the most
possible number of our students to acquisition of an academic foundation and allows students the greatest number
of future academic options and careers. In the instance of
mathematics, this would include a system… that provides
for adequate preparation for students with ambitions for
math-based college courses and careers; and a system that
allows for ﬂexibility in curricula and assessment, but without
provision of opportunity or incentive to lower the standards
and opportunities for some. (Elizabeth Carson, a New York
City parent).
For nearly twenty-ﬁve years (1979-1994), U.S. schools have struggled
to provide a fair, equitable education. Courts, legislatures, and governors have tried to increase and improve funding; and local districts have
worked to give children an equitable education—mostly deﬁned as equal
treatment of equals.1 Missing from the calculus, however, has been
some sense of what is an adequate amount to spend on the education
of children with different needs; and, importantly; how these funds are
best spent within the districts (i.e., adequate funding in schools and
classroom) to ensure that students make adequate progress (ranging
from test results to preparation for jobs and careers).
In June 2003, New York state’s highest court decided that the
state constitution required the legislature to provide enough money to
bring students and teachers up to a standard—an adequate education
for all, ordering the governor and legislature to determine “the actual
cost of providing a sound basic education in New York City,” including a meaningful high school education to give graduates the skills
and knowledge to “function productively as civic participants includ-
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ing being capable and knowledgeable voters and jurors and able to
sustain employment.” 2 However, what it costs to provide an adequate
education for all students, based on their needs and backgrounds, is a
difﬁcult assignment because of the growing complexity of the courts’
working deﬁnition of adequacy. Rather than just meaning equitable
“input” (funding by district), the courts are now concerned about
how much money is spent and on whom (adequate “throughputs”)
as well as considering the adequacy of pupil “outputs,” i.e., children
making progress in their academic and civic life, and gaining future
employment.
King, Swanson, and Sweetland have deﬁned adequacy in education
funding as “the cost of an instructional program that produces the
range of results desired. When the adequacy criterion is met, costs are
likely to vary among districts according to the characteristics of students
served and to the characteristics of districts and schools themselves,
but the results should be the same regardless of these considerations.”3
In effect, according to these authors, costs are related to the needs of
students in the classroom and “pupil performance, pupil characteristics, and district characteristics.”4 Guthrie and Rothstein, ﬁnding that
adequacy dated back to the work of Benson,5 averred that “adequacy
is increasingly deﬁned by the outcomes produced by school outputs,
not by inputs alone.”6 Yet how can systems relate the spending to the
results? As the Campaign for Fiscal Equity explained, “To implement
these necessary reforms, however, states and school districts require
sufﬁcient funding and meaningful accountability devices that ensure
the funds are appropriately spent. Sophisticated costing-out analyses
that determine the actual cost of providing an adequate education and
the creation of new accountability approaches have fostered promising
developments in these areas.”7
This article analyzes the developments in New York since the
Campaign for Fiscal Equity v. State of New York 8 was decided,
making comparisons in the use of funds in New York City with Los
Angeles, Chicago, Edmonton, Houston, and Seattle schools. Based
on the report of New York State’s Commission on Education Reform
(hereafter referred to as the Zarb Commission),9 states and localities
have struggled to determine what is an adequate funding level—based
on both inputs (funding) and outputs (learning, test results); to locate
sufﬁcient state funds to bring spending up to an adequate level; and
to determine how best to distribute the funds to increase local control, improve the spending on students in the classroom, and relate
spending to school productivity. The Zarb Commission found that to
meet the adequacy standards, New York state must make an increased
investment of between $6.6 billion and $9.5 billion. Comprised of
60 principals, superintendents, school business ofﬁcials, and special
education directors from across the state, the commission “speciﬁed
precise conditions such as class sizes, teacher-pupil ratios, and levels
of extended day and year programming to ensure that every child has a
full chance to meet Regents’ standards.”10 The report stated further:
The State’s school ﬁnancing system must ensure that
adequate resources are available to all school districts to
provide all children with the opportunity for a sound basic
education. Adequate resources must be coupled with an
accountability system that holds every member of the education community fully accountable for performance...We have
no excuse for failure and scarce taxpayer resources must not
be wasted. Schools must operate with maximum efﬁciency
so that the best possible results are achieved at a reasonable
cost to taxpayers.11
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Finally, the concept of adequacy is based on meeting the needs of
students, including those with special needs, disabilities, and language
limitations. The idea, prevalent under earlier equity cases, was that
funding should be equalized—with less attention to the particular needs
of categories of students. Under the Campaign for Fiscal Equity and
other adequacy cases, districts will come under increased pressure to
track spending to the school and ultimately to the individual student,
with funding differentials for children based on need.
Purpose of the Study
A critical step in school ﬁnancial analysis is to determine how
resources are actually being spent, both at the central ofﬁce and
at each school site and to test the effects of various allocation and
management systems on real school expenditures. Without this ﬁnal
tracking, it is difﬁcult to learn whether sufﬁcient funds are reaching the
classroom for direct instruction and student support. For example, do
weighted student allocations and school autonomy make a signiﬁcant
difference in the way funds are ﬁnally being used? Only by consulting
the accounting system can we learn how budgets are translated into
expenditures for children and adequacy by school and function. The
Zarb Commission moved in the direction of weighting state supplemental aid, “generated by pupil weightings based on the increased costs
of educating students living in poverty and students with LEP.”12
Thus, one useful model for determining just how adequately money
is spent, school-by-school and by the various programs and functions, is to apply the principles of a weighted student formula (WSF)
which is primarily a system for allocating resources to schools, based
on students’ needs, and which in theory is a device for empowering
schools to make the best decisions for those students, giving site-based
decisionmakers considerable discretion about how resources will be
used to provide the “sound basic” or adequate education required by
the courts. However, districts may vary as to how much they allocate
funds using WSF, which metrics they apply (which weights for which
categories of students by level, need, program, or talents), and what
decisions individual schools can make in spending those resources.
Also, school district administrators and school board members are
ultimately responsible for their overall spending levels using an accounting procedure for determining how money is spent, whether
a WSF or a more traditional enrollment ratio formula (ERF) system,
based on school size and programs.

Well-designed accounting systems serve several purposes in school
districts. According to Thompson and Wood, such systems “set up a
procedure by which all ﬁscal activities in a district—and schools—can
be accumulated, categorized, reported, and controlled”. 13 In addition, accounting systems should assess the alignment of the district
and school’s ﬁnancial plan (budget) with the district’s educational
programs.14 Further, Cooper states than an accounting system allows
the district’s management to ask: To what extent does the district
have the ﬁnancial resources to meet the needs of students in these
programs? 15 However, because school district accounting systems are
often developed in response to state laws, these systems provide little
insight into two key questions: (1) Where do expenditures actually
occur; and (2) How much budgetary discretion do schools have? For
example, some school districts choose to account for custodial costs
at the school level while other districts assign these costs to a central
ofﬁce unit. Even when custodians are expensed at the school level,
we have no guarantee that the school has discretion over these funds
for districts will often have strict allocation formulas that dictate what
custodial resources a school will have access to. For the purposes of
our spending comparisons, we have attempted to determine where
expenditures occur. We therefore allocate speciﬁc central ofﬁce expenditures out to school sites (like custodial costs). In a separate analysis,
we will examine how much budgetary discretion is given to schools
by each of the six districts and how one could apply adequacy criteria
to schools and students.
Overview of Sample School Districts
As a baseline for calculating and comparing total district, school,
and classroom expenditures by weighted student formula and enrollment ratio formula, Table 1 shows the student enrollments, total
school district operating budgets, and per-pupil expenditures for the
six sample districts, clustered by WSF and ERF.
The range of student enrollment was from the New York City Board
of Education with 1.104 million students to the Seattle Public Schools
with 47,432 pupils. Total operating budgets in these districts for 2002
ran from $13.236 billion in the New York City Public Schools to
$435,083 million in Seattle. The Los Angeles Uniﬁed School District,
second in size in the U.S. with 722,727 students, budgeted $6.966
billion or $9,750 per student. The Chicago Public Schools was next
in size with 435,470 pupils, spending $3.575 billion total, or $8,210

Table 1
Baseline Data on Six Sample Districts
Enrollment (2004)

Total Operating
Budget (in billions $)

Expenditure Per
Pupil ($)

1,103,589

13.236

11,994

Los Angeles Uniﬁed School District

722,727

6.965

9,638

Chicago Public Schools

435,470

3,575

8,210

208,672

1.160

5,558

208,862

0.465

5,750

47,432

0.435

9,173

School District
Enrollment Ratio Formula (ERF)
New York City Board of Education

Weighted Student Formula (WSF)
Houston Independent School District
Edmonton Public Schools*
Seattle Public Schools
*Edmonton Public Schools' data are in Canadian dollars.
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per student. Among the three WSF districts, the budget was highest
in Houston Independent School District at $1.160 billion for 208,672
students, or $5,558 per pupil. The Edmonton Public Schools, with
80,862 students, budgeted $0.465 billion, or $5,750 in Canadian
dollars. The smallest sample district, the Seattle Public Schools, with
47,432 students, had an operating budget of $0.435 billion, or $9,173
per student. Clearly, the three largest, ERF districts have higher per
student costs, in part possibly because of the higher cost of living in
New York City, Los Angeles, and Chicago.
Capital costs and their adequacy are important to consider also.
Analysis was also done on the comparison of the capital budgets of
the six systems, standardized by school district size (enrollment),
including both capital costs and the debt service. Table 2 shows that
New York City had a 2002 capital budget of approximately $2 billion.
In Fiscal Year 2000, the most recent year for which data were available,
total debt service was $537 million. The Los Angeles Uniﬁed School
District was even higher at $2.293 million for capital and $330.0
million for debt service even though the district actually spent only
approximately 24% of its capital budget in 2000-2001. The Chicago
Public Schools’ capital budget was $569.0 million and debt service
$240 million. Edmonton had both the lowest capital budget at $1,237
per student (Canadian dollars) and the smallest total budget at $100
million, plus debt service of $35.5 million. Seattle, smallest district
in student enrollments, had a total capital budget of $175 million
with debt service of $1.0 million. Our analysis found no systematic
differences between WSF and ERF districts in their incurring of capital

costs. Rather, the larger districts had the highest capital costs (more
students and more facilities), although when standardized by the size
of their student population, we do see that Seattle is spending the
most per pupil on capital.
Another perspective on these districts is the number of schools and
the average size of schools. Table 3 shows the total number of school
buildings, the enrollment, and the average school size. Note that this
level analysis does not allow us to analyze school-size differences for
different types of schools, e.g., elementary schools vs. high schools.
New York City, the largest district in the comparison, had the largest
number of schools at 1,211 and the largest average school size, with
911 students. Seattle, the smallest district, had the fewest number of
schools, 94, and the smallest average school size, at 505 pupils, the
latter almost half that of New York City.
Table 4 provides information on the allocation of personnel,
speciﬁcally the size of central ofﬁce staff and teacher-student ratio.
As a measure of overhead, we compared the size of the central ofﬁce
staff across districts. For our purposes, we deﬁned a central ofﬁce
employee as any worker who sits in a district’s administrative ofﬁces
or is assigned by the central ofﬁce to serve multiple schools. Therefore, custodians and cafeteria workers counted as school employees,
even if they were budgeted as a part of the central ofﬁce, but speech
therapists and other itinerant staff who served more than one school
were counted as central ofﬁce employees, since they were assigned
by central ofﬁce.

Table 2
Capital and Debt Service for Sample Districts
2002 Capital Budget
(in billions $)

Per Pupil
Capital ($)

2002 Debt Service
(in millions $)

Debt Service
Per Pupil ($)

1,812

537

486

Los Angeles Uniﬁed School District*

~2
2.293

3,173

330

456

Chicago Public Schools

0.569

1,307

240

551

Houston Independent School District

0.248

1,188

107

512

Edmonton Public Schools**

0.100

1,237

36.5

451

Seattle Public Schools

0.175

3,685

1.0

21

School District
New York City Board of Education

*In 2000–2001, the Los Angeles Uniﬁed School District spent only 23.6% of its capital budget.
**Edmonton Public Schools' data are in Canadian dollars.

Table 3
Number of Schools and Average School Size by District
School District

Number of Schools

Average School Size

New York City Board of Education

1,211

911

Los Angeles Uniﬁed School District

789

916

Chicago Public Schools

597

729

Houston Independent School District

288

725

Edmonton Public Schools

209

387

Seattle Public Schools

94

505
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Table 4
Personnel Allocation
School District

Central Ofﬁce Staff
(FTE)*

Central Ofﬁce Staff
Per 100,000 Pupils

Student/Teacher
Ratio

New York City Board of Education

13,790

12.5

13.8

Los Angeles Uniﬁed School District

7,784

10.8

20.1

Chicago Public Schools

4,279

9.8

16.5

Houston Independent School District

3,307

15.8

17.8

410

5.1

n.a.**

1,180

24.9

n.a.**

Edmonton Public Schools
Seattle Public Schools
*FTE = Full Time Equivalent.
**n.a. = not available.
New York City employed 13,790 central ofﬁce staff measured
in full-time equivalents (FTEs). Los Angeles followed with 7,784.
Chicago had 4,279 and Houston, 3,307 FTEs. Edmonton employed 410
central ofﬁce staff, and Seattle, 1,180 FTEs. Many central ofﬁce units in
Edmonton serve schools on a fee-for-service basis, such that schools
are allowed to purchase the same services from outside vendors. For
this reason, we only counted central ofﬁce FTEs that were charged to
the district’s overhead. When these data were standardized by district
size, Edmonton, by far, had the smallest central ofﬁce of the public
school districts, with only 5.1 central ofﬁce FTEs per 100,000 students.
Los Angeles and New York City had 10.8 and 12.5 central ofﬁce FTEs
per 100,000 students respectively. Seattle had the largest central ofﬁce
of all, with 24.9 FTEs per 100,000 students. Yet Seattle has 50% less
students than it did in the 1970’s. If such a large, dramatic decline in
students did not bring a concomitant reduction in central staff, this
may partially explain Seattle’s current status as the most top-heavy
district in the study.
For student-teacher ratio, Los Angeles had the highest ratio with
20.1 students per teacher. Houston followed with 17.8 students per
teacher, and Chicago with 16.5. New York had the lowest ratio at
13.8 students per teacher. These ﬁndings provide only a rough guide
to actual student-teacher ratios in classrooms since we do not know
how many of a district’s teachers are actually in classrooms.
Site-Based Functional Analysis of Operating Expenditures
Key to determining the adequacy of funding under the new state
court requirements in New York City is to analyze the effects of WSF,
as compared to ERF, in allocating more resources down to schools. To
perform this kind of analysis, we used the Functional Analysis Model
(FAM) that separates school-level expenditures into functional “buckets”, as presented below. (See Table 5.) When these functions are
applied to district and school-level spending, we are able to determine
where the resources are being used and for what purposes. We take
each of the districts analyzed and focus on a subset of ﬁve percent of
the schools and perform a “bucket analysis” and an “outlier analysis”
of the for New York City and Edmonton schools. For our functional
analysis of spending, we use Fiscal Year 2000 data for New York City
and Fiscal Year 2001 data for all other districts. In contrast, data in
the preceding sections were budget data for 2002. Also note that the
data presented represent our best understanding of where dollars were
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spent. A separate analysis will look at how much budgetary discretion
principals have at the school site.
One of the reasons to conduct a functional analysis of spending
is that it allows us to compare the adequacy of districts and schools,
comparing all six of our sample districts, looking speciﬁcally for
differences between the ERF and WSF districts. Second, we can
compare the outliers to see if we detect greater differences in spending between districts than within them. Third, we discuss equity of
spending among districts since the history of school ﬁnance litigation,
beginning with the 1971 California case, Serrano v. Priest, up to
the present Campaign for Fiscal Equity, has found that inter-district
inequalities in spending were unconstitutional. Although the purpose of this research was not to promote equality of spending, it is
possible to make a few interesting observations based on our data.
Note that Houston data are for Fiscal Year 2001, before WSF had been
fully implemented. For this reason, we highlight Edmonton’s data as
the only example of a WSF district for which we have completed a
spending analysis.
We begin by looking at resource allocation efﬁcacy, deﬁned as; (1)
the percentage of district resources spent at the school; and (2) the
percentage of school resources spent in the school and classroom.
Table 6 shows school-level spending for the ﬁve districts for which
we have completed analyses. The analysis suggests that Houston and
Los Angeles spent the lowest percentage of their district resources at
school sites, with both spending less than 85% at the school level.
Note, however, that we are skeptical about the high percentages listed
for both New York City and Chicago. A full audit could very well
indicate that those two districts are spending a much lower percentage
at the school level.
Another method for calculating the efﬁciency of spending is to
discover what percentage of resources that reach a school are placed
into the classroom, regardless of the level in comparison to districtwide averages. (See Table 7.) Edmonton, with longest history of using
WSF, drove the highest percentage, 65.1%, of its per-pupil spending
to Bucket A, Classroom Instruction. All other districts spent less than
60% of district resources in the classroom, and Los Angeles spent
only 45% of the district’s budget in the classroom.
One indicator of greater autonomy of schools under a WSF system
would be to see whether local school leaders captured a higher percentage of their funds and dedicated them to teaching and learning,
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Table 5
Functional Bucket Analysis Model

Bucket A
Classroom Instruction

Bucket B
Pupil Support

Bucket C
Instructional and
Staff Support

Bucket D
Ancillary Services

Bucket E
Facilities

School Examples
• Teacher salaries and beneﬁts
• Aides and other in-class support staff
• Classroom-based equipment
• Classroom supplies

Central Ofﬁce
• None

School Examples
• Salaries of nurses, psychologists, and
counselors who work in schools (only
percentage of time they spend in schools)
• Supplies for above staff

Central Ofﬁce
• Assistant superintendent of health and
human services (plus all support staff)
• Ofﬁce expense for central ofﬁce unit

School Examples
• School-based curriculum directors
• School-based professional development
programs
• Coaches that serve schools directly (only
that percentage of time spent in schools)

Central Ofﬁce
• Management of instruction, special
education
• All professional development mandated
and paid for by the district

School Examples
• Operating expense of school-site cafeterias
• Transportation expenses that are a part of
the school budget

Central Ofﬁce
• Operating expenses of non-school cafeterias
• Ofﬁce expense for food services and
transportation ofﬁces

School Examples
• Maintenance projects paid for by school
• Central ofﬁce employees– like carpenters or
electricians– who serve schools directly
(only that percentage of time spent in
schools)
• Insurance paid by school
• School-based police

Central Ofﬁce
• Administration of maintenance, health and
safety, and police ofﬁces
• Insurance paid by district
• Costs associated with renting or
maintaining non-school buildings

without having to beg for more money from the central ofﬁce. If
schools are to be held accountable for providing adequate education,
they must have some autonomy to make the best use of the funds for
the children they enroll. Principals in Edmonton, for example, reported
that they often put off the repair or redecoration of classrooms a year
or two to conserve funds for hiring more teachers. In contrast, ERF
schools never see building upkeep dollars and simply get on a repair
list, hoping that the painting and repairs ofﬁce will appear this year.
These school leaders do not think of services as school-site funds, but
rather as central ofﬁce functions they request services and wait for.
The variation within school districts may be as great as that
between districts; that is, if we rank order the spending levels per
pupil at individual schools and calculate the high and low ends of
the continuum in spending both in the school and classroom, we can
begin to understand the effects of WSF and ERF on “outlier” schools,
those one or more standard deviations above or below the mean. In
the Edmonton schools, for example, the Glendale Elementary School
spent $7,260 per student, the high-end school in total funding, and
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the Julia Kiniski School expended $3,925 per student at the low end, a
range of $3,335 per student. (See Table 8.) On further examination,
several explanations appeared. First, the Glendale school had only
116 students and put $4,739 per student in the classroom, compared
to Kiniski School’s $2,613 per student. Note that the Edmonton
data do not reﬂect differences in teacher salaries. As a part of their
allocation WSF system, Edmonton uses average teacher salaries, and
their budget system does not even track actual teacher salaries. A
full analysis of payroll information would likely show that spending
differences between schools can be even higher than our preliminary
analysis indicated.
Like Edmonton, New York City had a wide range of spending levels
among its schools although it appears that Edmonton did drive greater
proportions of its resources to the classroom per student. In New
York City, about 82% reached the school, with only about half of that
amount in the schools going into the classroom for Instruction. Another
trend became apparent. Schools that received fewer resources in the
school tended to spend more of that money in the classroom. If we
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Table 6
Per-Pupil Spending at the School Level Ranked by Percentage of Total District Spending
School District

Per-Pupil Spending at the School Level ($)

Percentage of Total District Spending (%)

Chicago Public Schools

6,675

94.6

New York Board of Education

8,658

93.6

Edmonton Public Schools*

4,935

91.9

Houston Independent School District

5,767

84.4

Los Angeles Uniﬁed School District
(to be adjusted)

8,406

83.6

*Edmonton Public Schools' data are in Canadian dollars.

Table 7
Spending Per Pupil in the Classroom
School District

Per-Pupil Spending in Classroom ($)

Percentage of Total Spending (%)

Edmonton Public Schools*

3,746

65.1

Seattle Public Schools

5,683

58.5

Chicago Public Schools

4,104

58.2

New York City Public Schools

4,941

53.4

Houston Public Schools

3,592

52.6

Los Angeles Uniﬁed School District
(to be adjusted)

4,526

45.0

*Edmonton Public Schools' data are in Canadian dollars.

Table 8
Discrepancy Analysis Between High and Low Spending Schools by District
School District
Edmonton Public Schools*

High End School
Spending ($)

Low End School
Spending ($)

Difference Between
High/Low ($)

7,260

3,925

3,335

Chicago Public Schools

8,042

4,870

3,172

New York City Public Schools

15,093

6,355

8,738

Houston Public Schools

7,988

4,915

3,073

*Edmonton Public Schools' data are in Canadian dollars.
take the two highest and two lowest spending schools in total, P.S.
87 (District 24) and Middle School 181 (District 11), which spent total
$15,092 and $10,511 per student respectively, and P.S. 250 (District
14 with only $6,355 per student total and P.S. 152 in District 30 with
$6,320 per student for total operating budget, we see some interesting
trends. (see Table 9.)
Of interest also is equity, measured as intradistrict differences in
spending by school and function. Table 8 shows the differences between the high and low outlier schools, a kind of discrepancy analysis,
which may be a rough indicator of the levels of inequality within
districts, between the sample schools. Since these schools were not
selected randomly, we can only assume that the differences between
top and bottom spenders is a good approximation of the levels of
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inequality within the four school systems. New York City showed the
greatest difference between the high and low outliers, $8,738 per student, while Edmonton, at $3,335, Chicago at $3,172, and Houston at
$3,073 were closer together. These differences between schools within
school districts does continue to fuel our contention that U.S. schools
are less equitable within the same district than between districts.16
Case 1: New York City Board of Education
The New York City Board of Education (hereafter referred to as New
York City) began performing site-based analysis in 1994, publishing
yearly the levels of spending in each school for each function and
program; and over the seven years, the district has reported increasing
proportions of district spending at the school level and in the classroom
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Table 9
Ratio of School to Classroom Spending for High and Low New York City Outlier Schools
Enrollment

School-Site Spending
Per Pupil ($)

Classroom Spending
Per Pupil ($)

Percentage of School
Spending in Classroom (%)

P.S. 87 (District 24)

406

15,092

7,390

48.97

M.S. 181 (District 11)

817

10,511

5,089

48.42

P.S. 152 (District 30)

1,484

6,320

3,961

62.67

P.S. 250 (District 14)

1,136

6,355

3,908

61.49

1,104,000

8,658

4,941

57.07

New York City Schools
by District
HIGH END:

LOW END:

Systemwide Data

relative to earlier periods17 However, it remains unclear whether these
improvements reﬂect actual changes in spending patterns, or simply
accounting changes. Overall, New York City spent $10.179 billion in
2000 for operating costs, or about $9,251 per student. Of that amount,
93.6% reached schools, and 53.4% reached the classroom. Table 10
shows a detailed functional breakdown of operating expenditures, as
well as per-pupil and percentage breakdowns.
New York City Public Schools have two levels in its organizational
management: central ofﬁce and local school districts, of which there
are 40 community school districts, high school districts, and special
districts. Broken out, central ofﬁce costs were $394 million, $235 per
student, or 3.9% of budget. The local districts costs were $258.340
million, $235 per student, or 2.5% of operating costs. When central
and district overhead are combined, the total is 6.4%. The district’s
reporting methodology does not allow us to break down central
ofﬁce and local district costs into functional buckets. We have therefore
labeled all central and district costs as Leadership (Bucket F.)
According to our analysis, 93.6% of spending is attributed to
schools, or $9.526 billion. When we functionalize spending, among
the six buckets, we begin to determine how the funds are spent within
the 1,211 schools. Of the $10.179 billion of direct operating costs of
the district, $5.437 billion went to Bucket A, Classroom Instruction,
or 53.4% went to in the classroom for teachers and aides’ salaries,
beneﬁts, materials, books, and student-use computers. This amount
was $4,941 per student of the total per-student expenditure of $8,658
in schools. Schools also provide non-classroom services to students,
including counseling, library services, nurse and health care, testing,
speech therapy, tutoring, before and after-school programs etc. In the
district, the total expenditure on Bucket B, Pupil Support, was $1.127
billion, which was 11.1% of school-level costs or $1,024 per student
and 8.9% of total system costs, $11,557 per student. Resources are
provided to help teachers to improve their teaching practices and to
strengthen the curriculum, including mentoring, master teachers, better
curriculum. While typically quite small, this function in the district
was $176 million, $127 per student, or 1.7% of spending, for Bucket
C, Instructional and Teacher Support. Student transportation and
food services have increased in size and importance in U.S. schools,
and New York City reported spending $791 million on these services
in schools. This amounts to 7.8% of school spending or $719 per
student system-wide for Bucket D, Ancillary Services. For Bucket E,
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Facilities, the operational function of school buildings, not counting
capital building and renovations and debt services, which are handled
centrally, came to $1.066 billion, translating into $968 per student or
10.5% of site-based expenditures.
The district has a large leadership function at the central, local
district, and all-schools levels, with the total for Bucket F, Leadership, at
all three levels at $1.582 billion, $1,438 per student overall, for 15.5%
of system spending. When Leadership is parsed out by level, a different picture emerges. For example, central ofﬁce leadership costs are
$395 million, 3.9% of total operating expenditures or $395 per pupil.
Local district level leadership for managing the system's 32 community
school districts, ﬁve high school districts, and special districts, such
as the chancellor’s district and special education, has expenditures of
$258 million, $235 per student, or 2.4% of spending. The school-site
leadership function that includes school principals, assistant principals, school ofﬁce, and secretaries costs $929.216 million, or 12.5%
of school spending or $672 per student. Again, note that New York
City’s central and district leadership costs are not directly comparable
to the numbers for other districts since a lack of ﬁne data has forced
us to lump all central and district costs into the leadership bucket.
Using the Finance Analysis Model, we can drill down to the
individual school level for the 5% sample schools selected in New
York City. Table 11 shows schools in rank order by spending at the
school site, which lends itself to outlier analysis. We see a wide range
of schools rank-ordered by resources per pupil reaching the school
site (and classroom), with Public School 87 in District 24 spending
$15,092 per student total, of which $7,390 per student reached the
classroom for functional Bucket A, Instructional costs. Middle School
181 in District 11 (Bronx) received $10,511 or 122% of the system
average at the school and $5,089 per student in the Bucket A, which
is considerably lower than many of other schools, meaning that high
amounts per student are allocated to the school but do not reach the
classroom for Instruction.
The average overall spending in New York City Board of Education
was $9,251 per student. In Bucket A, the district averaged $4,941 per
student or 53.4% in the classroom. When compared to the high outliers just discussed, we see 163% of average resources reaching P.S. 87
overall and 79.88% in the classroom. In contrast, Middle School 181
received 113.6% reaching the school but only 55.01% in the classroom.
Hence the Middle School 181 is well above the average in funding but
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Table 10
New York City Board of Education Functional Analysis of Fiscal Year 2000 Operating Expenditures:
System, District, School, Classroom
Instruction
(Bucket A)

Pupil Support
(Bucket B)

Instructional
Support
(Bucket C)

Ancillary
Services
(Bucket D)

Facilities
(Bucket E)

Leadership
(Bucket F)

Total

TOTAL SPENDING (in thousands of $)
All District schools

929,216

9,526,235

All Local Districts

258,340

258,340

NYBOE Central Ofﬁce

394,678

394,678

Total Operating Budget

5,437,087

1,127,220

175,963

791,152

1,065,597

5,437,087

1,127,220

175,963

791,152

1,065,597

1,582,234

10,179,253

4,941

1,024

160

719

968

845

8,658

All Local Districts

235

235

NYBOE Central Ofﬁce

359

359

SPENDING PER PUPIL ($)
All District Schools

160

719

968

1,438

9,251

1.7

7.8

10.5

15.5

100.0

All Local Districts

2.5

2.5

NYBOE Central Ofﬁce

3.9

3.9

15.5

100.0

Total Operating Budget

4,941

1,024

PERCENTAGE OF OPERATING EXPENDITURES (%)
All District schools

Total Operating Budget

53.4

53.4

11.1

11.1

just slightly above it in resources in the classroom, ranking number
two in school-site funding but number ten for classroom.
With regard to low outliers, P.S. 152 in District 30, with 1,484
students, spent only $6,320 per pupil, 68% of system-wide average
of $9,251 per student, at the building level, with $3,961, or 42.82%,
reaching the classroom for Bucket A. P.S. 250 in District 14 received
slightly more funding at the school site, $6,355 per student or 68.7%,
and $3,908 per pupil in Bucket A or 42.2%. Again about half of the
money reaching the school made it to the classroom, compared to
Edmonton. Another trend appears in the data as we compare high and
low-spending schools in New York City by overall and Instructional
expenditures. The smaller schools tend to rank higher in spending
than larger schools. The correlation between size and rank is not nearly
perfect as we do see large schools toward the bottom of the ranking
and small ones nearer the top. When we plot size (enrollment) against
overall costs or spending, we see a slope indicating the costs getting
lower as the school size gets larger, as seen in Figure 1.
Interesting too in New York City, the high schools in our study
were moderate in their spending, with Norman Thomas High Schools,
with 2,321 students, spending $8,059 per pupil, or 87.1% overall,
making it 17th in our rankings, and $4,635 per student or 50.1% in the
classroom. Edward R. Murrow High School in Brooklyn was also quite
similar, ranking 20th in spending among the sample schools overall and
25th in the classroom for Bucket A; that is, Murrow High School had
80.8% of funding reaching the building and 47.1% in Bucket A. New
York City high schools have long enjoyed a system which resembles
weighted student formula in that each school is granted a set number
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1.7

7.8

10.5

of units based on the enrollment of the schools although each student
is considered a 1.0. The school leadership can then determine how
to spend the resources, mixing teachers, administrators, counselors,
secretaries, and other staff although the units are not weighted by the
needs of the students. For example, Park East High School has 775
students and is thus given 42.47 or 43.00 (rounded up) Allocated
Units for their use. Staff are weighted, as follows, multiplied times
the number of each staff type the school elected to hire, as shown
in Table 12.
Overall, the district drove about 53% of its resources into the
classroom and 94% to schools; however, the great range and diversity
of schools and the extreme differences between high and low outlier
schools indicate that the system has great inequality among its schools.
The high schools, although quite limited in our sample, seemed to
be more clustered around the middle of the distribution, perhaps
because of the unit allocation system. As pressure rises to provide
a high-quality education with adequate or better results, the level of
differences may come into question unless the system can show that
the cost differences are related to the needs of the students, as a
weighted pupil approach would allow.
Case 2: Edmonton Public Schools
Since leaders in the Edmonton Public Schools were pioneers in the
weighted student formula, we were particularly interested in the level
of funding at each of the district’s 209 schools and particularly our
sample schools. In 2001, Edmonton Public Schools had $437 million
in operating expenditures, or about $5,369 per student. (All numbers
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Table 11
Selected New York City Schools Ranked by Operating Budget Per Pupil*
Outlier Analysis: Sample Schools
School by District
District 24 – PS 87

Enrollment

Operating Budget
Per Pupil ($)

Rank

Classroom Spending
Per Pupil ($)

Rank

406

15,092

1

7,390

1

District 11 – MS 181

817

10,511

2

5,089

10

District 30 – PS 76

925

9,914

3

5,591

5

District 14 – PS 84

979

9,851

4

5,747

3

District 27 – PS 197

975

9,697

5

5,894

2

District 21 – IS 280

262

9,440

6

5,729

4

District 8 – IS 125

865

9,367

7

4,951

14

District 30 – PS 2

729

8,990

8

4,967

13

District 1 – PS 20

945

8,789

9

5,583

6

District 27 – PS 232

947

8,785

10

4,889

15

District 14 – IS 318

946

8,756

11

5,346

7

District 11 – PS 97

707

8,567

12

4,210

27

District 30 – IS 204

1,291

8,418

13

5,255

9

District 24 – PS 143

1,332

8,340

14

5,331

8

District 26 – IS 67

1,181

8,193

15

4,972

11

District 26 – MS 74

1,061

8,088

16

4,584

18

Norman Thomas HS

2,321

8,059

17

4,635

17

District 27 – PS 90

1,214

7,675

18

4,972

12

District 27 – PS 106

521

7,488

19

4,380

23

Edward R. Murrow HS

3,780

7,471

20

4,353

25

District 24 – PS 199

1,175

7,469

21

4,515

21

District 14 – PS 132

1,044

7,423

22

4,750

16

District 26 – MS 172

1,354

7,335

23

4,401

22

District 11 – MS 127

1,209

7,318

24

4,241

26

District 26 – PS 94

360

7,303

25

3,821

33

District 24 – IS 73

2,235

7,289

26

4,374

24

District 26 – JHS 216

1,152

7,281

27

4,568

19

District 26 – PS 159

697

7,264

28

4,062

29

District 24 – PS 88

1,809

7,031

29

4,206

28

District 30 – IS 10

1,283

6,909

30

4,560

20

District 27 – PS 56

626

6,772

31

4,049

30

District 27 – PS 60

1,439

6,559

32

3,800

34

District 14 – PS 250

1,136

6,355

33

3,908

32

District 30 – PS 152

1,484

6,320

34

3,961

31

*Includes central ofﬁce expenditures allocated to schools.
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Figure 1
Per Pupil Operating Costs: Decreasing with School Size, New York City
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Table 12
Allocated Site-Based Staff Weighting System:
Park East High School, New York City Board of Education, 2001
Roles

Weights for Roles

Number in Job

Total Staff Units

Principal

2.12

1

2.12

Assistant Principal – Administration

1.85

1

1.85

Assistant Principal – Supervision

1.87

1

1.87

School Secretary

0.72

2

1.44

Ofﬁce Aide

0.46

3

1.35

Guidance Counselor

1.23

2

2.46

Health Aide

0.39

1

0.39

Family Aide

0.37

1

0.37

Teachers

1.00

30

30.00

Total Staff

n.a.*

42

42.56 (43.0)

*n.a. = not applicable.
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are in Canadian dollars.) Of that amount, 91.9% reached schools, and
60.5% reached the classroom. Table 13 shows a detailed functional
breakdown of operating expenditures, as well as per-pupil and percentage breakdowns.
The ﬁrst cut is between school site and central ofﬁce costs, both
in total and by functional/bucket review. Table 13 shows that total
central ofﬁce spending was $35.363 million or 8.1% of the total
operating budget, which is among the lowest levels in such studies.
When we perform functional analysis of the central ofﬁce spending,
we see $2.106 million at central for Pupil Support (Bucket B), $6.528
million for Instructional Support (Bucket C), only $414,512 for Ancillary
Services (managing transportation), $3.112 million for facilities (Bucket
E), and $23.202 million for Leadership. Edmonton’s low level of spending for Ancillary Services (Bucket D) reﬂects the fact that Canadian
schools do not provide meals to students as do most public schools
in the United States. This translated into central ofﬁce spending in
Pupil Support (Bucket B) of $26 per student; Instructional Support
(Bucket C) of $80 per student; Ancillary Services (Bucket D) of $5
per student; Facilities (Bucket E) of $38 per student; and Leadership
(Bucket F) of $285 per student--totaling $434 per student, meaning
that $4,935 or 91.9% of spending in the Edmonton Public Schools
was at the school level.
As shown in Table 13, Edmonton spent $402 million in its schools.
When we break out this spending by function, we see the following.
Of its $437.1 million total operating costs, $273.377 million is in the
classroom (Bucket A), which translates into 62.5% or $3,358 of $4,935
per student. Among our four districts analyzed thus far, Edmonton was
highest in bring resources to the classroom, a good 10% higher than
Houston, the other WSF district, although Houston is just phasing
in the model. For Bucket B, Pupil Support, Edmonton spent $10.377

million in school services for students including guidance, librarians
and other support, translating into 2.4% of school spending overall, or
$127 per student. In Bucket C, Instructional Support, which includes
staff development and curriculum support, Edmonton Public Schools
spent $6.97 million, or $86 per student, just 1.6% of operating expenditures. This amount increased to 3.1% when the central ofﬁce staff
trainers and curriculum designers were included. It is often difﬁcult to
divide central ofﬁce and school site spending in this area since staff
developers are held centrally while working in schools much of the
time, but not necessarily a particular, identiﬁable school. For Bucket
D, Ancillary Services, Edmonton spent $17.636 million, or 4.0%, on
transporting students. This amounted to $217 per student, indicating
that schools are responsible in Canada for transporting students who
have wide a choice of schools and may travel long distances at public
expense. For Bucket E, Facilities, school-site maintenance and utilities
in buildings ran $130.134 million, $488 per student, with only $38
per student central costs. This reﬂected Edmonton’s WSF process of
granting individual schools greater control over the upkeep, painting,
and renovating of buildings out of their regular budget. Hence, 9.1%
of school-site spending was on buildings and facilities at the school
level. For Bucket F, Leadership, Edmonton spent $54.7 million at the
school level on administration, which is 12.5% or $672 per student.
This may signal that site-based management of buildings and budgets
required administrative staff in each school although many principals
reported that they had turned their budgeting and ﬁnance procedures
over to their secretaries who were learning the intricacies of site-based
budgeting.
Table 14 shows the sample schools in Edmonton rank ordered from
highest to lowest school-site spending on both total school costs and
Bucket A, Classroom Instruction. The highest spending sample school,

Table 13
Edmonton Public Schools Functional Analysis of 2001 Operating Expenditures:
System, District, School, Classroom*
Instruction
(Bucket A)

Pupil Support
(Bucket B)

Instructional
Support
(Bucket C)

Ancillary
Services
(Bucket D)

Facilities
(Bucket E)

Leadership
(Bucket F)

Total

TOTAL SPENDING (in thousands of $)
All District schools

264,251

10,059

6,970

17,636

39,704

64,125

401,711

2,106

6,528

415

3,112

23,202

35,363

264,251

12,164

13,498

18,051

41,782

87,327

437,074

3,246

124

86

217

488

788

4,935

26

80

5

38

285

434

149

166

222

513

1,073

5,369

2.3

1.6

4.0

9.1

14.7

91.9

0.5

1.5

0.1

0.7

5.3

8.1

2.8

3.1

4.1

9.6

20.0

100.0

Central Ofﬁce
Total Operating Budget
PER PUPIL SPENDING ($)
All District Schools
Central Ofﬁce
Total Operating Budget

3,246

PERCENTAGE OF OPERATING EXPENDITURES (%)
All District schools

60.5

Central Ofﬁce
Total Operating Budget

60.5

*Edmonton Public Schools' data are in Canadian dollars.
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Glendale Elementary, had 116 students, spent $7,260 per student, which
was 135% of total spending ($5,360 per student). Of that amount,
$4,739 per student reached the classroom for Instruction (Bucket
A), or 88.3%. Similarly, Norwood Elementary School had $6,213 per
pupil in the school and $4,085 per student in Instruction (Bucket A).
This meant that nearly 116% reached the school, and 76% was in the
classroom of the district-wide per pupil cost of $5,369. Of the $7,260
at the school, 56% was in the classroom. At the low end, Julia Kiniski
Elementary School and Kate Chegwin Elementary School received the
lowest per pupil amounts and were slightly larger than the high outliers
with 579 and 507 respectively, compared to 116 students at Glendale
and 143 at Norwood. In fact, Edmonton gives extra weight to smaller
buildings that may account for the higher spending per student. When
compared to New York City and other cities in the United States, the
Edmonton schools tended to be much smaller in general. Jasper Place
High School was an exception with 2,280 students.
Chegwin Elementary School spent $4,175 per student overall,
which is 77.8% of total spending ($5,369 per student) and $2,738
per student in Bucket A, Instruction, which was only 51% of district
per pupil spending. Kiniski Elementary, the bottom outlier among the
Edmonton schools in our 5% sample, spent only $3,925 overall, or
73% of total per pupil system spending, and $2,613 per student in
Instruction, Bucket A, which meant that only 49% of district average
total reached children for teaching and learning. Of the money spent
at the two schools, therefore, Chegwin and Kiniski elementary schools
both put 66% of their resources into the classroom (Bucket A). So,
these two low outlier schools received about 50% of the district-wide
per pupil spending overall and put about two-thirds of that money into
instruction. This compares badly overall to the Edmonton districtwide
average of 92% in schools and 63% in the classroom.

Practical Applications: Making Adequacy Work
We’ve learned that implementing WSF has three interrelated steps
that are all equally important and can be applied to attaining adequacy
in New York state and elsewhere. They are: (1) how much the district spends; (2) where the funding goes; and (3) what is enough or
adequate funding to raise test scores and meet standards to provide a
“sound basic” and “adequate” education for all students. In practice,
New York state might do the following:
• Bottom-Up Analysis. Rather than imposing the adequacy system from
the top down, as has been the trend carrying over from the “equity”
days where the state courts determined a “fair” level of spending at the
district level, we can show that building adequacy works best when
the policymakers decide how much should be reasonably spent on
each category of student (impoverished, challenged, limited in use of
English), and then aggregate these costs “upward” to create a realistic
amount using a WSF model.
• Transparent “Throughput”. WSF and other student-centered funding
arrangements depend on clear, accurate systems for tracing funding
to each school by function, including classroom instruction and
direct student supports (e.g., counseling, speech therapy, media and
technical services). Thus, “through-put” analysis is critical to any
attempt to provide an adequate education; otherwise, it’s impossible
to relate the needs and location of students to the expenditures of
educational funds.
• Relating Inputs to Outputs. WSF provides the information needed
to allow the system to relate ﬁnancial and educational inputs to school
and student outputs, showing how each school and program can help
to improve the education results, e.g., test scores, promotion, school
graduation, college admissions, for each category of child. It appears,
then, that the concepts and technology for making the court mandates

Table 14
Outlier Analysis for Edmonton Sample Schools*
School/Level
Glendale

Enrollment

School Spending Per Pupil ($)

Rank

Classroom Spending Per Pupil ($)

Rank

116

7,260

1

4,739

1

Norwood

143

6,213

2

4,085

2

Riverdale 56

108

5,959

3

3,628

3

Lawton (w/RJ Scott)

415

5,760

4

3,835

4

Athlone

186

5,539

5

3,997

5

Beacon Heights

185

5,151

6

3,287

6

Sweet Grass

276

5,038

7

3,464

7

437

4,909

8

3,445

8

2,280

4,833

9

3,018

9

Winterburn/WV Village

375

4,732

10

2,835

10

Ellerslie

526

4,615

11

3,298

11

Millwoods

346

4,544

12

2,699

12

Hardisty
Jasper Place HS

Caernarvon

397

4,270

13

2,943

13

Rideau Park

330

4,236

14

2,886

14

Kate Chegwin

507

4,175

15

2,738

15

Julia Kiniski

579

3,925

16

2,613

16

*Edmonton Public Schools' data are in Canadian dollars.
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under the Campaign for Fiscal Equity case work in New York City
and New York State. We can weight the needs of children; trace the
funds to the school, classroom, and child; and begin to calculate the
academic and social improvement of students, under the concepts of
“adequate yearly progress.” In addition, school-site leaders should be
granted the autonomy to determine just how allocated funds will be
spent, and the central ofﬁce should restructure itself to hold schools
accountable, to set the weights in such a way that students are provided
for and that resources reach the students in the classroom.
• More Money, More Adequacy. Finally, we are seeing in New York
the demand for more resources being counterbalanced by the lack of
funds at the state and local level. In a recent editorial, Dedric and
Brewer explained: “FACTS: The governor’s [Pataki] proposed budget
provides for modest increase in what are known as the ‘spend to get’
categories, most notably building aid. However, for the fourth straight
year, no additional money goes into operating aid—even though schools
are being confronted with major increases in health insurance, liability
insurance, retirement contributions and fuel costs”.18 They hardly
mention the need for additional funding for direct education services
as a way of improving student achievement.
Thus, we have shown that the state and district, not to mention
society as a whole, have the knowledge, models, and the resources
to provide an adequate education for all. If New York state and New
York City cannot make adequacy work in their schools, we may see the
district back in court in an effort to increase resources, trace funding
to students, and to see if schools and students are making adequate
progress. The latest reports on progress in New York are mixed:
As Hadderman explained in describing the developments in schoollevel and classroom analysis as we move from equity to adequacy:
“Suddenly, an equal share of too little is becoming unacceptable in
many states.”19 This is not going to be easy in New York or anywhere.
As Guthrie and Rothstein noted: “These difﬁculties in deﬁning adequate
outcomes are logically prior to the challenge of attaching input prices
[and throughput allocations] to these outcomes. Yet we know very
little about how to address them. Meanwhile courts, legislatures and
the public will continue to demand that we ‘put the cart before the
horse’ and estimate the price of adequacy before we truly know what
it is”.20 Perhaps using a weighted student formula to focus spending
on students by background and need, and then accounting for this
spending at school and classroom level, may work; or, at least, it may
begin to move the proverbial horse forward and help to determine what
it really costs to give a child a “sound basic education” to at least an
adequate level, relating ﬁnancial inputs, the use of funds internally by
school and function, and how spending relates to “outputs,” children’s
educational attainment.
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The Fiscal Impact of
the Shift from Equity
to Adequacy in School
Finance Litigation
Forbis Jordan, Teresa Jordan and Kevin Crehan

Introduction
The focus of this study is a comparison of the changes in a set of
state-level funding variables in state school ﬁnance programs for ﬁve
groups of states with regard to high court decisions rendered during
the 1970-1987 period and the 1988-2004 period. The ﬁve groups are as
follows: (1) pre-1989 plaintiff victory; (2) pre-1989 defendant victory;
(3) post-1988 plaintiff victory; post-1988 defendant victory; and (5)
states with no decision by the highest court. The beginning date
of 1970 was selected because it provided a logical base from which
to determine the impact of litigation, preceding the 1973 Rodriguez
decision of the U.S. Supreme Court1 and the 1976 Serrano decision
of the California Supreme Court.2 With the Rodriguez decision, legal
challenges to state school ﬁnance systems shifted from the federal
courts to the state courts, and the original Serrano decision was
amended to rely on state constitutional provisions after the Rodriguez
decision. Since Rodriguez, school ﬁnance litigation has been based
on the speciﬁc wording of the education, taxation, due process, and
equal protection clauses in state constitutions.3 Serrano was the ﬁrst
decision based on state constitutional provisions. The 1989 date was
selected as a breakpoint between the two periods because that was
the year in which Kentucky’s Rose decision4 was rendered, a decision
considered to be the ﬁrst instance in which the ruling in state high
courts included the concept of adequacy.5
Since 1970, challenges to the constitutionality of state school
ﬁnance programs have been initiated in 45 states.6 In states where
an opinion was issued by the state’s highest court as of May, 2004,
plaintiffs have prevailed in 21 states while defendants have prevailed
in 17; no high court decision had been issued in 12 states.7 As the
focus of school ﬁnance litigation broadened in the 1990s to include
adequacy as well as equity, school ﬁnance researchers did not appear
to be in agreement about the success of litigation in which adequacy
was the focus of the complaint. Lukemeyer found that the general
pattern was that cases tended to be unsuccessful when adequacy was
the primary complaint.8 However, she did ﬁnd that in some instances
adequacy had been a part of the remedy in equity cases where the
plaintiffs were successful. At the same time, Crampton and Thompson;9
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Augenblick, Sharp, Silverstein, and Palaich;10 Guthrie;11 and Verstegen12
have emphasized that traditional research techniques do not provide
the quantity or quality of information required to demonstrate achievement of the adequacy goal.
The ﬁndings from studies by Manwaring and Sheffrin13 and Thompson and Crampton14 contributed to the organization of the study.
Manwaring and Sheffrin used data from 1970 to 1990 to examine the
effect of litigation in determining the level of education funding. One
of their principal ﬁndings was that litigation had a differential effect
across states leading to increases in funding in some instances and
decreases in others. They also concluded that, as a result of litigation,
education has received additional state-level attention in the political
process and has beneﬁted from the increased attention. Thompson and
Crampton15 reviewed over 200 studies of states that had undergone
school ﬁnance reform; they contended that litigation was not a failproof strategy to increase revenues for education. In their review, they
found that it was difﬁcult to claim a direct linkage between litigation
and levels of education funding. Of the 200 articles, they found only
29 that addressed the question of measurable efﬁcacy of litigation.
Their analysis of the effects of litigation in eleven states suggests that
education funding received greater attention as a result of litigation
and that the effects may have been more positive than would have
occurred without the pressure of litigation. Thompson and Crampton
also noted that Ward16 had contended that, under our system of
governance, politics and the economy often exercise more power than
the courts. In their conclusions, they cautioned that litigation had not
resulted in remarkable gains in education funding and speculated as
to whether or not comparable gains could have been achieved under
more amicable circumstances.
Analysis by Period of Litigation
Various authors have identiﬁed Rose17 as a watershed that broadened
the focus of school ﬁnance litigation from equity to include adequacy
of funding.18 For example, preceding Rose, plaintiffs prevailed in
only 5 of the 13 high court decisions handed down between 1971
and 1988, and the content of the decisions did not provide much
direction for aspiring plaintiffs. However, following the Kentucky
decision in 1989, plaintiffs expanded their complaint to include
evidence about programmatic and stafﬁng disparities and have been
more successful. Of the 25 decisions between 1988 and 2004, plaintiffs
have prevailed in 15 instances.
The Kentucky decision often is referred to as the ﬁrst adequacy
case because it was the ﬁrst case in which the legislative response
was to enact comprehensive school reform -- governance, curriculum,
assessment, and school ﬁnance. Even though this broadened deﬁnition of fairness has been reﬂected in subsequent judicial decisions, it
appears that judicial decisions may be easier to obtain than acceptable
legislative remedies that meet judicial requirements and are acceptable
to society.19 See Table 1 for a list of states by chronological period of
prevailing high court decisions favoring plaintiffs and defendants and
a list of “No Decision” states.
Using a set of 1970 and 2000 state input variables including
measures of effort and ability, a 2001 measure of equity, and a NAEP
2003 composite score, this study attempted to answer the following
research question: Are there observable differences on selected variables
among the ﬁve groups of states previously described? The variables
used represent state average effort, ﬁscal ability, pupil-teacher ratio,
teacher salaries, and per-pupil expenditures. Two other variables--
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Table 1
States with Prevailing High Court Decisions, May 2004
1971 – 1988
States with Plaintiff
Victory (6)
Arkansas
California
New Jersey
Washington
West Virginia
Wyoming

States with
Defendant Victory
(7)
Colorado
Georgia
Maryland
Michigan
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Oklahoma

1989 – 2004
States with Plaintiff
Victory (15)
Arizona
Connecticut
Idaho
Kansas
Kentucky
Massachusetts
Montana
North Carolina
New Hampshire
New York
Ohio
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Vermont

equity of the state’s ﬁnance system and composite NAEP scores--were
reported for one point in time. Data sources included the National
Center for Education Statistics, National Education Association, Bureau
of Economic Analysis of the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor, U.S. Census Bureau,
and the 2004 issue “Quality Counts” published by Education Week.20
The data set included state-level base data commonly associated with
school expenditures and revenues for the period from 1969-70 to 19992000. The Consumer Price Index from the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
U.S. Department of Labor, was used to adjust per capita personal
income (PCPI), average teacher salary (ATS), and per-pupil expenditure
(APPE) data for inﬂation. Other variables included measures of equity
and a normalized composite index of the 2003 NAEP scores by state
for 4th and 8th grade reading and math.21 These data were normalized
to derive a single score for each state.
State-by-state evaluations of the equity of state school ﬁnance
programs are not routinely conducted; the only current assessment
of school ﬁnance programs is the annual report, “Quality Counts”.22
Here the equity score for each state was based on the contributions of
four variables for the 2001 ﬁscal year: state equalization effect (50%);
wealth neutrality (25%); McLoone Index (12.5%); and coefﬁcient of
variation (12.5%). Multiyear comparisons of a state’s equity score were
not feasible because the components in the calculation process have
varied from year-to-year.
Tables are presented for each variable, and means and standard deviations have been calculated for the decision subgroups.
Comparisons among the subgroups were made for the following
variables for each state:
• %PCPI. Current expenditures for elementary and secondary as
a percentage of per capita personal income, a measure of
effort.
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States with
Defendant Victory
(10)
Alabama
Florida
Illinois
Maine
Minnesota
North Dakota
Nebraska
Rhode Island
Virginia
Wisconsin

No High Court
States with No High
Court Decision (12)
Alaska
Delaware
Hawaii
Indiana
Iowa
Louisiana
Mississippi
Missouri
Nevada
New Mexico
South Dakota
Utah

• %SRS. Percentage of local school revenue for current operation
from state sources, a measure of state share.
• APPE. Average per-pupil expenditure, a measure of resources.
• ATS. Average salary for classroom teachers, a measure of
teacher pay.
• PTR. Pupil-teacher ratio, a measure of stafﬁng pattern.
• PCPI. Per capita personal income, a measure of ﬁscal ability.
• Composite NAEP scores for 2003, a measure of student test
performance.
• 2001 Equity.23
Findings
Tables 2-7 contain means and standard deviations for 1970 and
2000 variables, and the change in means and the standard deviations
between 1970 and 200 for the following state-level variables: %PCPI,
%SRS, APPE, ATS, PTR, and PCPI. Overall ﬁscal effort and degree
of reliance on state revenue are reﬂected in the tables based on the
ﬁrst two variables, %PCPI (Table 2) and %SRS (Table 3). The level
of funding and stafﬁng practices are shown in the tables as average
per-pupil expenditures (Table 4), average teacher salary (Table 5), and
pupil-teacher ratio variables (Table 6). The ﬁscal ability variable (PCPI)
is shown in Table 7. Tables 8-10 contain information on the relative
equity of the state school ﬁnance system and the composite NAEP
scores by the state grouping. The number of states in each group
is shown in parenthesis. For comparison purposes, “Z Scores” were
calculated from the means for each variable; the results are contained
in Table 10.
Table 2 contains the means and standard deviations for the effort
variable -- the percent of per capita personal income spent for K-12
public education in the state (%PCPI). Assuming that %PCPI is a valid
measure of effort, the data in Table 2 indicate that the mean %PCPI
declined for all groups between 1970 and 2000. Further analysis of the
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Table 2
Group Mean and Standard Deviation for Current Expenditures for Elementary and Secondary
Education as a Percentage of Per Capita Personal Income (%PCPI) for 1970 and 2000 and
Change from 1970 to 2000
1970

All States (50)

2000

1970 – 2000 Change

Mean (%)

StDev (%)

Mean (%)

StDev (%)

Mean (%)

StDev (%)

4.26

0.56

4.05

0.62

-0.2138

0.5413

PL Pre 1989 (6)

4.48

0.56

4.23

0.76

-0.2533

0.7424

DF Pre 1989 (7)

4.20

0.46

3.92

0.52

-0.2771

0.4802

PL Post 1988 (15)

4.07

0.50

3.98

0.54

-0.0840

0.4015

DF Post 1988 (10)

4.21

0.52

3.98

0.53

-0.2280

0.5769

No Decision (12)

4.47

0.67

4.16

0.79

-0.3075

0.6445

Note: PL = Plaintiff Victory; DF = Defendant Victory.

Table 3
Mean and Standard Deviation for Percantage State Revenue Share (%SRS)
for 1970 and 2000 and Change from 1970 to 2000
1970

2000

1970 – 2000 Change

Mean (%)

StDev (%)

Mean (%)

StDev (%)

Mean (%)

StDev (%)

41.25

15.84

52.96

12.61

11.72

13.70

PL Pre 1989 (6)

39.73

12.41

56.42

10.18

16.68

7.44

DF Pre 1989 (7)

39.60

12.60

51.66

13.71

12.06

17.80

All States (50)

PL Post 1988 (15)

38.79

15.89

53.09

10.36

14.29

15.75

DF Post 1988 (10)

37.89

13.65

48.89

12.33

11.00

13.57

No Decision (12)

48.83

20.08

55.24

16.43

6.41

10.85

Note: State Revenue Share equals percentage of local school revenue for current operation from state sources. PL = Plaintiff Victory; DF =
Defendant Victory.

Table 4
Group Mean and Standard Deviation for Average Per-Pupil Expenditure (APPE)
for 1970 and 2000 and Change from 1970 to 2000
1970

2000

1970 – 2000 Change

Mean ($)

StDev ($)

Mean ($)

StDev ($)

Mean ($)

StDev ($)

3,414

708

7,302

1,445

3,889

966

PL Pre 1989 (6)

3,619

734

7,571

1,834

3,953

1,441

All States (50)
DF Pre 1989 (7)

3,525

663

7,578

1,128

4,053

612

PL Post 1988 (15)

3,324

874

7,438

1,647

4,115

996

DF Post 1988 (10)

3,412

543

7,385

1,218

3,972

896

No Decision (12)

3,360

700

6,769

1,409

3,409

863

Note: PL = Plaintiff Victory; DF = Defendant Victory.
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Table 5
Group Mean and Standard Deviation for Average Teacher Salary (ATS)
for 1970 and 2000 and Change from 1970 to 2000
1970

2000

1970 – 2000 Change

Mean ($)

StDev ($)

Mean ($)

StDev ($)

Mean ($)

StDev ($)

36,142

4,982

39,141

5,922

3,000

3,472

PL Pre 1989 (6)

37,620

6,219

40,570

7,867

2,950

4,965

DF Pre 1989 (7)

37,283

4,916

41,831

6,123

4,548

3,304

PL Post 1988 (15)

35,179

4,390

39,330

5,898

4,151

3,418

DF Post 1988 (10)

35,820

4,372

38,530

5,405

2,710

2,954

No Decision (12)

36,207

6,021

37,132

5,382

925

2,533

All States (50)

Note: PL = Plaintiff Victory; DF = Defendant Victory.

Table 6
Group Mean and Standard Deviation for Pupil-Teacher Ratio (PTR)
for 1970 and 2000 and Change from 1970 to 2000
1970

2000

1970 – 2000 Change

Mean

StDev

Mean

StDev

Mean

StDev

22.21

1.87

15.71

2.14

-6.50

1.74

PL Pre 1989 (6)

22.33

2.25

15.98

3.31

-6.35

2.38

DF Pre 1989 (7)

22.74

1.08

16.33

1.33

-6.09

1.78

All States (50)

PL Post 1988 (15)

21.91

1.95

15.51

2.00

-6.40

1.69

DF Post 1988 (10)

21.54

1.64

14.40

1.86

-6.98

1.95

No Decision (12)

22.78

2.13

16.22

2.21

-6.56

1.48

Note: PL = Plaintiff Victory; DF = Defendant Victory.

Table 7
Group Mean and Standard Deviation for Per Capita Personal Income (PCPI)
for 1970 and 2000 and Change from 1970 to 2000
1970

2000

1970 – 2000 Change

Mean ($)

StDev ($)

Mean ($)

StDev ($)

Mean ($)

StDev ($)

17,193

2,840

28,387

4,399

11,194

2,909

PL Pre 1989 (6)

17,560

3,715

28,911

6,261

11,350

2,928

DF Pre 1989 (7)

17,569

1,818

29,462

3,377

11,893

2,218

PL Post 1988 (15)

16,955

2,682

28,855

5,538

11,900

3,474

DF Post 1988 (10)

16,840

2,095

29,147

2,582

12,307

2,476

No Decision (12)

17,382

3,837

26,280

3,335

8,898

1,692

All States (50)

Note: PL = Plaintiff Victory; DF = Defendant Victory.
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Table 8
Group Mean and Standard Deviation for Composite NAEP Scores for 2003
Mean for Composite NAEP Score

Standard Deviation

101.4

9.29

PL Pre 1989 (6)

100.0

9.67

DF Pre 1989 (7)

101.9

5.27

All States (50)

PL Post 1988 (15)

104.5

8.75

DF Post 1988 (10)

104.0

8.45

No Decision (12)

95.9

10.82

Note: PL = Plaintiff Victory; DF = Defendant Victory.

Table 9
Group Mean and Standard Deviation for Equity Scores for 2001
Mean
All States (50)

Standard Deviation

73.3

8.36

PL Pre 1989 (6)

74.8

6.88

DF Pre 1989 (7)

71.6

8.34

PL Post 1988 (15)

70.6

6.40

DF Post 1988 (10)

69.7

8.59

No Decision (12)

79.8

8.24

Note: PL = Plaintiff Victory; DF = Defendant Victory.
data revealed that 35 of the 50 states had a decline in %PCPI between
1970 and 2000, with an increase for the remaining 15 states. Of the
nine states showing the greatest increase between the two dates, six
were states in which the plaintiffs had prevailed.
The highest mean, or the highest effort, in 1970 and also in 2000
was in the group of states in which the state’s high court had issued
a decision favoring the plaintiffs prior to 1989. The smallest decline
was in the mean for this group also. The largest decline was in states
with no high court decision. The smallest decline was in states with
either a plaintiff or defendant victors after 1988, suggesting that the
shift to adequacy may have had a positive impact on funding, i.e., a
smaller reduction when compared to the means for the other groups
of states. This latter condition may be understated because acceptable
legislative remedies have not yet been attained in some states where
the plaintiffs prevailed.
Data in Table 3 show the increased reliance on state revenues as
a source of funds for schools. The percentage of K-12 funding from
state revenue sources increased from 16.5% in 1929-3024 to 41.2 %
in 1969-70 and further to 53.0% in 1999-2000. As the concept that
providing funds for K-12 education is a state responsibility has been
established by the courts, the percentage from state sources has increased for a variety of reasons. When local sources provided over 80%
of the funding for schools, policymakers were confronted with large
differences in taxable wealth among school districts and the resulting
wide disparities in educational expenditures per pupil; this led to the
enactment of state equalization program that allocated funds in an
inverse relation to wealth. Escalating costs of public services, inﬂation
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of property values, and judicial decisions requiring greater equalization
in state funding formulas have contributed to the enactment of tax
and expenditure limitations in 22 states.25 They are quite different in
the details, but the intent is the same. Alternatives include freezing
or limiting the growth in governmental spending and/or tax rates or
requiring a super-majority voter approval for tax increases.26
As shown in Table 3, in 1970, the range in mean state revenue share
among the ﬁve groups ranged from 37.89% to 39.73%; in 2000, the
range was from 48.89% in states with a defendant victory after 1988
to 56.42% in states with a plaintiff victory before 1989. The mean
percentage of revenues from state sources for all groups increased
between 1970 and 2000. The greatest increase was in the mean for
states with a plaintiff victory before 1989, with a 16.7% change; the
smallest increase was in states with no high court decisions, with a
6.41% change. These data provide further credence to the contention
that “any” litigation results in increased funding for schools.
Table 4 contains the mean and standard deviation for average
per-pupil expenditures (APPE) for 1970 and 2000 and the change in
APPE between 1970 and 2000. All APPE data have been adjusted for
inﬂation using 2000 as the base of 1.00. The highest mean in 1970
was $3,619 for states with a plaintiff victory before 1989, and the
lowest was $3,324 for states with a plaintiff victory after 1988. Of
the nine states with an APPE in 2000 that was greater than the mean
plus 1.0 standard deviation, ﬁve were states in which the plaintiffs
had prevailed, two were states in which the defendants had prevailed,
and two were “No Decision” states.
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Table 10
Z Scores for Means for Multiyear and Single Point Variables
Pre 1989

Post 1988

No Decision

States with
Plaintiff Victory
(6)

States with
Defendant
Victory (7)

States with
Plaintiff Victory
(15)

States with
Defendant
Victory (10)

States with
No High Court
Decision (12)

% PCPI

49.3

48.8

52.4

49.7

48.3

% SRS

53.6

50.2

51.9

49.5

46.1

APPE

50.7

51.7

52.3

50.9

45.0

ATS

49.9

54.5

53.3

49.2

44.0

PTR

50.9

52.4

50.6

47.3

49.7

PCPI

50.5

52.4

52.4

53.8

42.1

Equity

51.9

48.0

46.8

45.7

57.8

Composite NAEP

48.5

50.5

53.3

52.8

44.0

Variable
Multiyear Variable

Single Point Variables

Note: %PCPI = Current expenditures for elementary and secondary as a percentage of per capita personal income (measure of effort); %SRS
= Percentage of local school revenue for current operation from state sources (state share); APPE = Average per pupil expenditure (resources);
ATS = Average salary for classroom teachers (teacher pay); PTR = Pupil-teacher ratio (stafﬁng pattern); and PCPI = Per capita personal income
(measure of ﬁscal ability).
The range among the means in 1970 was less than $300 per pupil,
or 8.8%; the range in 2000 was just over $800 or 12.0%. The “Pre
1989” groups had the highest mean in 2000, i.e., $7,578 for states
with a defendant victory and $7,571 for states with a plaintiff victory.
This pattern of gains for both plaintiffs and defendants supports
the contention of Manwaring and Sheffrin27 that positive changes
occur irrespective of which party is perceived to be the winner in the
litigation. The effects of the absence of litigation also are illustrated
in the lack of progress for the “No Decision” group; this group had
the second lowest APPE mean in 1970, the lowest mean in 2000, and
the least gain in means between 1970 and 2000.
The mean and standard deviation for average teacher salary (ATS) for
1970 and 2000 and the change between 1970 and 2000 are displayed
in Table 5; data were adjusted for inﬂation using 2000 as the base of
1.00. The highest mean in 1970 was $37,620 for states with a plaintiff
victory before 1989, and the lowest was $35,179 for states with a
plaintiff victory after 1989. The range among the means in 1970 was
just under $2,500 per pupil, or 7.1%; the range in 2000 was just under
$4.700 or 12.7%. The highest mean in 2000 was $41,831 for states
with a defendant victory before 1989, and the second highest was
$40,570 for states with a plaintiff victory before 1989. This pattern of
gains for both plaintiffs and defendants supports the contention of
Manwaring and Sheffrin28 that positive changes occur irrespective of
which party is perceived to be the winner of the litigation. The merits
of litigation also are illustrated in the pattern for the “No Decision”
group; this group had the third highest mean in 1970, the lowest
mean in 2000, and the smallest gain in means between 1970 and
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2000, i.e., $925 compared with $2,710 for states with a defendant
victory after 1988.
Data for the 1970-2000 period for pupil-teacher ratio (PTR) are
shown in Table 6. The 1970 range in the means was from 21.54:1
to 22.78:1. The 2000 range was from 16.33:1 to 14.40:1. In 1970,
pupil-teacher ratios were greater for “Pre 1989” than those for the
“Post 1988” groups, and they also were greater in 2000. Differences
in change from 1970 to 2000 ranged from a reduction of 6.98 to 6.09
pupils per teacher. The “No Decision” states did not fare well on this
variable. Among the ﬁve groups, this group of states ranked last in
1970, with the largest pupil-teacher ratio of 22.78:1. In 2000, they
ranked fourth out of the ﬁve groups at 16.22:1, slightly above states
with a defendant victory before 1989. Their reduction in pupil-teacher
ratio by 6.56 students between 1970 and 2000 ranked them second
among the ﬁve groups, behind states with defendant victories after
1988, who reduced average pupil-teacher ratio by 6.98 students. The
data suggest that the changes between 1970 and 2000 may have been
attributable to variables other than those in this study; examples of the
latter include legislatively mandated class size reduction and stafﬁng
changes to provide programs for special needs youth.
Table 7 contains the inﬂation-adjusted mean and standard deviation
for per capita personal income for 1970 and 2000 and the change between 1970 and 2000. The highest mean in 1970 was $17,569 for states
with a defendant victory before 1989, and the lowest was $16,840 for
states with a defendant victory after 1988. The range among the means
in 1970 was just under $724 per pupil, or 4.3%; the range in 2000 was
almost $3.200 or 12.1%. The highest mean in 2000 was $29,462 for
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states with a defendant victory before 1989; and the second highest
was $29,147 for sates with a defendant victory after 1988. The lowest
was $26,280 for the “No Decision” group. The reduced relative ﬁscal
capacity attributable to the low rate of growth in the mean PCPI for
this group may explain its low ranking in the 2000 and the “change”
data for the %PCPI, APPE, and ATS. The “No Decision” group had the
third highest mean in 1970, the lowest mean in 2000, and the least
gain in means between 1970 and 2000, i.e., $8.898 compared with
$11.900 for states with a defendant victory after 1988.
Data for 2003 reported in Table 8 represent the ﬁrst time that NAEP
scores have been available for all states. The highest mean composite
NAEP scores were in states with a high court decision after 1988.
The lowest mean NAEP score and the largest standard deviation were
in “No Decision” states. As shown in Table 7, this group had the
lowest mean per capita personal income in 2000 and the lowest mean
increase for the 1970-2000 period.
Data in Table 9 indicate that the highest mean equity score was in
the “No Decision” states – suggesting that this group had the most
equitable school ﬁnance programs. Of the nine states with equity
scores above 80, ﬁve were in this group. The lowest mean equity
score, i.e., the least equitable school ﬁnance program, was found in
states with a defendant victory after 1988, and this group also had
the largest standard deviation. This suggests that the school ﬁnance
programs in this group ranked low in equity and high in diversity. As
a group, states with high court decisions before 1989 ranked higher
than “Post 1988” states; however, as discussed earlier, school ﬁnance
reforms may not have been enacted in the “Post 1988” states. A
detailed review of the equity scores for each state revealed that eight
of the twelve “No Decision” states ranked among the top 16 states
on the composite equity measure.
Because of the differences in type of data, “Z Scores” with a mean
of 50 and a standard deviation of 10 are shown in Table 10. A score
of over 50 indicates that the group was above the average for all states
for that variable; a score of less than 50 indicates that the group’s score
was below the average for all states on that variable. The pattern for
states with a plaintiff victory before 1989 indicates that the mean Z
Scores were between 49.3 and 53.6 for the multiyear variables while
the range in mean Z Scores for states with a defendant victory before
1989 was 48.8 to 54.5. For states with a plaintiff victory after 1988,
all of the mean Z scores for the multiyear variables were above 50, but
only two of the scores for states with defendant victories after 1988
were above 50. The Z Score for effort (%PCPI) was below 50 for all
groups of states except those with plaintiff victories after 1988. For
states with a defendant victory after 1988, the mean Z Score was over
50 for three variables: APPE, PCPI, and the composite NAEP score. All
of the mean Z Scores for the multiyear variables for the “No Decision”
group were below 50. This pattern is a further illustration of the lack
of progress on the variables used in this study in the “No Decision”
states over the 30-year period. The Z Score patterns for states with
plaintiff victories after 1988 provide evidence that on the multiyear
variables this group fared better than the other groups, beneﬁting most
from being involved in litigation.
Summary
Since 1970, the constitutionality of the state’s school ﬁnance
system has been challenged in 45 states. In 38 of those states, the
challenge has reached the highest state court, and the court has
issued an opinion. Rulings in 21 states have been in favor of the
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plaintiffs; rulings have favored the defendants in 17 states. The original
complaints focused on the inequities of the state system. Starting with
the Kentucky decision in 1989, complaints were broadened to include
both equity and adequacy as the focal points. Since that decision, high
court rulings have been issued in 25 states, and rulings have been in
favor of the plaintiffs in 15 of those states.
Using a set of selected variables, the purpose of this study was to
determine which of the following groups beneﬁted most over the 30year period: states with pre-Kentucky or post-Kentucky decisions for
the plaintiffs (pre-1989); states with pre-Kentucky or post-Kentucky
decisions for the defendants (post-1988); or states no decision from
their respective high courts. In this exploratory effort, the focus was
on the changes in six variables from 1970 and 2000. The ﬁndings
suggest the following detailed responses to the research question:
Are there observable differences on selected variables among the ﬁve
groups of states?
• Among the ﬁve groups of states, greatest gains in the mean had
been made in states with plaintiff victories after 1988 or those states
in which the high court decision came after the Kentucky decision.
In contrast to the pattern for the “No Decision” states, the means for
states with plaintiff victories after 1988 states showed smallest decline
in effort; greatest gains in average per-pupil expenditure and average
teacher salary; highest NAEP scores; and scores above the mean on
each of the six multiyear variables. These ﬁndings are consistent with
the contentions of Manwaring and Sheffrin.29
• Irrespective of whether the plaintiffs or the defendants prevailed, state school ﬁnance programs appeared to beneﬁt from
litigation challenging the constitutionality of the state system.
Comparable increases in funding for schools had not been made in
those states in which there had been no high court decision. The “No
Decision” states ranked last on means for average per-pupil expenditure,
average teacher salary, and per capita personal income. Rather than
their ranking being attributable to the lack of high court decision, the
low ranking in ability may provide a partial explanation of the low
ranking on these variables. However, the greatest reduction in effort
between 1970 and 2000 was found in the “No Decision” states. This
pattern is consistent with the ﬁndings of Manwaring and Sheffrin
that school ﬁnance litigation results in positive reforms in state school
ﬁnance systems.30
• For all groups of states, ﬁscal effort for elementary and secondary education, expressed as a percent of per capita personal income,
declined between 1970 and 2000. However, the mean average per-pupil
expenditure and mean average teacher salary increased at a rate greater
than the increase in the consumer price index, and pupil-teacher ratio
declined across all groups. The mean decline for all states was 22.2:1
in 1970 to 15.7:1 in 2000.
• Over the 30 year period, the mean share of per-pupil expenditures
from state sources increased from 41.25% to 53.0%.; this may be attributable to the combined effect of voter resistance to the property
tax and the efforts of state legislatures to seek greater equity in state
school ﬁnance programs. Given the range in property values per
students in most states, greater ﬁscal equity can often be achieved
by a reduction in the degree of local school district reliance on local
taxes and a shift to the broader tax base of the entire state. The local
taxpayer is provided with some relief, but some of that relief may be
lost if the reduction in local taxes is offset by an increase in state
taxes.
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• Given the time required to design and gain consensus for a satisfactory legislative response to a court decision, it is premature to make
generalizations about the effect of judicial decisions favoring plaintiffs
that were made after 1988. For example, as of May 2004, acceptable
legislative solutions had not been enacted in several of these states,
including Kansas, Montana, New York, Ohio, and South Carolina. At
times, the wheels of justice move slowly; the West Virginia Legislature
took over 20 years to enact an acceptable legislative solution.31
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A Closer Look at
the Costs of Serving
Children "Living on the
Edges"of State School
Finance Policy:
At-Risk, Limited
English Proﬁcient,
and Gifted Children
Bruce D. Baker
Introduction
Considerable attention has been given over the years to understanding the costs of serving students with disabilities and the design of
state funding systems for ensuring that students’ special needs can
be met by local districts.1 Signiﬁcantly less attention has been given
to three less-well-deﬁned student populations--at-risk, limited English
proﬁcient (LEP), and gifted and talented children--referred to herein as
fringe populations because they lie on the ill-deﬁned fringe between
general and special education.2
In public school ﬁnance policy, fringe populations are often
treated with nominal adjustments or add-ons to general aid formulas.3
Supplemental aid allocations for special populations, like general aid
quantities, are derived primarily via political deliberation among state
legislators. The balance of these provisions generally reﬂects the balance of political power in state legislatures more so than the balance
of student and district needs.4 Over the past few decades, increased
efforts have been made to introduce empirically determined values
into deliberations over adequate general education funding and/or to
use empirically determined values to scrutinize current state funding
methods. Until recently, those wishing to either supplement or supplant purely political processes with rationally derived cost estimates
for fringe populations found themselves with far too little information
to adequately inform policy decisions.5 Times are changing.
In 2001, Baker performed an analysis of state revenues (1995-1996)
to local districts for meeting the needs of at-risk, limited English proﬁcient and gifted children.6 Baker attempted to characterize state aid
allocations in terms of adequacy, equity, and rationality, which were
measured as follows:
• Adequacy was measured by aid allocation per expected need
pupil as a percent of core expenditures exceeds minimum reported,
though not necessarily empirically cost based, adequacy weight
from existing literature (LEP = 1.2, At-Risk = 1.2).

• Equity was measured by aid allocation per pupil signiﬁcantly
correlated in the expected direction (p<.05) with 2 of three context
measures (median family income, core expenditures per pupil,
state revenue share).
• Rationality was measured by aid allocation per pupil and
total allocation signiﬁcantly correlated (p<.05) with expected
prevalence. (LEP and At-Risk only)
Like numerous previous authors,7 Baker relied on relatively arbitrary
estimates of the “costs” of providing adequate services for at-risk and
limited English proﬁcient children for evaluating the relative adequacy
of aid programs. Few state aid programs were found by Baker to be
sufﬁcient. No estimates of programming costs or funding adequacy
were provided for gifted education. Analyses of aid to gifted education
were limited to the equity of state aid allocations to local districts.
Not surprisingly, Baker found signiﬁcant equity problems in the allocation of supplemental aid for all three populations. In many states,
supplemental aid was being allocated ﬂatly with respect to local ﬁscal
capacity and at generally inadequate levels. State aid for gifted education in states such as South Carolina was disproportionately allocated
to higher capacity, higher income districts. More surprising was Baker’s
ﬁnding that in many states, aid for special populations was not even
highly correlated with the prevalence of students who require supplemental services, even in the case of aid for limited English proﬁcient
children, perhaps the easiest of the three populations to deﬁne. Baker
and Markham concurred.8
Only recently has the knowledge base on the cost of adequate educational services in general and for special student populations expanded
sufﬁciently to revisit the adequacy question posed by Baker in 2001.
Baker, Taylor, and Vedlitz, in a report to the Texas Joint Committee
on Public School Finance, presented an analysis of over 30 studies
of the cost of providing an adequate education in over 20 states.9 In
at least 16 separate studies performed since 1997 (most since 2001),
individual estimates of marginal costs of educational services have been
provided for economically disadvantaged (at-risk) and limited English
proﬁcient children. Sadly, only one study reported cost estimates for
gifted education,10 but the literature on state aid and program costs in
gifted education has expanded dramatically in recent years, including
some cost estimates.11
This article takes advantage of the emerging evidence on the costs of
adequate opportunities for at-risk, limited English proﬁcient and gifted
and talented children to revisit the question of the relative adequacy of
state aid allocations for these fringe populations. I begin with a review
the research literature on the costs of special programming opportunities or service delivery models for at-risk, limited English proﬁcient and
gifted and talented children. Next, I review cost analysis methodologies
commonly applied in studies of educational adequacy and address the
pros and cons of various methods with respect to the populations in
question. Then, I compile the recent evidence regarding the costs of
services in state and independently sponsored evaluations of the cost
of an adequate education. Finally, focusing on programs and services
for limited English proﬁcient children, I provide a detailed analysis of
the relative adequacy of state aid programs in ﬁve states – Kansas,
Colorado, North Dakota, Missouri and Nebraska – using recent cost
estimates as benchmarks.
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Brief Review of Literature on Program Costs & State Aid
In this section I provide a brief review of the literature on program
costs and state aid programs for meeting the needs of at-risk, limited
English proﬁcient, and gifted children. Prior to the recent wave of state
level adequacy analyses, little had been written in the school ﬁnance
policy literature about the needs of fringe populations and associated
costs of programming.
Children At-Risk
Cost estimates and/or guidelines for achieving vertical equity for
at-risk and limited English proﬁcient pupils have been presented in
literature and applied in state policies for several years despite limited
empirical bases. The most common estimates indicate a cost of serving both at-risk and limited English proﬁcient pupils at 1.2, or 120%
of the cost of educating the “typical” student.12 A recent National
Research Council report noted the following with respect to the 1.2
weighting for at-risk pupils:
While this indicator may be the best currently available for
determining a weighting for students in poverty and is easily
understood, it results from federal budget decisions about what
to spend on Title I, not on a calculation of the costs of education poor children and of compensating for prior deprivation
that may affect their education performance.13
Results from published analyses of the costs of serving at-risk pupils
vary widely. Goertz,14 for example, found that in a study of schools
in 17 districts, Chapter I expenditures ranged from $175 per pupil
in a district with an expenditure range of $175 to $1,070, to $2,500
per pupil. Several authors address costs of serving at-risk children in
terms of the costs of operating comprehensive school reform models
tailored to the needs of at-risk populations. Odden and Picus cost
out the ingredients of offering the Roots and Wings/Success for All,
a whole school reform program focused on improving achievement
of at-risk pupils, in a school of 500 pupils, arriving at approximately
$1,000 per pupil or $500,000.15 King performed similar analyses on
three whole school reform models in 1994. Table 1 summarizes the
ﬁndings of these cost studies.16
At-risk children are often identiﬁed for state aid allocation purposes
via economic criteria such as qualifying for free and reduced price
lunch status under the National School Lunch Program. Typically,
state aid for at-risk children is used to provide compensatory reading
or other remedial programs. Odden and Picus noted that 28 states
supported compensatory aid programs in 1993-94.17 Among those
states, Odden and Picus identiﬁed ﬁve states that speciﬁcally used the
word “remedial” to describe the educational programming resulting
from compensatory aid, at least two of the ﬁve states used economic
criteria for need identiﬁcation.18 Perhaps due in part to the questionable
implications of applying economic criteria to educational need, states
are increasingly including measures of academic performance, and
some have included language proﬁciency status as a risk indicator.19
Nonetheless, who is considered at-risk, and how to identify them,
varies widely from state to state.
Historically, federal aid has played a limited role in offsetting costs
associated with educating children at risk. In an analysis of school
district revenues, Parrish and Hikido20 found that 99.2% of districts
enrolling expected poverty populations in excess of 25% or their enrollments received federal Chapter 1 funding in 1991-1992 at an average
rate of $257 ($207 cost and need-adjusted) per pupil or $793 ($781
cost and need-adjusted) per target pupil. Districts with fewer students
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in poverty received less funding per enrolled pupil and similar, if not
slightly higher, amounts per target pupil.
Baker and Duncombe identiﬁed 38 total states providing some form
of ﬁnancial support to meet the needs of at risk children.21 Twentyone states included provisions in general aid programs, and 25 states
allocated categorical aid separate from general aid programs. Baker and
Duncombe and Carey22 estimate implicit weights of the amount of
aid received by local districts from states to accommodate children in
poverty. Implicit weights are measures of aid actually allocated to local
districts whereas explicit weights are those speciﬁed in state school
ﬁnance policies. Implicit weight analysis involves estimating the population in need, most commonly with Census data, estimating the aid
allocated to that population and determining the ratio of need-targeted
aid to average or “general” education revenues.23 Using Carey’s weights,
eleven states (out of 39) had a poverty weight above 25%. Only two
states had weights this high using Baker and Duncombe’s estimates.
Three of the New England states (Connecticut, New Hampshire, and
Massachusetts) had particularly high poverty weights, and all of these
states had statutory poverty weights of 25% or higher.
Limited English Proﬁcient Children
Studies of the costs of providing bilingual education or transitional
programming have also produced widely varying results, ranging
from less than an extra 5% to an extra 100%.24 Parrish estimated the
costs of serving limited English proﬁcient students under alternative
instructional models in California and found the average total marginal
cost of serving LEP students to be $361 (marginal instructional cost =
$186, administrative and support cost $175).25 Across four approaches
to service delivery, marginal costs were approximately 18% above
classroom costs with classroom costs ranging from $1,409 to $1,978
per pupil and total costs, including support for LEP students, ranging
from $1,756 to $3,505 per pupil. Parrish and Hikido noted that the
$361 marginal cost is only 8% above average expenditures per pupil
in California, which at the time were $4,598.26 Findings of these cost
studies are summarized in Table 1.
A handful of states reported in Public School Finance Programs of
the United States and Canada: 1998-1999 indicated that programs
for LEP children were primarily a federal responsibility, through ESEA
Title VII (now Title III) funding.27 Baker and Markham indicated that
federal aid, for the most part, has provided negligible support to local
districts.28 They noted that in 1995-1996 only 112 of nearly 16,000
public school districts reported receiving any Title VII aid, and that
aid, on average, amounted to approximately $260 per expected LEP
pupil. Parrish and Hikido found similarly that even among districts
with the highest percentages of LEP students in 1991-1992, only 19.8%
received federal Title VII funding.29 They further noted that “Because
this [Title VII] is a discretionary rather than a formula grant program,
these funds do not ﬂow heavily to districts with high concentrations
of LEP students.”30
Funding for bilingual education programs and other services for
limited English proﬁcient students existed in 29 states in 1998-99.
Twelve states included adjustments to basic aid programs, and 19
states allocated some form of categorical aid. Baker and Markham
found that many states not providing supplemental funding for limited
English proﬁcient children had signiﬁcant estimated LEP populations,
with some districts exceeding 25% limited English proﬁciency.31 Baker
and Markham also found that among states allocating aid for LEP
pupils and in states where local school districts reported that aid on
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Table 1
Summary of Studies of the Costs of Serving At-Risk, LEP and Gifted Children
Cost Estimate

Source

Method

$175 to $2,500 per

Goertz, 1988 (1)

Chapter 1 expenditures

$522 to $1,293 per
(ADA) to implement Slavin's Success
for All

King, 1994

Resource Cost Whole school reform approach

$96 to $532 per pupil (ADA) to
implement Levin's Accelerated
Schools

King, 1994

Resource Cost Whole school reform approach

$206 to $556 per pupil to implement
Comer School Development Project

King, 1994

Resource Cost Whole school reform approach

$1,000 per pupil (ADA)
(school of 500) to implement
Success for All

Odden and Picus, 2000

Resource Cost Whole school reform approach

Context

At-Risk
New Jersey

Limited English
5% marginal cost

Carpenter-Huffman &
Samulon, 1981 (2)
Gonzalez, 1996 (3)

100% marginal cost

Chambers & Parrish, 1983

Resource Cost

18% average marginal cost above
classroom cost, or 8% above state
average PPE across program &
placement types

Parrish, 1994

Resource Cost

California

Chambers, 1999

Resource Cost

Ohio

Baker & Nimz,

Stafﬁng Costs

Hypothetical

Gifted
$2,061 (regular teaching assignment)
or $1,655 (special education teaching
assignments)
30 to 60%
(1) In Picus and Odden (2000).
(2) Ibid.
(3) Ibid.
the Census Fiscal Survey of Local Governments,32 aid allocations per
target pupil varied widely, from nearly zero percent to over 100% of
core instructional spending per pupil.
Gifted Children
Presently, there is little existing evidence regarding the resource
costs of adequate services for gifted children. Baker and FriedmanNimz applied a cursory analysis of adding qualiﬁed gifted education
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specialists to elementary schools of approximately 400 students, yielding marginal costs of .3 to .6 per gifted pupil (assuming 5% of the
student population as primary beneﬁciaries of services).33 Chambers
provided additional insights into resource costs for gifted children in
Ohio, but the analysis was limited to personnel costs and estimated
with data on current practices rather than ideal conditions.34 Using
average caseloads and contact hours, and average expenditures per
pupil hour, the average cost per participating pupil for K-12 gifted and
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talented instruction was approximately $2,061 (regular teaching assignment) or $1,655 (special education teaching assignment).35 These
costs were comparable in Chambers’ analyses to costs per pupil-hour
of providing self contained bilingual/multicultural programs (regular
teaching assignment) or costs per pupil-hour of providing programs
for the developmentally handicapped (special education teaching
assignment). Case loads, or class sizes, for gifted education in Ohio
ranged between 15 and 20. Marginal cost estimates were not provided.
Expenditures per pupil in Ohio were approximately $5,550 in 1996,
leading to a marginal cost of about 30% to 37%, similar to that found
by Baker and Friedman-Nimz.36
State deﬁnitions of gifted and talented children vary widely.37 As
a result, actual prevalence is difﬁcult, if not impossible, to estimate.
While some states specify particular percentiles on standardized
achievement tests or cut-off scores on intelligence tests, most allow
considerable ﬂexibility to local districts. In 1995, thirty-one states
mandated identiﬁcation of gifted children, but only 24 mandated
services for those children. 38, 39
A relatively large number of states, forty-two, allocate funding for
programs for gifted and talented children, a possible testament to
the strength of parent lobbying groups. While funding is allocated,
however, much of the funding appears to be negligible, and several
states provide only discretionary and/or competitive grants to select
districts applying for a ﬁnite pot of funds. Baker and Friedman-Nimz
and Baker and McIntire estimated the aid received by local districts
from states for providing gifted education services, ﬁnding aid per
target populations (estimated at ﬂat 5%) ranged from only a few
dollars to over $600 per pupil (South Carolina) and nearly $2,000 per
pupil (Florida). Implicit weights of state aid ranged from less than 1%
to over 30%.40
Overview of Cost Measurement in the New Adequacy
Context
This section presents an overview of methodologies commonly used
in the estimation of basic and marginal costs. I choose to classify
somewhat differently these methodologies, limiting the set to two
basic approaches: (1) resource cost or ingredients approaches; and
(2) statistical modeling approaches. Notably absent in this discussion are what some refer to as “successful schools” studies of the
type that simply calculate average current expenditures of schools
or districts achieving a given set of standards. I do not discuss such
studies herein because they fail to address additional costs of serving
the special populations discussed in this article, and when successful
schools studies do address such costs, they do so by either of the
two methods discussed herein. Further, analysis of the expenditures
of high performing schools or districts is, in fact, a simpliﬁed form of
the statistical modeling approach discussed in this section, where the
model includes only one dependent variable (expenditure) and one
independent variable (performance).
Resource Cost Studies
The Resource Cost Model (RCM) is a method that has been used
extensively for measuring the costs of educational services.41 In general,
RCM is a method for measuring costs of services, existing or hypothetical, adequate or not. The RCM methodology typically involves three
steps: (1) identifying and/or measuring the resources (people, space,
and time) used in providing a particular set of services; (2) estimating
resource prices and price variations from school-to-school or districtto-district; and (3) tabulating total costs of service delivery by totaling
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the resource quantities (resource intensity) and the prices. Resource
cost methods have been used for calculating the cost of providing
adequate educational services since the early 1980s.42
Two relatively new variants of RCM have been speciﬁcally tailored
to measure the costs of an “adequate” education, a professionaljudgment driven RCM and an evidence-based RCM. The difference
between them lies in the strategy for identifying the resources required
to provide an adequate education. In professional judgment studies,
focus groups of educators and policymakers are typically convened to
prescribe the “basket of educational goods and services” required for
providing an adequate education. In evidence-based studies, resource
needs for stafﬁng and staff development are derived from “proven
effective” Comprehensive School Reform (CSR) models like Robert
Slavin’s Roots and Wings/Success for All, that focus on improving
educational outcomes in high poverty schools.43 More recent evidencebased analyses have striven to integrate a variety of “proven effective”
input strategies such as class size reduction, speciﬁc interventions for
special student populations, and comprehensive school reform models,
rather than relying on a single reform model.
Statistical Modeling Studies
Less common among recent analyses of educational adequacy
are statistical methods that may be used either to estimate: (1) the
quantities and qualities of educational resources associated with higher
or improved educational outcomes; or (2) the costs associated with
achieving a speciﬁc set of outcomes, in different school districts,
serving different student populations. The ﬁrst of these methods
is known as the education production function, and the second of
these methods is known as the education cost function. The two are
highly interconnected and—like successful schools analyses—require
policymakers to establish explicit, measurable outcome goals.
Education production function analysis can be used to determine
which quantities and qualities of educational resources are most
strongly, positively associated with a designated set of student
outcomes. For example, is it better for a school to have more teachers
or fewer teachers with stronger academic preparation at the same total
cost to maximize some desired outcome? Further, education production
function analysis can be used to determine whether different resource
quantities and qualities are more or less effective in districts serving
different types of students (economically disadvantaged, English
language learners), or in different types of districts (large urban, small
remote rural).
In cost function analysis, the goal is to estimate the cost of achieving a desired set of educational outcomes and further to estimate
how those costs differ in districts with certain characteristics, serving
students with certain characteristics. For example, achieving state
average outcomes in a high poverty urban district may have quite different costs than achieving the same outcomes in an afﬂuent suburban
one. A cost function that has been estimated with existing data on
district spending levels and outcomes, and including data on district
and student characteristics, can be used for predicting the average
cost of achieving a desired level of outcomes in a district of average
characteristics serving a student population of average characteristics.
Further, the cost function can be used to generate a cost index for
each school district that indicates the relative cost of producing the
desired outcomes in each school district. For example, it would likely
be found that per pupil costs of achieving target outcomes are higher
than average in small, rural school districts, that costs are higher in
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school districts with high percentages of economically disadvantaged
and limited English proﬁcient children, and that costs are higher where
competitive wages for teachers are higher.
The cost function is an extension of the production function where
the goal is to estimate directly, in a single model, the costs of achieving
desired outcomes, while with a production function, the goal is to identify those inputs that produce desirable outcomes, and subsequently
estimate the cost of those inputs. To date, outcome measures used in
cost function studies have been narrowly speciﬁed, including primarily
measures of student achievement in core subject areas.
Reconciling the Various Approaches
In a perfect world, with perfect information regarding the relationship
between resource mix and student outcomes (for guiding bottom-up
analysis), perfect data on student outcomes, and perfect measures of
district inefﬁciency (for guiding top-down analysis), resource cost and
statistical cost function analysis would produce the same results. All
distortions to or differences in cost estimates would be eliminated in
each type of analysis.
Resulting distortions of resource-oriented versus performanceoriented analyses may be quite similar or quite different. Ideally,
investigators using resource cost approaches for calculating the cost
of adequacy would have perfect information regarding the lowest cost
mix of resources that would lead to the desired educational outcomes
for a given set of students under a given set of conditions. As noted,
resource mix is most often arrived at not by estimating the relationship
between resource mix and existing student outcomes, but either by
the recommendations of expert panels (professional judgment), or by
identifying speciﬁc educational reform models believed by researchers to be effective. To date, evidence on the effectiveness, and more
speciﬁcally the cost-effectiveness of comprehensive school reforms that
commonly guide such analyses remains questionable at best. 44
Where the prescribed resource mix is not the most efﬁcient mix
that could be purchased at a given total cost, resource cost analyses
will lead to distortions in cost indices, and these distortions may or
may not apply uniformly across districts of varied scale or of varied
student populations. For example, resource intensity required to achieve
speciﬁc outcomes in a certain type of district may be overstated by
expert panels or prescribed models. It is safe to assume that most
cost indices produced by resource cost analyses include at least some
such distortion.
Similar problems exist in the estimation of statistical models of costs.
Statistical models of costs rely on existing school district expenditure
data and estimated relationships between expenditure data and current
levels of student outcomes. Attempts are made to subtract inefﬁciencies from expenditure data; that is, it is possible that a district with a
speciﬁc set of characteristics currently spends more than necessary to
achieve its current level of outcomes. Further, it is possible that common patterns of inefﬁciency exist across all or similar sets of districts
in a state. Where some or all of these inefﬁciencies go unmeasured,
actual costs (assuming either average or maximum efﬁciency) of
outcomes may be overstated for some or all districts.
Application Issues with At-Risk, LEP and Gifted Children
The two basic cost estimation methods may have very different
implications and yield very different cost estimates for each population
discussed in this article. In cost function analysis, it may be difﬁcult
to estimate statistically the costs of achieving a given outcome standard for a population of at-risk and/or LEP children who have never
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approached that level of outcome in the past. Extrapolation of the cost
function “beyond the sample” may yield exorbitant marginal costs
for these populations. More palatable cost targets may be estimated
via resource cost analysis where experts prescribe particular service
delivery models assumed to be associated with desired outcomes. In
reality, these service delivery models may be insufﬁcient for achieving
desired outcome levels and may be backed by questionable evidence
and/or assumptions.
Baker and Friedman-Nimz address extensively the conundrum
of accommodating gifted children in current standards-based cost
frameworks.45 In cost function analysis in particular, one might ﬁnd
negative estimates for the marginal costs of bringing gifted children to
a standard they have already surpassed, implying a form of intellectual
recapture. As discussed by Baker and Friedman-Nimz, the problem
lies in our current approaches to standards and accountability which
presently provide gifted children little opportunity to extend themselves
beyond the minimum bar. Resource cost analysis provides a reasonable
alternative for estimating the marginal costs of ensuring that adequate
support services for accelerated and/or enriched learning exist for gifted
children. This latter approach rests on the assumption that policymakers believe it important to extend learning opportunities beyond the
minimum bar for a state’s most capable students.
Compiling the Recent Evidence from the Adequacy
Literature
In this section, I provide an abbreviated summary of the ﬁndings of
Baker, Taylor and Vedlitz,46 focusing speciﬁcally on the marginal costs
associated with educating fringe populations. I begin with a brief primer
on the expression of marginal costs in aid formulas and in different
types of cost analyses. I include this primer both to promote the use
of apples-to-apples comparisons of marginal costs, and to make clear
when I am actually comparing apples with oranges.
Primer on the Expression of Marginal Costs
Marginal costs, as discussed herein are ratios of the additional cost
of providing appropriate services or achieving desired outcomes with
a speciﬁc population, with respect to the average student population.
Marginal costs in state aid formulas are typically expressed as pupil
weights, supplemental block grants per pupil in need, or additional
resource reimbursement plans. In the case of pupil weights, those
weights are most often expressed relative to a base state aid per pupil,
or foundation aid level in the state school ﬁnance formula. Foundation
aid levels are rarely representative of actual spending levels. For example,
in 2003-2004, the Kansas base aid per pupil was $3,863 but the average
state and local annual general operating revenue per pupil was $6,368
per pupil. These differences are important in gauging the true value of
explicit weights in the aid formula and comparing those weights to
adequacy estimates. A 10% weight for at-risk children in the Kansas
aid formula yields $386.30 per pupil, or about 6% of average general
revenue (excluding special education).
Marginal costs can also be expressed in different ways in cost
analyses. In most recent professional judgment studies, one can
readily identify the basic costs of operating districts, though in most
recent cases three to ﬁve alternate basic costs are applied for different
size districts to capture economies of scale effects. Ultimately, the
basic cost is the base cost estimate for the scale-efﬁcient (usually the
largest) district. Basic costs, in this case, refer to the costs of providing general education programs, or the cost of operating a district
of a given size, assuming no children with special needs. Marginal
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average percent at-risk, average size, average competitive wage etc.)
should be able to achieve state average outcomes with approximately
$6,000 per pupil. It may then be estimated that the average cost of
achieving state average outcomes with an at-risk pupil is $8,000, or
33% above the cost of average outcomes in the average district. The
average district under these circumstances likely has at least some
children with special needs making the comparison basis different
from and arguably higher than the basic cost estimate in professional
judgment studies. That said, I mix these apples and oranges in the
remainder of this section.

costs in professional judgment analyses are most often expressed
with respect to these basic costs. As such, a marginal cost of 30%
for at-risk children would mean that the cost of educating an at-risk
child is 30% above the cost of providing a basic education program.
This assumption is less true of evidence-based analyses which tend
to structure general education programs around models intended for
serving at-risk populations.
Assumptions are somewhat different in cost function analyses. Generally, marginal costs are expressed with respect to a district serving a
student population of average characteristics. For example, it may be
found that a district of average characteristics (average percent LEP,

Table 2
Marginal Costs of Student Needs from Recent Adequacy Studies
Method

Average

High

Low

Kansas

RCM

0.44

0.58

0.33

Montana

RCM

0.38

0.42

0.36

Colorado

RCM

0.48

0.61

0.37

Economic Disadvantage

Missouri

RCM

0.37

0.43

0.32

North Dakota

RCM

0.37

0.45

0.23

Nebraska

RCM

0.35

0.45

0.26

Kentucky

RCM

0.21 (1)

0.24

0.20

New York (2002)

ECF

1.14 (2)

1.34

0.98

Texas (2004)

ECF

0.32 (3)

0.36

0.27

Wisconsin

ECF

1.59

Average

0.57

Average RCM

0.37

Average ECF

1.02

Limited English Proﬁcient
Kansas

RCM

0.61

1.03

0.21

Colorado
Missouri

RCM

1.24

3.00

0.57

RCM

0.47

1.17

–

North Dakota

RCM

0.56

1.01

–

Nebraska

RCM

1.48

1.91

0.97

Kentucky

RCM

0.21

0.24

0.20

New York (2002)

ECF

1.22 (2)

1.29

1.18

Texas (2004)

ECF

0.20 (3)

0.30

0.11

Average

0.75

Average RCM

0.76

Average ECF

0.71

Gifted and Talented
Kentucky

RCM

0.02 (1)

0.02

0.01

(1) ($817 marginal cost per all pupils/.528 average poverty share) / $6,551 total base cost large.
(2) Based on estimates by district type (New York City, Other Large Cities, Downstate, Upstate).
(3) Gronberg et al., 51.
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Marginal Cost Findings
Table 2 summarizes the marginal cost ﬁndings of ten separate state
level analyses of the cost of providing an adequate education.47 To the
extent possible, estimates have been manipulated to be comparable. In
all cases, marginal costs were estimated with respect to total district
cost estimates. Recall, however, that total district basic costs differ
conceptually between resource cost and cost function models. Average,
high, and low estimates are provided in Table 2 to paint a realistic view
of the range of estimates. Most variation between estimates from a
given study results from differences in marginal costs over basic costs
across districts of different size or geographic location; that is, the
additional costs of serving the at-risk child in the small rural district
are in most cases different from the additional costs of accommodating
an at-risk child in the large poor urban district.
For economically disadvantaged or at-risk children, most marginal
cost estimates land between 30% and 50% above basic or average
costs. Thirteen of the 28 estimates in Table 2 lie between 35% and
45% above basic or average costs. Two education cost function studies,
in New York and in Wisconsin, produce signiﬁcantly higher marginal
costs of achieving state average outcomes for at-risk children. In each
case, the additional costs exceed 100% of the cost of achieving average
outcomes with an average mix of students.
Marginal costs for limited English proﬁcient children are generally
less consistent across all studies, but the differences in estimates by
methodology are smaller. On average, the marginal cost of achieving
desired outcomes exceeds 70% for LEP children. Three of eight average marginal cost estimates exceed 100% additional costs, and six of
eight exceed 40%.
Marginal costs for gifted children were estimated in only one study
and appear relatively low as compared with current spending practices
in Ohio as analyzed by Chambers48 or compared to Baker and Friedman-Nimz estimates of marginal costs.49 Baker and Friedman-Nimz
estimated the costs of providing one qualiﬁed specialist per 300 total
enrolled pupils and compared that cost to average current expenditures per pupil. Verstegen assigned a somewhat higher case load for
gifted education specialists.50 Interestingly, Verstegen’s dollar ﬁgure of
$15 per all enrolled pupils is still higher than other studies that have
recommended allocations for gifted education. The 1997 Wyoming
adequacy study performed by Management, Analysis and Planning,
Inc. (MAP), concluded that proposed small class sizes in the general
formula, coupled with a supplemental ﬂat grant of $9 per Average
Daily Attendance (ADA) would be sufﬁcient to promote schoolwide
talent development.51 No cost justiﬁcation was provided for the $9
ﬁgure although it was accepted by the Wyoming Supreme Court as
rational in the absence of contradictory evidence.52
Dissecting the Relative Adequacy of Current Policies:
The Example of LEP Children
In this section, I present a detailed analysis of the relative adequacy
of current funding compared with cost estimates for limited English
proﬁcient children in ﬁve states – Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, North
Dakota and Nebraska. I focus on opportunities for limited English
proﬁcient children, rather than at-risk or gifted children for a variety
of reasons. Most notably, while there is ambiguity in the identiﬁcation of each student population and their educational needs, gaining
consensus on LEP children, who they are and what they need, is
perhaps least problematic of the three. Second, unlike gifted children,
census data can be used to estimate prevalence of limited English
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proﬁciency.53 Third, as discussed by Baker54 and more thoroughly by
Baker, Green, and Markham,55 LEP children may have more diverse
and potentially more viable legal options in both federal and state
courts for challenging the relative adequacy of state funding. Finally,
despite the greater clarity of educational need and rapidly increasing
prevalence of children facing language barriers to learning, fewer states
provide supplemental resources for LEP children than for either at-risk
or gifted children.
Table 3 summarizes the school level stafﬁng proposals for serving
LEP children from professional judgment driven resource cost analyses.
Table 3 is provided to add some insight into the underlying resource
conﬁgurations that led to the marginal costs presented in Table 2. Table
3 includes only estimates for scale-efﬁcient – large – districts. Table 3
indicates that regardless of state context, panels of education experts
working with consultants on behalf of both legislatures (Kansas, North
Dakota) or special interests (Colorado, Missouri, Nebraska) consistently
indicated that elementary and secondary level LEP children required
additional personnel at rates of approximately 20 LEP children per full
time teacher with one or more instructional aides per teacher. These
stafﬁng requirements led to per LEP pupil additional (above regular
program) costs of $2,403 to $3,822 per pupil at the elementary level
and $2,851 to $4,937 per pupil at the secondary level.
Table 4 includes consultants’ estimates of adequate basic aid per
pupil and consultants’ estimates of the adequate adjustment per LEP
child (including non-personnel costs). Note that adequacy for LEP
children is achieved by the combination of general and supplemental
funding. Like Table 3, Table 4 includes cost estimates for scale-efﬁcient
districts. In Kansas, a district serving 11,200 pupils was estimated
to have basic costs per pupil in 2001 of $5,811. The adequate LEP
adjustment for a district of that size was estimated at $5,993 for a
total allocation per LEP child of $11,804 (assuming that child is not
also from an economically disadvantaged background). In contrast,
in 2001 the basic allotment in large Kansas districts was $3,955, and
the LEP/Bilingual Education Adjustment was $744 for a cumulative
basic allocation of $4,699, less than half that deemed adequate by the
legislature’s own consultants. The case is similar for the other states
in Table 4, with only Nebraska exceeding 50% of adequacy for LEP
children in its basic formula allotment, due both to Nebraska’s higher
general aid and larger LEP supplement.
The basic formula allotment comparisons to adequacy estimates in
the upper portion of Table 4 likely underestimate the actual resources
available in local school districts for LEP children. However, basic
formula allotments do represent that amount of funding guaranteed by
the state to be available. Arguably, the basic aid formula alone should
ensure adequate funding.
The lower sections of Table 4 compare actual current expenditures
per pupil to adequacy targets rather than comparing the minimum
amount guaranteed by aid formulas. Note that current expenditure
data include expenditure of federal funds as well as expenditures on
children with disabilities. A debatable point is whether state legislatures
alone are responsible for ensuring adequate funding regardless of federal
effort, or whether federal funds may be combined with state and local
funds to achieve state deﬁned adequacy targets. Because adequacy
estimates for large, scale-efﬁcient districts are used in Table 4, average
current expenditures per pupil are calculated for only large districts
(enrolling > 2,000 pupils).56 Current expenditures are reported for the
average large district and for the average of large districts in the top
10% of districts by LEP student concentration. In Kansas, Nebraska,
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Table 3
School Level Cost Estimates for LEP Children
Kansas

Colorado

Missouri

North Dakota

Nebraska

Elementary
Students
ELCB Students

430

400

450

322

350

17

44

4

3

18

Teachers

1

2

0.20

0.30

1

Salary

$37,183

$39,183

$40,046

$43,572

$35,695

Cost

$44,620

$94,039

$9,611

$15,686

$42,834

1

4

–

Salary

$16,960

$13,086

$13,433

Cost

$20,352

$62,813

–

–

$21,418

$3,822

$3,565

$2,403

$5,229

$3,570

430

400

506

680

17

44

5

34

1

2

0.20

2

Aides

Cost Per Pupil

1
$17,848

Middle
Students
ELCB Students
Teachers
Salary

$37,183

$39,183

$40,046

$35,695

Cost

$44,620

$94,039

$9,611

$85,668

3

2

–

2

Salary

$16,960

$13,086

$13,433

$17,848

Cost

$61,056

$31,406

–

$42,835

$6,216

$2,851

$1,922

$3,780

1,150

800

1,348

276

1,900

46

88

13

3

95

Teachers

2

4

1

0.30

5

Salary

$37,183

$39,183

$40,046

$43,572

$35,695

Cost

$89,239

$188,078

$48,055

$15,686

$214,170

4

4

1

Salary

$16,960

$13,086

$13,433

Cost

$81,408

$62,813

$16,120

–

$107,088

$3,710

$2,851

$4,937

$5,229

$3,382

Aides

Cost per Pupil
Secondary
Students
ELCB Students

Aides

Cost per Pupil

and North Dakota (1 district), large districts with high LEP populations
spent less per pupil than large districts on average. Large districts with
high LEP concentrations also tended to have higher poverty rates than
low LEP concentration districts.
Adequacy estimates at the bottom of the table are based on calculated adequate base aid, estimated adequate poverty weights, LEP
weights, and poverty and LEP shares. For example, the ﬁgure of $7,010
per pupil for a high concentration LEP Kansas district includes a base
aid of $5,811, poverty supplement of 15.7% times the estimated poverty
weight of .44 times the base ($5,811) and LEP supplement of 13.3%
times the LEP weight of 1.03 times the base. Note that U.S. Census
Bureau data are used for poverty estimates, resulting in signiﬁcant
underestimation of poverty, hence conservative estimates of the cost
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5
$17,848

of adequacy in high LEP districts. Even with conservative estimates,
high LEP concentration districts fall consistently short of adequate
funds across the states under investigation, and minimum spending
high concentration LEP district in each state falls substantially below
adequate levels.
Conclusions and Policy Implications
Findings of numerous recent studies produce a compelling argument
that the costs of providing appropriate services for at-risk children are
likely between 35% and 45% above average or basic costs and that
the costs of achieving desired outcomes with at-risk children may approach or even exceed 100%. These ﬁndings are signiﬁcantly different
from standard recommendations and frequently used analytical weights
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Table 4
Relative Adequacy Comparisons for LEP Children
Kansas (a)

Colorado

Missouri (b)

North Dakota

Nebraska

Basic Adequacy Estimates
"Adequate" Basic Aid

$5,811

$6,815

$7,832

$6,005

$5,845

"Adequate" LEP Adjustment

$5,993

$4,837

$4,746

$6,046

$5,682

Adequacy for LEP Child

$11,804

$11,652

$12,578

$12,051

$11,527

$4,107

$4,202

$4,043

$2,287

$4,814

$744

$400

–

$300

$1,204

$4,851

$4,602

$4,043

$2,587

$6,018

41%

39%

32%

21%

52%

Revenue Guaranteed by Aid Formula
Minimum Guaranteed Foundation
LEP Adjustment in Aid Formula
Base Revenue per LEP Child
Percent Adequate
Current Expenditures (Average District) (c)
$6,501

$6,435

$6,570

$5,839

$6,371

Mean % LEP

4.9%

10.1%

1.2%

0.0%

5.9%

Mean % Poverty

11.1%

10.2%

13.8%

10.3%

11.4%

Mean Current Expenditures in Top 10% LEP

$6,390

$6,733

$8,286

$4,929

$5,614

Minimum Current Expenditures in Top 10%
LEP

$5,112

$5,912

$4,571

$4,929

$5,314

Mean % LEP in Top 10% LEP Districts

13.3%

25.8%

4.7%

1.6% (d)

25.3%

Mean % Poverty in Top 10% LEP Districts (e)

15.7%

18.4%

30.3%

11.2%

16.7%

$7,010

$8,507

$8,783

$6,365

$7,688

Mean as % of Adequate

91%

79%

94%

77%

73%

Minimum as % of Adequate

73%

69%

52%

77%

69%

Mean Current Expenditures per Pupil

Current Expenditures (High % ELCB District (c)

Adequacy Comparisons
Computed "Adequate" Revenue per Pupil

(a) Kansas Minimum Foundation = 1.0632 x $3,720 = 3,955 (2001).
(b) Missouri Minimum Foundation = .0275 x 147,022 = 4,043 (2003). Actual amount was reduced due to the budget shortfall.
(c) Districts enrolling greater than 2,000 pupils.
(d) North Dakota districts did not report LEP/ELCB counts in the NCES/LEAU. U.S. Census data used as proxy.
(e) Source: U.S. Census Bureau data. 5%–17%.
of 20% above average costs. In fact, only one resource cost study
produced a weight nearly this small. Similarly, ﬁndings of numerous
recent studies suggest that the relative costs of service delivery for
limited English proﬁcient children probably lie somewhere between
40% and 100% above basic or average costs. In the case of LEP children, resource cost estimates and cost function estimates fall closer
to the same range. Again, these estimates differ markedly from both
commonly referenced weights of 20% or prior research. 57
The case for supplemental funding for gifted children remains more
complicated. Resource cost analysis suggest marginal costs on the
order of 30% to 50%; yet cost functions based on standard levels of
outcomes would still imply negative marginal costs for many gifted
children. Clearly the adequate provision of differentiated curricular opportunities to gifted children is contingent on access to appropriately
trained teachers, whether those teachers are purchased with sufﬁcient
general funding or supplemental aid for gifted education.
These new ﬁndings and evolving methods may inform education
ﬁnance policy analysis and design in a number of ways. First, more
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consistent empirical evidence regarding the costs of serving speciﬁc
student populations may directly or indirectly inform the design of
state school ﬁnance systems. Findings from recent analyses may be
incorporated directly into state aid formulas as pupil need adjustments
or may serve as benchmarks for evaluating current school ﬁnance
systems and guiding reforms. States, including Texas, are currently
leading the way to new frontiers of empirically-guided policy, considering the use of econometric models as a basis for benchmarking
the balance of future school ﬁnance policy.58 Second, new evidence
regarding costs associated with speciﬁc student needs may aid education policy researchers in making more appropriate cost-adjusted
comparisons of district, school, and child level resources. Much has
been made over the past several years regarding the need for such
cost-adjusted comparisons.59
It remains difﬁcult for policymakers to accept the consistencies
in recent empirical evidence when policy analysts and researchers
continue to vary so much in their interpretations and use of the
evidence. Most researchers and the education media continue to rely
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on arbitrary cost adjustments for measuring the relative adequacy
of ﬁnancial resources across districts and across states,60 the most
problematic case being the widely read and cited Education Week,
Quality Counts report which annually compares the relative adequacy
of funding from state to state using a mix of inaccurate and arbitrary
cost adjustments resulting in erroneous rankings.61 Recent research
by Duncombe and Johnston uses education cost function analysis to
generate cost indices for adjusting resource levels of Kansas school
districts and then applies conventional equity statistics.62 In doing so,
they ﬁnd that little changed in cost-adjusted resource distribution following what were reported to be major structural changes to the state’s
aid formula in the early 1990s. In contrast, in testimony in defense of
the state of Kansas, Picus used pupil weights directly from the Kansas
state aid formula to adjust for cost, ﬁnding the system to be highly
equitable.63 A district court judge rejected Picus’ analyses on the basis
that the weights underlying the analysis had little or nothing to do
with costs.64 Until policy researchers are willing to accept new, more
rigorous standards for evaluating and adjusting the costs of serving
speciﬁc student populations, we can expect to have limited positive
inﬂuence on policymakers.
There remains much scrutiny over the reliability of current methods
for estimating either the absolute or relative costs of education. Doubt
over the reliability of emerging methods and resulting estimates is often
used by state legislatures to defend the status quo either in the context
of political deliberation or the context of school ﬁnance litigation. The
relevant policy question herein is not whether the current state of the
art for measuring educational adequacy has been perfected such that
identical results can be produced in every case regardless of methodology, but whether ﬁndings of recent studies applying various methods
are more consistent and more empirically sound than existing state
policies and/or “standards of practice” frequently cited by consultants
and policymakers in the absence of empirical evidence.
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Toward a New
Adequacy in Public
School Finance:
Analytical and
Political Issues
Michael F. Addonizio
Efforts to improve the fairness and quality of our public education
system through school ﬁnance reform date back to the dawn of the
twentieth century with the work of Cubberly and others.1 These
efforts, carried out in universities, state legislatures, and the courts,
have focused on the concepts of equity, adequacy, and educational
need. Litigation over these issues dates back more than forty years,
beginning with the McInnis and Burruss cases in Illinois and Virginia,
respectively.2 These cases, which challenged the constitutionality of
differences in school district expenditures across each state, were
prompted by the increasing use of the federal equal protection clause to
enforce rights for individuals who had been subject to discrimination.3
However, in addition to the claim that education is a fundamental
right, plaintiffs argued that differences in per pupil spending had to
be related to “educational need” and not to educationally irrelevant
factors such as local taxable wealth. During the late 1960s, however,
educators had no widely accepted deﬁnition of “educational need,”
let alone any means to measure it. Consequently, in both cases the
court ruled that the suits were non-justiciable because the court lacked
a standard by which to assess plaintiffs’ claims.
In the wake of McInnis and Burruss, advocates for more equal
school funding sought a legal theory that not only was grounded in
equal protection doctrine but also provided the court with a standard
with which to determine whether the school ﬁnance system met equal
protection requirements. Such a standard was provided in the landmark
case of Serrano v. Priest, when plaintiffs focused attention on the
basic unfairness of spending disparities arising from differences in local
school district wealth.4 Although the U.S. Supreme Court closed the
door to school ﬁnance reform in federal court in San Antonio School
District v. Rodriguez, 5 numerous lawsuits in state courts followed in
Serrano’s wake. These challenges generally rested upon the principle
of ﬁscal neutrality. This principle, crafted by Northwestern University
law professor John Coons and two law students, William Clune and
Stephen Sugarman, 6 and invoked by the California Supreme Court
in Serrano, holds that the resources available for a child’s education
should depend not on the wealth of the child’s local community
but on the wealth of the state as a whole. Thus, a ﬁscally neutral
ﬁnance system displays no systematic relationship between per pupil
spending and local property wealth. Such a system is usually pursued
through a guaranteed tax base (GTB) or district power equalizing
(DPE) formula.7
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These formulas, however, began to lose their appeal for policymakers
by the mid-1980s. Not only are they unlikely to equalize spending levels
across local communities, they will not in theory sever the relationship between local wealth and per pupil spending.8 Local voters make
decisions about school spending on the basis of local tax price, income,
and taste preferences. To the extent these determinants are correlated
with wealth, local spending will vary with wealth, regardless of a GTB
or DPE aid formula.9 Further, school district spending levels may be
both ﬁscally neutral and horizontally equitable and yet be insufﬁcient
in the eyes of parents, educators, and policymakers. In order to reduce
uncertainty about local support for public schools, many states adopted
foundation formulas to assure a minimum level of per pupil revenue in
every local district. By 1998-99, 44 states had a foundation program
or foundation component to their school aid program.10
Nevertheless, despite the judicial activism and ﬁnance reforms of
the post-Serrano era, spending disparities across local districts did not
change much in the 1980s and 1990s.11 More signiﬁcantly, the ﬁnance
reforms of the last three decades, with their emphasis on the ﬁscal
capacity of local districts, do not appear to have seriously addressed
the fundamental matter of student achievement; that is, systems
of school ﬁnance should help foster high levels of learning for all
students, regardless of their background or degree of socioeconomic
disadvantage. Levels of achievement remain distressingly low in many
poor inner city schools, particularly among African-American, Hispanic,
and Native-American children.12 Accordingly, ﬁnance reform advocates
sought to move the focus of reform from the wealth-spending nexus
to the linkage of ﬁnance to student achievement.13
This new concept of educational adequacy received its ﬁrst dramatic judicial expression in Rose v. Council for Better Education.14 The
Kentucky Supreme Court ruled that the state’s constitution required
the state to provide all students with equal access to educational opportunities and ordered a complete overhaul of the state’s educational
system.15 This concept of adequacy, which seeks to link school ﬁnance
explicitly to the quality of educational resources provided to children,
has been applied by a number of state courts since Rose.16 In all, courts
in at least 10 states have declared state school ﬁnancing systems unconstitutional because they have failed to provide all students with,
in the words of the courts, an adequate education.17
Education Goals and School Accountability
In 1989, the year in which the Kentucky Supreme Court handed
down the landmark decision in Rose, President George H.W. Bush
convened the ﬁrst-ever education summit in Charlottesville, Virginia,
with the governors of the states and territories. At this unprecedented
summit, political leaders at the federal and state levels agreed to
establish national education goals for America’s public schools. This
national focus on educational goals culminated in the 1994 passage
by the U.S. Congress of legislation declaring that “all students can
learn and achieve to high standards and must realize their potential if
the United States is to prosper.”18
The 1994 reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965 established “adequate yearly progress” as the accountability
measure for Title I schools and districts. Each state was required to
develop its own formula based on state assessments in at least reading and mathematics. States varied considerably in their approaches
to adequate yearly progress, with the result that Title I schools and
districts were held to different standards across the states. The 2001
reauthorization of Title I, the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act, sought
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to bring more uniformity to the states’ adequate yearly progress requirements.19 This legislation also substantially changed how adequate yearly
progress results are used, focusing on low-performing Title I schools
and establishing a set of reforms and sanctions for schools and districts
that fail to achieve adequate yearly progress results.
In response to these federal mandates, the states have adopted
or reﬁned outcome goals for schools and students and placed new
emphasis on school accountability for student achievement. By 2000,
forty-eight states had implemented standardized testing, including tests
in mathematics and English or reading, as an integral part of statewide
school accountability programs.20 The other two states – Iowa and
Nebraska – required their districts to test students in speciﬁed grades
or grade spans. Other elements of this educational reform movement include standards for student and school performance, teacher
competency testing, and school accreditation programs. This school
accountability movement, of course, has been given greater urgency
by the requirements and sanctions imposed by NCLB on schools and
districts that fail to meet adequate yearly progress requirements.
Money Matters
The shift of focus from equity or wealth neutrality to adequacy
in school ﬁnance debates ascribes greater importance to the money
and achievement nexus. Equity refers to fairness in the distribution
of some resource or burden. In the context of school ﬁnance, the
resource has generally been money. Reformers, of course, generally
believed that money directly inﬂuenced, or could inﬂuence, student
achievement, but the design of equity-based ﬁnance formulas did not
involve measures of student achievement. Indeed, research in school
ﬁnance and school effectiveness often proceeded along separate tracks.
The concept of adequacy, on the other hand, depends crucially on
the relationship between money and achievement. Put another way,
adequacy rests on the proposition that expenditures make a difference
in the quality of education.
This proposition holds that higher salaries attract better teachers;
smaller classes allow for increased attention and more individualized
instruction, particularly effective with younger children from lowincome families; and individual technology in the hands of talented
and trained personnel improves teaching and learning. The considerable skepticism surrounding this proposition, which dates back to the
landmark “Coleman Report”21 and attained considerable inﬂuence in
policy debates through Hanushek’s summaries of the quantitative
research literature, have been alleviated to some degree by more careful
and sophisticated studies published recently.22 For example, the rise
in achievement for economically disadvantaged students appeared
to coincide with the concentration of increased resources on their
education.23
This line of research is more crucial to discussions of funding
adequacy than funding equity because adequacy is based on outcomes, either expected or desired, while equity is not. For this reason,
school efﬁciency is a key variable in constructing an adequacy-based
funding formula, while far less important in fashioning equity-based
formulas such as GTB or DPE. Indeed, under an adequacy-based
funding regime, both funding levels and school efﬁciency become
explicit policy targets.
Determining the Cost of an Adequate Education
The adequacy standard for public school ﬁnance enjoys substantial
support among legislators and the courts in the abstract. Operationalizing the concept, however, has proved difﬁcult and controversial,
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largely because this approach reverses the traditional approach to school
funding. Traditionally, legislatures have set school appropriations based
upon government revenue levels and political decisions about tax rates
and competing public budgets. Expenditures on various educational
resources, such as classroom teachers, support personnel, facilities, and
equipment, were constrained by appropriations levels and a distribution of achievement outcomes across groups of children results. The
decision variable was the money, not the outcomes. The adequacy
standard reverses this decision process. Policymakers determine target
achievement levels. The educational programs and services required
to reach these achievement targets are speciﬁed, along with their
dollar costs, and the associated appropriations are approved. School
efﬁciency, the transformation of inputs into outcomes, is explicitly or
implicitly factored into the analysis.
Attempts by states to link their school ﬁnance systems with
various deﬁnitions of educational adequacy, however, have uncovered
several conceptual and technical challenges that remain unresolved.24
For example, what speciﬁc competencies should be included in the
high minimum outcomes for all students, and how should they be
measured?25 Once these competencies and associated performance
measures are determined, what educational resources or ingredients
are needed for their achievement, and what are their costs? How
should these ingredients vary with student, school, and geographic
characteristics, and how do their prices vary over time?26 To address
the linkages between educational resources, processes, and outcomes
and translate them into school ﬁnance systems, researchers and policy
analysts have created four different methodologies.27
Statistical Modeling
This approach, the most analytically sophisticated of the four, begins
with the speciﬁcation of an acceptable level of student performance
and then uses multiple regression analysis to estimate the dollar cost
of the ingredients (i.e., programs and services) that produced those
outcomes; that is, expenditure per pupil is the dependent variable, and
the independent variables are student and district characteristics and
the desired achievement levels. This method assumes the existence of
an educational production function but does not explicitly account for
school or district efﬁciency in transforming inputs into outcomes.28 In
effect, this approach assumes that inefﬁciency is randomly distributed
across all local schools and is not associated with particular school
or district characteristics.
This method suffers from several shortcomings. First, its complexity, while appealing to economists and other quantitative analysts,
is ill-suited for public policymaking. Consequently, it has not yet
been used by any state to construct a school aid formula. A further
problem is the method’s theoretical dependence on an educational
production function, the existence of which remains at issue despite
a huge research literature that has examined the relationship between
educational resources and outcomes.29 Analysis of education production is notoriously difﬁcult.30 First of all, education is characterized
by multiple outcomes. Schools are charged with developing cognitive
skills in a number of areas, as well as affective traits, like promoting
democratic values and furthering other social goals. Some outcomes
are jointly produced, e.g., cognitive skills and self-esteem, while others may be mutually exclusive, e.g., higher academic standards and
higher graduation rates. Second, even if it were possible to separate
outcomes, there is no obvious way to assign a priori weights to reﬂect
the relative value of each. Consequently, there is no unambiguous way
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to sum the various production activities into a single outcome measure.
Researchers have responded to the problem of joint production of
educational outcomes by focusing on one relatively easy to measure
and assuming the other outcomes are produced as by-products. This
approach emphasizes student learning and the testing of cognitive
skills in key subjects, such as reading and mathematics. and simpliﬁes
the analysis of school performance. This approach also enjoys a wide
political consensus across the states and provides the basis of school
accountability in NCLB. Indeed, the requirements of NCLB provide
increased impetus to adequacy approaches to school ﬁnance, but the
statistical modeling approach remains solely in the realm of research
and not policy.
Empirical Observation
A simpler approach to estimating the cost of educational adequacy
involves identifying schools or districts where pupil performance is
deemed acceptable and determining their expenditures. Like statistical
modeling, this approach requires an operational deﬁnition of acceptable
student performance but may accommodate a set of outcome measures
rather than the single measure required by regression analysis. This
approach assumes that any district or school can replicate another’s
results with the same per pupil revenue, adjusted for variations in the
cost of educational resources. As such, this method fails to control for
variation in student characteristics, thus providing a biased estimate
of the true cost of an adequate education for each school or district.
The magnitude of this bias could be reduced, of course, by adjusting estimated school or district costs with an index of student need,
thereby sacriﬁcing some simplicity.31
Further, the selection of a particular school or district as exemplary
will have enormous ﬁscal consequences for the state. Consider two
districts with roughly equal achievement levels but substantially different expenditures, adjusted for cost and need differentials. The total
cost of an adequacy formula may vary enormously with the choice of
benchmark district. At the same time, the “printout politics” surrounding the choice of benchmark may cloud the central issue of selecting
an efﬁcient district where the level of student performance could be
reasonably expected of all local districts.32
Professional Judgment
A third approach to determining school ﬁnance adequacy is to
consult professional educators. Here the state would create several
teams of education leaders who independently identify successful
education programs and their key ingredients. The ingredients are
then priced and total program costs calculated for a school. As with
the empirical observation approach, estimated costs could be adjusted
for differences in student characteristics. Originally developed by Jay
Chambers and Tom Parrish as the Resource Cost Model (RCM), this
approach has been used in school ﬁnance adequacy studies in at least
nine states.33 Unlike the two approaches described above, this strategy
does not require a statewide assessment system. A challenge with this
approach, however, is to ﬁnd consensus among the educators as to
the requisite education programs and ingredients.
Whole-School Designs
A ﬁnal approach to educational adequacy draws upon the considerable work done since 1990 in crafting “whole school designs” that
would support high achievement by all students.34 Although the relative
effectiveness of these designs has yet to be established in controlled,
experimental research, anecdotal evidence suggests these designs are
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effective in improving student performance, and careful analysis of their
associated costs can inform efforts at funding educational adequacy.
At the same time, however, care must be taken in drawing general
conclusions about educational costs and effects from a relatively small
number of cases of effective school reform.35
Cost Adjustments
Once the ingredients of an adequate educational program have been
identiﬁed, costs must be determined. It is well-established that these
costs vary across local districts because of variations in resource costs
(primarily personnel) and student needs. Educational costs, however,
received little attention in school ﬁnance debates until the late 1990s
when growing interest in school ﬁnance adequacy led some policy
makers to adjust aid formulas for cost differentials.36
The most important school input in terms of both cost and educational importance is teachers. Teacher compensation levels reﬂect
both cost and quality variables. Matters of teacher quality, indicated
by characteristics such as advanced degrees, academic records, and
professional recognition, are largely controllable by the hiring district.
In contrast, factors inﬂuencing cost, such as the characteristics of the
student body, working conditions in the schools, and the hospitality
and living costs of the communities, are generally beyond the district’s
control. An adequacy-based school ﬁnance system should compensate
local districts for uncontrollable cost factors. A teacher salary index that
quantiﬁes such factors has been developed by Jay Chambers.37
Much work has been done on geographic cost differences, but
state aid distribution formulas rarely include explicit adjustments for
these differentials.38 On the other hand, states often adjust aid for
the higher cost of educating children with exceptional needs. Such
aid is provided through either adjustments in general aid formulas or
categorical grants. There appears to be little consistency across states
in how these adjustments are determined however. Moreover, these
adjustments generally appear to be based on expenditures rather than
costs since they are not directly related to some measure of student
performance.39
Conclusions
The adequacy approach to public school ﬁnance represents the
convergence of two previously separate movements in public education: the ﬁnance equity movement that began with McInnis, Burruss,
and Serrano; and the educational standards and accountability movement that dates from the publication of A Nation at Risk, gathered
momentum with the adoption of national education goals and
reached its most urgent stage with passage of No Child Left Behind
Act of 2001. The success of this approach, however, depends on the
synchronicity of both analytical and political efforts. At this time, it
is clear that the former have eclipsed the latter. Through the good
work of researchers and policy analysts, we have moved beyond the
question “Do resources matter?” and now understand more clearly how
schools succeed or fail. We now understand the importance of teacher
quality, for example, and the promise and pitfalls of reducing class
size. Further, we appreciate the extent to which contextual variables,
both observed and unobserved, affect student achievement; and we
have learned how to design aid distribution formulas to compensate
districts for the differential costs of bringing children to a designated
level of achievement.
However, while much progress has been made on the analytical
side, school ﬁnance decisions continue to be driven by revenue limita-
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tions and political sentiment. Further, such sentiment has produced
current state and local tax burdens that are at historical lows. At the
same time, it is entirely likely that school ﬁnance adequacy studies
will ﬁnd current funding levels to be wholly inadequate, particularly
in urban areas. In the absence of increased resource levels or dramatic
improvements in school productivity, the achievement gap is not likely
to narrow signiﬁcantly. To the extent that actual school funding levels
fall below levels considered adequate by educators and school advocates, the states and Congress will face increasing pressure to relax
current requirements and sanctions for poorly performing schools. In
that sense, adequacy is the price of school accountability.
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Appendix
A Brief Discussion of Production and Cost Functions
The existence of an education production function is a subject of
some controversy. It is not surprising, therefore, that statistical modeling has not yet been used by any state to design an adequacy-based
school aid system. This appendix will brieﬂy discuss the properties
and equivalence of production and cost functions and their use in the
construction of adequacy-based school aid distribution formulas.
A Basic Production Model
A production function is a model of the economic relationship
between the maximum level of output that can be produced from any
given combination of inputs. The production function allows for inputs
to be combined in varying proportions to produce an output in many
ways. Production functions describe what is technically feasible when
the ﬁrm operates efﬁciently; that is, when the ﬁrm uses each combination of inputs as efﬁciently as possible. If the supply levels of the
various inputs are known and the production function is also known,
the maximum level of production can be determined. Anything short
of maximum attainable output indicates technical inefﬁciency.
A second dimension to production efﬁciency involves input costs.
Consider, for example, two alternative manufacturing processes that
utilize different input combinations to produce the same product,
say, an automobile. One process may be labor-intensive while the
other relies more heavily on robotics. Assuming each process makes
the best possible use of each set of inputs – that is, each process is
technically efﬁcient – the least costly input combination is preferred
on allocative efﬁciency grounds. Production efﬁciency requires both
technical and allocative efﬁciency.
Minimizing production costs
If there are two inputs, capital K and labor L, the production
function F(K,L) describes the maximum output that can be produced
for every possible combination of inputs. Production theory assumes
that each of the inputs has positive but decreasing marginal products.1
A competitive ﬁrm takes the prices of labor w and capital r as given
and seeks to minimize the cost of producing a ﬁxed level of output.
This cost-minimization problem can be written as
Minimize C = wL + rK
(1)
Subject to the constraint that a fixed level of output Qo be
produced:
F(K,L) = Qo
(2)
C represents the cost of producing the ﬁxed output level Qo and w
and r are the prices of labor and capital, respectively.
This constrained optimization problem can be solved using the
method of Lagrange multipliers to determine how much capital and
labor the ﬁrm should hire.2 The solution tells us that the ﬁrm is minimizing costs when it chooses its inputs or factors of production so as
to equate the ratio of the marginal product of each factor by its price.3
Intuitively, we can see this if we suppose that at some (nonoptimal)
input combination MPK/r is greater than MPL/w. Here, the ﬁrm could
lower its cost while still producing the same output by using more
capital and less labor.
Maximizing production output
A ﬁrm’s input decision has a dual nature; that is, the optimum
choice of K and L can be analyzed not only as the problem of choosing
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the lowest-cost input combination that will produce the given level
of output, but also as the problem of maximizing the level of output
given a cost (i.e., budget) constraint and input prices. This output
maximization problem can be written as
Maximize F(K,L)
(3)
Subject to the cost constraint that
wL + rK = C
(4)
As with the cost minimization problem, this constrained optimization problem can be solved by the method of Lagrange multipliers to
determine the input levels the ﬁrm should hire. This solution is identical
to that of the cost minimization problem: Output is maximized when
the ﬁrm chooses its inputs so as to equate the ratio of the marginal
product of each factor divided by its price– hence the equivalence of
production functions and cost functions. Given a speciﬁc production
function F(L,K), we can derive the equivalent cost function C(Q).
Toward an Education Production Function
Hanushek has proposed a framework for an education production
function that distinguishes among family backgrounds, peer, and school
inputs.4 This production function can be expressed as
Oit = g(Xit, Sit, Bit)
(5)
Where Oit represents all outcomes, Xit is a vector of all school inputs,
Sit is a vector of peer inputs, and Bit is a vector of family background
characteristics. The subscript i indexes the school or district, and
subscript t indexes the year. Thus, the school district’s problem is to
employ the school inputs so as to maximize outcomes given the peer
and family inputs.
To derive a cost function from the production function, the analyst
estimates a school district expenditure equation, which speciﬁes the
relationship between school expenditures and school inputs. This
expenditure equation can be expressed as
Eit = f(Xit, Pit, Ðit)

Endnotes
Writing the marginal product of capital as MPK(K,L) = ∂F(K,L)/∂K,
we assume MPK(K,L) > 0 and ∂MPK(K,L)/∂K < 0. Similarly, if the
marginal product of labor is given by MPL(K,L), we assume MPL(K,L)
> 0 and ∂MPL(K,L)/∂L < 0.
1

For an explanation of the method of Lagrange multipliers see, for
example, Robert S. Pindyck and Daniel L. Rubinfeld, Microeconomics, 3d ed. (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1995),
130-137.
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Mathematically, this is given by MPK(K,L)/r = MPL(K,L)/w.

Eric A. Hanushek, “Conceptual and Empirical Issues in the Estimation of Education Production Functions,” Journal of Human Resources, 14 (Summer 3): 351-388.
4

Estimation of this equation involves several major conceptual issues,
including the endogeneity of educational outcomes, i.e., a district’s
spending decision will inﬂuence outcomes, the measurement of an
index of educational outcomes, and the equation’s two error terms.
For a discussion of these issues and econometric techniques to
address them, William D. Duncombe and John Ruggierro, and John
M. Yinger, “Alternative Approaches to Measuring the Cost of Education,” in Holding Schools Accountable: Performance-Based Reform in
Education, Helen F. Ladd, ed. (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution Press, 1999), 327-356.

5

(6)

Where Eit represents per pupil expenditures, Pit is a vector of
school input prices and Ðit is a vector of unobserved school district
characteristics that inﬂuence district spending (e.g., the inefﬁciency
of the district).
Finally, equation (5) is solved for Xit, the school inputs, which are
then plugged into the expenditure equation (6). This gives the cost
function, represented by equation (7):
Eit = h(Oit, Pit, Sit, Bit, Ðit, µit)
(7)
where µit is a random error term.
Equation (7) is typically estimated in log-linear form with districtlevel data. The dependent variable is the log of per-pupil expenditures, and the estimated coefﬁcients indicate the contribution of the
various district characteristics to the cost of education, holding
constant the level of outcome.5 Once the cost function is estimated,
a cost index can be constructed for each district. This index is then
used to calculate the amount a district would have to spend, given
the input prices and contextual inﬂuences it faces, to produce the
speciﬁed level of outcome.
Of the four approaches to estimating the cost of an adequate education, this is the most conceptually complete; that is, the statistical
modeling approach most efﬁciently controls for district efﬁciency
and the unobserved inﬂuences on school outcomes when estimating
educational costs.
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Commentary

Exploring Implications
of Brown for Schools
of Choice and Raising
Academic Standards
Richard A. King, Linda Vogel
and Kathryn Whitaker
After the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education decision,1 policies
designed to comply with the decision were often declared to be unconstitutional. In celebration of the 50th anniversary of this historic
event, we return to these subsequent holdings to provide a context
for understanding issues facing today’s policymakers and educational
leaders. Our two foci will be schools of choice and expectations for
all students to meet high academic standards.
Remedies to End Segregation and Promote Equity
In 1954, the U.S. Supreme Court reviewed the segregation of students
by race in the public schools of Kansas, South Carolina, Virginia, and
Delaware. The unanimous decision in Brown held that segregation
violated the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment,
stating “We conclude that in the ﬁeld of public education the doctrine
of separate but equal has no place. Separate educational facilities are
inherently unequal.”2 This landmark holding ended de jure segregation
– that created by ofﬁcial state law or other policies – of public schools.
However, the court did not specify remedial actions for dismantling
dual school systems.
One year later, Brown II required desegregation of schools “with all
deliberate speed.”3 This uncertain timeline recognized the complex
“problems related to administration, arising from the physical condition of the school plant, the school transportation system, personnel,
revision of school districts and attendance areas … and revision of local
laws and regulations which may be necessary in solving the foregoing
problems.”4 The justices also differentiated the roles of school leaders
and the courts that would later review remedies, as follows: “School
authorities have the primary responsibility for elucidating, assessing,
and solving these problems; courts will have to consider whether the
action of school authorities constitutes good faith implementation of
the governing constitutional principles.”5 The court not only permitted
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a lax timeline for change, but also it gave states and school districts
great latitude to fashion policies that often delayed or avoided action
to achieve the goals of admitting students to schools without regard
to race and promoting equal educational opportunities.
Ending de jure Segregation
Within only a few years, the U.S. Supreme Court responded to
states’ resistance to create a unitary system of public schools to serve
students of all races. After President Eisenhower sent federal troops
to enforce a desegregation order, the Arkansas governor ordered the
national guard to prohibit African-American students from entering
schools to which they had been assigned. The court articulated clearly
that states could not avoid federal court orders:
In short, the constitutional rights of children not to be
discriminated against in school admission on grounds of race
or color declared by this Court in the Brown case can neither
be nulliﬁed openly and directly by state legislators or state
executive or judicial ofﬁcers, nor nulliﬁed indirectly by them
through evasive schemes for segregation whether attempted
‘ingeniously or ingenuously.’6
Several decisions have implications for restructuring schools,
particularly through choice policies. Fearing resegregation, the court
struck down a Knoxville, Tennessee, policy that would have permitted students to transfer back to their original segregated schools.7
Virginia repealed the state’s compulsory education law, making school
attendance a local option. When one county funded private schools
for white students with public funds, the court ordered the locality
to raise taxes and operate a nondiscriminatory public school system.8
Another Virginia county initiated a freedom-of-choice plan to allow
parents to choose schools for their children. The court’s review of this
policy indicated a preference for other approaches such as zoning to
achieve quicker, more effective conversions to unitary status. However,
in Green, the court found adopting schools of choice had merit when
implemented effectively, stating: “Where it offers real promise of aiding
a desegregation program to effectuate conversion of a state-imposed
dual system to a unitary, nonracial system there might be no objection
to allowing such a device to prove itself in operation.” 9
Frustrated by the slow pace of meaningful integration, activists
urged Congress to adopt legislation promoting equal educational
opportunities and incentives for desegregation. The Civil Rights Act
of 1964 prohibited discrimination by race and other characteristics in
educational programs and employment. This law also initiated the
policy of withholding federal funds to encourage school systems to
comply with mandates. The Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965 brought ﬁnancial assistance to improve language and
mathematics skills in schools serving children from low-income families.10 The 1972 Emergency School Assistance Act (ESAA) rewarded
school systems that had already desegregated and encouraged others to do so voluntarily with ﬁnancial assistance. Facing the threat
of the loss of funding or investigations by the newly created Ofﬁce
of Civil Rights, school ofﬁcials began to take seriously their duty to
desegregate schools.
Reversing the Effects of Discriminatory Policies
More troubling to the courts in years following Brown was deciding whether public policies that did not require, but had an effect
of, separating students by race violated the Fourteenth Amendment.
So-called de facto segregation often resulted from housing patterns
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as individuals chose to live in given neighborhoods; from decisions
of banks to approve mortgages for African-Americans in only certain
sections of a city, or redlining; or from such school board actions as
establishing neighborhood attendance areas that encompass students
of one race, i.e., gerrymandering. Federal courts concluded that there
is an afﬁrmative duty to integrate schools when segregation is created by ofﬁcial action.11 State and local ofﬁcials are then required to
assign students and personnel and to construct facilities in ways that
bring about integration when the de facto segregation is found to be
unconstitutional de jure segregation.12
In 1971, the U.S. Supreme Court examined the effects of a North
Carolina school district’s policies after state-mandated de jure segregation had ofﬁcially ended and presented alternatives to remedy the
continuing de facto segregation.13 School authorities could assign
teachers on a racially-neutral basis, consider racial quotas as a starting
point rather than a rigid requirement, ensure that school construction
or abandonment would not perpetuate the dual system, scrutinize
one-race schools to ensure that the racial composition did not result
from discriminatory actions, alter attendance zones, or bus students
to dismantle the dual system.14
In 1973, the court further clariﬁed these forms of segregation in
ordering busing in Denver in Keyes, stating: “We emphasize that the
differentiating factor between de jure segregation and so-called de facto
segregation to which we referred to in Swann is purpose or intent to
segregate.”15 The plaintiffs argued that manipulating student attendance
zones, school site selection, and a neighborhood school policy had
maintained segregated schools. The court concluded that evidence
of “an unconstitutional policy of deliberate racial segregation” in one
area of the school district was sufﬁcient to hold the board responsible
for perpetuating a dual school system.
Whereas initial remedies centered on the assignment of students
and personnel to alter the racial makeup of schools, recent options
are designed enrich the learning experiences of minority students.
These might include early childhood interventions, curriculum development, remedial reading, reduction in class size, counseling and career
guidance, and professional development.16 When the cost of such
remedies was of issue, the U.S. Supreme Court in Missouri v. Jenkins
agreed with a lower court’s imposition of a tax increase in excess of
statutory limitations.17 The Kansas City school district could thus
raise revenue for educational programs, summer school, full-day
kindergartens, tutoring, class size reduction, magnet schools, and
facility improvements to overcome the effects of segregation. A
subsequent decision, however, denied a plan that called for state funds
to increase teacher and staff salaries above suburban school districts.18
The state was then able to end support for desegregation, and the
district could discontinue its commitment to magnet schools.
The adequacy of funds to enable excellent schools for all students
has been the subject of judicial reviews in other states. Segregated
schools under the Plessy standard were to have access to equal
facilities, teachers, instructional materials, and transportation.19 In
reality, schools were far from equal at the time of Brown, and inequities
persist today despite several decades of efforts to equalize revenues
among school districts. Yet, in 1973, the U.S. Supreme Court declared
that funding inequities did not offend the equal protection clause of
the U. S. Constitution and were thus a matter for state legislatures and
courts.20 Subsequent decisions had mixed outcomes with the majority
of state courts ﬁnding education to be a fundamental interest to be
provided to all on equal terms. However, other state courts upheld
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policies that allowed unequal funds due to variations in local property
values as being rationally related to state interests in furthering local
control of education.21
School ﬁnance challenges have shifted in recent years from urging
equity through resource distribution to ensuring an adequate level of
funds in poor communities. In 1989, the Kentucky Supreme Court
declared that the entire system of public schools to be unconstitutional.22 The court speciﬁed seven competency areas that would enable
students to compete in academics or the labor market and ordered
the legislature to revamp the ﬁnance structure to equalize revenue so
that all districts could educate to the higher standards. In a series of
challenges to the state’s ﬁnance system, the New Jersey Supreme Court
ordered unequal spending and supplemental programs and services to
the advantage of 28 urban areas, stating:
For these special needs districts, a thorough and efﬁcient
education– one that will enable their students to function
effectively in the same society with their richer peers both as
citizens and as competitors in the labor market– is an education that is the substantial equivalent to that afforded in the
richer districts.23
These decisions and others in the late 1990s held states responsible
for providing adequate resources to improve educational opportunities.
They also demonstrated the willingness of courts to inﬂuence policies
in ways that enable students, many of whom are racial and ethnic
minorities, in poor communities to access high quality education.
Achieving Unitary Status
Judicial reviews in the past decade have considered the point at
which school districts once found to have operated a “dual” system
have subsequently achieved “unitary” status. The U.S. Supreme Court
deﬁned a unitary school system as one “within which no person is
to be effectively excluded from any school because of race”24 Another
decision identiﬁed several factors that continue today to assist lower
courts and school authorities determine unitary status: the composition of the student body, faculty, staff, transportation, extracurricular
activities, and facilities.25
In reviewing the status of the DeKalb County (Atlanta) school
district, the court stated an objective of restoring state and local control of school operations was as follows: “Returning schools to the
control of local authorities at the earliest practicable date is essential
to restore their true accountability in our governmental system.”26 The
lower court could thus grant the district control over the four satisﬁed
factors (student assignment, transportation, facilities, and extracurricular activities) while retaining court supervision of faculty, administrative
assignments, and a seventh criterion, the quality of education.
We conclude this discussion of past decisions by revisiting Brown.
Several lower court reviews over the years noted that the Topeka
school district had not fulﬁlled its afﬁrmative duty to fully desegregate.
However, in 1999, the U.S. District Court for Kansas declared that
the district had achieved unitary status, stating: “… defendant has
complied in good faith with mandates of the court over a reasonable
period of time; the vestiges of past discrimination in the school district
have been eliminated to the extent practicable; and defendant has
demonstrated a good faith commitment to the law and the Constitution
which presages no future need for judicial intervention.”27
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Schools of Choice and Heightened Academic Standards
This overview of remedies to undo prior segregation and promote
equality of opportunities provides a context for exploring issues that
face policymakers today. In particular, policies that grant greater choice
among schools to parents and that demand high academic standards
should be examined in relation to the goal of Brown to ensure nonsegregated schools.
Promoting Choice Among Schools
For many years, educators, policymakers, and other constituent
groups have called for greater choice among schools. The primary
varieties of school choice are magnet schools under the control of
local school boards, semi-autonomous charter schools within the
public school system, and vouchers that permit public-private school
choice. We examine these forms of choice and consider this policy
in relation to goals articulated in Brown.
Magnets, Charters ,and Vouchers. In an effort to desegregate school
systems through voluntary movement of students among schools,
many urban districts embraced the magnet school concept. These
schools typically concentrate on a particular strength, specialty, or
educational subject area in order to attract students. Consequently,
parents can choose an educational program that most closely ﬁts their
children’s needs. Some of the most common magnet school specialties
are science and technology, mathematics, and ﬁne arts/performing arts.
The movement to create magnet schools grew rapidly in response to
federal grant programs, particularly under ESAA to promote desegregation and maintain a racial balance.28 Magnet schools have been
a valuable tool for urban districts trying to implement desegregation
laws.29
Another form of choice gaining momentum is charter schools. These
schools represent a grassroots effort to provide opportunities for students, parents, teachers, administrators, and community members to
create innovative educational programs.30 When legislative or citizen
initiatives failed to bring vouchers to advance public-private school
choice, many advocates embraced the charter school concept as an
acceptable policy option. Charter schools that operate via a contract
with a school district or other government entity are free of many of
the restraints of school district governance.31 Legislation today grants
charter schools ﬁscal and educational autonomy in exchange for accountability for improving pupil achievement. Currently 40 states have
enabling legislation, and the number of charter schools has increased
substantially since Minnesota enacted the ﬁrst legislation in 1991.32
According to the National Center for Education Statistics, there were
2,348 charter schools during the 2001-2002 school year.33
In addition to promoting parental choice, reasons cited for starting
charter schools include the opportunity to provide enhanced teaching and learning, ability to operate a school according to a particular
philosophy, freedom to innovate, increased parental control over education, and opportunity to serve at-risk youth.34 Despite a promise of
improved achievement, results are mixed as to whether charter schools
have greater achievement gains than traditional schools. Some suggest
that there are no data that show charter schools perform better than
other public schools.35
Opening the door to an even greater degree of school choice, some
districts and states have initiated pilot programs to test whether including private and parochial school options via vouchers can increase
academic achievement of low-income and minority students.36 A
voucher is a publicly funded scholarship that allows parents to select
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what they believe to be the best school for their children. Two of the
best known voucher programs allow low-income children in Milwaukee
and Cleveland access to educational opportunities beyond those offered
in their home school districts.37 The U.S. Supreme Court permitted
this form of public assistance for families to choose private schools
without offending the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment.38
Another program implemented in Florida adopted vouchers as an accountability tool. Students in low performing schools can opt out and
receive a voucher to attend a private school.39
Proponents of school choice include liberals, conservatives, minorities, religious leaders and those from every socioeconomic status.40
Advocates cite the likelihood of increased student achievement,
improved educator professionalism, more responsiveness to parents,
decreased bureaucracy, greater parent involvement, and overall renewal
in educational institutions as reasons for adopting choice proposals.41
Supporters argue that charter schools give better options to parents,
allow for innovation and improved student achievement, and are
not hampered by school district boundaries that produce segregated
patterns.42 Perhaps the most cited reason given in support of school
choice is the enhanced possibility for equal educational opportunity
for low socioeconomic families and low achieving students.43
In contrast, critics of school choice maintain that accountability to
the public will likely be reduced, and minimum standards will not be
maintained. Under choice systems, some argue that the selectivity of
students would likely increase inequality between and among schools.
Furthermore, the geographic distribution of students by race and economic class can produce inequitable choices and increase segregation
by race, ethnicity, and poverty. Critics also maintain that providing
information on schools can be costly, inadequate, and more readily
available to families of higher socioeconomic status.44 Opponents of
school vouchers criticize the blurring of boundaries between private
and public sectors. They claim that private schools are not held to the
same stringent accountability measures to as public schools.45 Research
has not yet determined the overall success of voucher programs in
producing high quality schools.46 Additionally, issues of equity persist.
Critics suggest that the amount of a voucher would not cover the
tuition of many private schools, placing poor families at a disadvantage.
Also parents from low socioeconomic backgrounds may not be able to
provide transportation to schools outside their neighborhoods. Critics
of voucher programs argue that poor students would be relegated to
the worst schools, further hampering equity efforts.
Segregation by Choice. A major fear of school choice opponents is
resegregation along racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic lines if parents
were given free rein over where they send their children to school.
Data already support the fact that many urban public school districts
are more segregated presently than in past years. A Harvard University
report found “virtually all school districts analyzed are showing lower
levels of inter-racial exposure since 1986, suggesting a trend towards
resegregation, and in some districts, these declines are sharp.”47
Other reports cite a trend toward resegregation in public schools as
well.48 The question becomes: Does providing choice among schools
contribute to resegregation? If so, courts may ask to what degree do
policymakers adopt choice plans with the intent of segregating schools
by race or ethnicity?
A recent RAND report noted that the effects of choice programs
on integration efforts are largely unknown. Across the United States,
charter schools have a similar racial and ethnic balance as public
schools, but according to this report, evidence from other nations
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suggests that large-scale, unregulated choice programs can lead toward
greater racial and ethnic stratiﬁcation.49 For example, in New Zealand’s,
schools that were relatively high in minority enrollment at the outset
of school choice initiatives came to have a higher minority enrollment
as a consequence of choice.50 In a study conducted in a large school
district in Colorado, race and ethnicity were prominent features in
open enrollment patterns related to school choice.51 The study found
that whites left high minority schools at a disproportionate rate. Due
to the repetition of this pattern since the 1990s, the schools became
signiﬁcantly more stratiﬁed in terms of race and ethnicity.52 The data
also demonstrated that school choice had not improved academic
achievement, but rather school choice contributed to a two-tiered
system of advantaged and disadvantaged schools.53
A report from the Civil Rights Project at Harvard University posits
that white students are most racially isolated in Catholic and other religious private schools.54 This trend has implications for the implementation of voucher programs. Proponents suggest that minority students
would have greater access to private schools. However, the Harvard
report maintains that African American students in private schools
are just as segregated from whites in public schools. Moreover, since
most private schools do not provide free transportation, segregation
would likely be increased with the implementation of vouchers.
Some critics of charter schools maintain that these schools further
stratify students along racial and socioeconomic lines as well.55 Frankenberg and Lee found that charter schools have high levels of segregation and that African American students enrolled in segregated charter
schools experienced high levels of racial isolation and were exposed to
very low percentages of white students.56 Based on the ﬁndings of this
study, there is little evidence that charter schools foster more integrative environments. In order to promote integration, these researchers
suggested that charter schools should ensure that all potential students
and parents receive full information, provide free transportation, and
avoid screening children for admission to charter schools.
Various policymakers have stressed the importance of school choice
as a policy tool to promote racial equity and integration. They have
suggested the need for government regulation of education markets,
including the redesign of charter laws so that mechanisms exist to promote racial integration.57 In addition, state education agencies should
be charged with the responsibility to develop policies to ensure racial
integration. If various conﬁgurations of school choice continue, and
in fact expand, issues of racial and ethnic segregation must be closely
monitored so that our system of elementary and secondary education
does not return to the conditions present in 1954.
Demanding Higher Academic Standards
The 2001 reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act as the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) Act made the closing
of the achievement gap between minority and disadvantaged children
and their counterparts an explicit goal.58 This education reform centers
on holding all states, school districts, and schools accountable for
ensuring that all students meet high academic standards. If a school
repeatedly fails to adequately educate disadvantaged students, NCLB
provides guidelines to allow disadvantaged students to use Title I funds
to transfer to a higher-performing public or private school or to receive
supplemental educational services from a provider of choice. While
declaring the equity of educational achievement of minority students as
the intent, a closer examination of the implementation of NCLB casts
doubts on the ability of the legislation to achieve this goal and may
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even call into question if having all students meet the same learning
expectations is the real intent of this policy. Indeed, the resegregation
of schools along poverty lines, dominated by minority groups, might
be an unintended consequence of this noble-sounding policy.
NCLB codiﬁes and mandates the development of state learning
standards and testing systems to measure student achievement to
an identiﬁed level of competency with individual schools being held
accountable for students’ meeting of the required level of mastery via
state assessments. The fashioning of standards is a tricky task in itself;
standards that are too vague become meaningless, but too narrowly
deﬁned standards constrain local curriculum and instructional choice.59
The development of reliable and valid large scale state assessment
instruments is even trickier and difﬁcult to use for anything but a
superﬁcial snapshot comparison of student testing performance.60
Even if a state assessment is soundly constructed, the consequences
of testing and accountability systems for minority students can be
quite negative. 61 An examination of student performance on the Illinois
Standards Assessment Test (ISAT) demonstrated that low income,
minority status, mobility rate, and limited English proﬁciency factors
accounted for 80% of the variance of test achievement.62 The state
accountability system became a ranking of schools from “high-income,
predominantly White, afﬂuent schools with stable student bodies to
low-income, minority schools with highly mobile students,” with corresponding rewards and punishments. NCLB goes beyond the ranking
of schools to require states to provide a system of support for schools
that fail to demonstrate adequate yearly progress (AYP) among minority and disadvantaged subgroups. While NCLB does not specify what
interventions can be effectively used to support or reform schools that
repeatedly fail to demonstrate AYP, repeated failure to show AYP will
result in students ﬁrst being allowed to transfer to more successful
schools and, if failure to show AYP persists, the reorganization of that
school under charter school status.
The growth of charter schools and voucher programs as standards
and assessments drive parental decisions about schools may intensify
the trend toward resegregation. Particularly in urban areas, studies
suggest that the ﬂight of more afﬂuent white parents to schools that
are high achieving will accelerate if test scores and school labels are
the means for measuring the quality of education.63 This is particularly
alarming in such major metropolitan areas as Denver, Colorado where
the court-ordered school desegregation plan under the previously
described Keyes decision appeared to be successful according to 198990 data. However, despite little change in neighborhood composition,
one study concluded that the degree of school segregation had risen
dramatically in the past decade.64
Under NCLB, assessment results must be reported by student
subgroups– poverty, race, ethnicity, disability, and limited English
proﬁciency. There are numerous studies that document the existence
and severity of an achievement gap between minority and white students.65 The identiﬁcation of these subgroups is detrimental in itself
by reinforcing “for many the notion that some groups are ‘naturally’
inferior to others in cognitive ability.”66 The policy extension of such
a belief is that there is little point in spending public resources to level
the playing ﬁeld, possibly bringing standards and performance down
for white students. This subgroup identiﬁcation also encourages policymakers to think in terms of ethnicity or race, immutable conditions,
rather than focusing on the issue of poverty and related dysfunction
that could be addressed through more general social policies. The
issues related to poverty found to be the biggest determinant of test
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performance can include family dysfunction, poor parenting skills,
transience, substance abuse, the devaluing of academic performance,
and violence.67 The NCLB policy deﬁnition of low achieving groups
in terms of race or ethnicity might obfuscate the roots of low student
performance, justifying subsequent actions that do nothing to assist
the low performing students.
The Brown decision centered around the issue of equal access to
educational quality of equal worth.68 The process of education was
judged according to the diversity of the student population. Policies
enacted through the mid-1980s focused explicitly on reducing opportunity barriers and equalizing access and treatment in public school.
While complete integration, as well as equal access and treatment, were
never fully realized, several studies concur that signiﬁcant advances
were made, producing a high-water mark of public school integration
in the late 1980s.69 As public attention shifted to public education
outputs in the form of standardized test achievement, resegregation
began, according to these same studies. Accountability policies that
labeled and ranked schools raised parental awareness of “achieving”
and “failing” schools (the latter label was eventually softened to “low
performing”). Afﬂuent families that were able relocated to “better”
schools or enrolled their students in charter or private schools.70
NCLB facilitates this de facto resegregation by intensifying public
awareness of school labels, but does perhaps more damage in promoting a competition of test scores among schools. This competition leads
to many practices that discourage the achievement of minority students
while dividing class and school composition along racial lines. First,
disadvantaged students may be retained or “red-shirted,” particularly in
kindergarten, on the premise that they will be more prepared, academically and socially, to achieve better on tests given in the early primary
grades. There has been an increase of “red-shirting” of kindergartners,
as well as fourth, ﬁfth, and seventh graders in Chicago public schools
“due to the unrelenting pressure to raise test scores.”71 Red-shirting
of students does result in better test results when the students are
one year older.72 The long-term effects of retention, however, are
continued low achievement and higher likelihood of dropping out of
school.73 Several studies suggest that tying promotion to test scores
could increase racial/ethnic disparities in retention.74 By extension, this
would also increase racial/ethnic disparities in school dropout rates,
retaining whites while encouraging minorities to dropout.
Another educational practice that has become increasingly justiﬁed
under NCLB is the practice of homogeneous tracking. Minority students
have been consistently found to be under-represented in “upper” track
or college preparatory classes, even during the high-water period of
integration.75 Homogeneous ability grouping is the logical method of
providing NCLB-identiﬁed subgroups, such as limited English proﬁcient students or students qualifying for free or reduced lunches (the
common school criteria for poverty), the special services needed to
increase their test achievement. Although the goal of increased student
achievement for all students is the motivation for this new round of
tracking, the effect is de facto within-school segregation. Groups of
minority students may pass white students in the hallway but never
have more than a handful of white students in their classes and perhaps
not even a common lunch period. The few white students in these
classes too often share one or more risk factors with the low tracked
minority students and provide a very limited exposure to any diversity
of socioeconomic backgrounds. After-school academic remediation
programs for at-risk or disadvantaged students encouraged by NCLB
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and Title I funds might also limit extracurricular interaction of minority
students with white or more afﬂuent peers.
Advancing Equity Goals While Encouraging Choice
and High Standards
Ending government-sanctioned segregation, the Brown decision
ushered in several phases of judicial and legislative activity. In the
1960s and 1970s, federal courts imposed remedies to balance the racial
composition of faculty and students in reversing the effects of de jure
and de facto segregation. Federal funds encouraged schools to equalize
educational opportunities, and state courts pressed many legislatures
to reduce inequities in resources among districts. During the 1980s
and 1990s, courts wrestled with the difﬁcult question of when is a
school system free of the vestiges of intentional segregation, and thus
achieved “unitary” status. Although many policymakers and school
administrators celebrated the end of court-ordered desegregation, critics might characterize this phase as court-sanctioned resegregation of
schools as policymakers once again favored neighborhood schools.
In yet another phase that continues into the 2000s, state and federal
legislatures are sanctioning school choice programs and tightening
academic standards with a goal of ensuring that all children can
access a high quality education. Congress enacted far-reaching legislation to require state standards and assessments and to encourage
school choice. At the same time, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld
vouchers to enable low-income students to attend private schools at
public expense. Whereas the stated purpose of these actions is to
improve education for all children, these two policy approaches will
have great impacts on the racial, ethnic, and economic segregation
of students. To the extent that these policies are designed with the
intent to segregate by race or ethnicity, or that they have the effect of
segregation, they work against the equity goals articulated in Brown
and other judicial decisions.
Policymakers, courts, and the public must address the following
questions as we strive to reach goals of achieving a desegregated
system:
• How do we know when the goals of desegregation and
equal educational opportunity have been achieved? Is it a reﬂection of racial balance of students and personnel among schools;
balances within classes and programs of a given school; or
racially neutral outcomes, e.g., educational achievement?
• Which policies best ensure that racial balances achieved
under court orders, including mandatory busing, continue once
unitary status is achieved? How can school boards and educators guard against the likely resegregation of schools?
Schools of choice have been a policy option for many years. Examining the freedom-of-choice plan adopted in Virginia, the U.S. Supreme
Court sanctioned the use of choice where it could be implemented
effectively.76 Magnet schools have been a favored remedy in many cities,
encouraging students of all races and economic backgrounds to attend
specialized schools. To the degree that current choice plans – charter
schools and vouchers – are effective, the public and the courts should
embrace these policies as furthering the goals articulated in Brown and
other decisions. Indeed, many parents and policymakers argue that
these forms of educational choice offer an opportunity to improve the
quality of education for all students. However, the studies examined in
this paper suggest that these choice programs may work against equity
goals. Policymakers should consider the following questions:
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• Is there an intent to segregate schools on the basis of race
or ethnicity when adopting magnet schools, charter schools,
or vouchers?
• Under what conditions should choice options operate to
prevent the resegregation of America’s schools? What regulations are essential in this new decentralized environment to
ensure that policies enabling schools of choice are not in reality
the tools of segregationists?
• How can school choice plans enhance student achievement and provide better educational options for all students,
and not just for higher socioeconomic groups?
Similarly, the public and school ofﬁcials should applaud efforts to
improve schools’ abilities to provide equal and adequate opportunities
for all students to achieve high academic standards. Recently enacted
federal legislation will impact schools throughout the nation as they
struggle to achieve these goals. However, schools are demonstrating
low levels of diversity exposure and the acceleration of resegregation
through racial identiﬁcation, ability tracking, and school choice. These
are emerging consequences of NCLB, a policy intended ostensibly
to equalize the opportunity and learning of minority students with
their more advantaged peers. Several points deserve consideration of
policymakers as they weigh the educational measurement process and
value of educational outcomes:
• How can schools prevent unintended consequences of
accentuating achievement gaps and raising dropout rates of
poverty students when strengthening academic standards?
• To what extent must federal and state resources provide
essential capacity building, i.e., improving schools’ access to
adequate human and ﬁnancial resources, to enable all schools
in all communities to raise student performance to meet high
expectations?
• Is the spirit of Plessy’s “separate but equal” ruling being
reborn through tracking systems that place a disproportionate
number of minority students in remedial classes and reduce
interracial exposure within schools? How can the potential
effects of identifying achievement subgroups by race and
ethnicity be minimized?
Only through a reawakening of the public to the perils of policies
that hasten a return to the segregated schools will meaningful change
occur. Policymakers, courts, educators, and citizens must speak out
about the potential negative consequences of schools of choice and
heightened academic standards. We must adopt policies at all governance levels – federal, state, and local – that guard against a society
in which children learn in settings that are characterized primarily by
racial, ethnic, and economic segregation rather than by the nature of
the educational programs within.
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Commentary

problem solvers to think creatively and to try new models for delivering
traditional services.5

Save a Place for
Leadership in the Debate
on Adequacy: A New
Model for Developing
Leadership for Schools

A Model to Consider
One such model is the partnering between the Kansas State
University (KSU) College of Education and local school districts to offer
professional leadership academies as an alternative to the traditional
program for preparing principals for state certiﬁcation. These ﬁeldbased, intense administrator degree training programs are promising
examples of the success that can come from careful planning and
collaboration in organizing human resources for best support of success
for every child and for maximum return on ﬁnancial resources invested.
For several years, the Department of Educational Administration and
Leadership at KSU had joined with school districts to provide professional growth activities for aspiring building leaders. However, for the
most part, faculty in the department continued to deliver these services
in a fashion not greatly different than before. In the fall of 1999, the
pattern began to change.
The idea for the change grew out of informal conversations over time
between the superintendents of three school districts and faculty in the
department, who prepared educators for state certiﬁcation as building
principals and/or district level leaders. The three superintendents, all
of whom had received their own training in the traditional program in
this department at KSU, were becoming increasingly concerned about
sustaining quality leadership in their districts over time. State leaders
and other demographers were predicting large numbers of retirements
in the near future, and these education leaders were already seeing a
decline in the number of applicants in the pool for leadership positions, particularly for building principal openings. Each district had
raised expectations for building leaders to be effective in leading school
improvement and increasing student performance, even before the
pressures of NCLB were introduced into the mix. NCLB increased the
need for new principals to be effective beginning on the ﬁrst day on
the job, and more research was conﬁrming the importance of leadership for the instructional program. 6
University staff had become more and more concerned that the
traditional preparation program for school administrators did not
include enough direct connection to the world of the practitioner to
produce the product schools were demanding of the preparation program offered at KSU. About that same time, the Kansas Commission
on Teaching and America’s Future was working on its report calling
for redesign of preparation programs and professional development
programs for principals to better prepare them to become instructional
leaders.7 Superintendents were asking how the training program for
new building and district leaders might be strengthened so that new
position holders were ready for the challenges of school improvement
and “adequate yearly progress” (AYP); and they were most interested
in having a voice in what those changes in the program might be. Two
of these districts were already partnering as professional development
schools for the College of Education’s teacher preparation program, and
all three superintendents were genuinely impressed with the degree
to which this model better prepared teachers they were hiring in their
respective districts. They wanted to explore applying the same concepts
to a ﬁeld-based intense preparation program for principals and district
level leaders. The department faculty members were just as interested
in engaging in such conversations with superintendents.
Driven by these concerns and encouraged by the geographic
proximity of the four locations, at the suggestion of the department

Mary Devin
Introduction
In the midst of discussions on adequacy of funding, schools are
being held accountable for the success of all students and for raising
student performance to the highest level ever. It is not unreasonable
to fear that essential requirements for the latter will be overlooked as
the debate concerning the former intensiﬁes and that issues of funding
the existing school model will divert attention from pertinent questions about how to make a new vision for schooling a reality. The No
Child Left Behind Act of 200l (NCLB) established the expectation for
schools to successfully educate all of the children of all of the people.1
Approaches to teaching and learning are being reviewed as never before,
and emerging research is conﬁrming there is an important and positive
relationship between the role of the principal and student learning.
Assuring all students receive the beneﬁts of this quality leadership
needed for the schools of the future is an issue of adequacy.
The Problem
The number of openings for principals is predicted to grow by 20%
by 2008 as baby boomers reach retirement age.2 Practitioners worry if
there will be enough applicants to ﬁll those vacancies, but the concern
goes beyond the numbers. The growing body of evidence on the
importance of the principal’s role in improving teaching and learning
is shifting the focus to quality of preparation for these candidates.
Researchers from the University of Minnesota and the University of
Toronto attributed about a quarter of total school effects to direct and
indirect effects of leadership.3 McREL researchers found that leadership factors could raise student performance by an average of 10% to
12%. In addition, classrooms look different today due to demographic
changes within populations. Building capacity in leaders must be part
of effective plans for school improvement.4 However, the measure of
an effective principal has changed, and a new set of skills is required
to create an environment where every child is successful. Preparation
programs for administrators must be redesigned to produce candidates
with the qualiﬁcations required for this work. Those who prepare new
administrators and those who supervise principal practitioners must
work together to redesign preparation programs and develop ongoing support systems for practitioners. Such collaboration will require
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chair and with the blessing of the Dean of the College of Education,
the superintendents met with the department chair and representative faculty members to explore the possibility of working collectively on such a project. The result was a very successful partnership
between three mid-sized Kansas school districts and the Department of
Educational Administration and Leadership at a major state university.
This Professional Administrative Leadership Academy (PALA) is worthy
of consideration as a model for schools across the nation interested
in forming partnerships to deliver a quality preparation program for
building and district administrators. The steps that follow outline the
process.
Step One: Clarify the Purpose and Establish Expectations
for the Project
The individuals who were to become the PALA Planning Committee met for the ﬁrst discussion in May 1999 to address questions
that would determine what, if anything, came next. The three superintendents invited key district staff members to be present, and the
department chair brought representative professors who were teaching
the courses required of prospective public school building and district
leaders seeking a Masters degree in Educational Administration and
state certiﬁcation necessary for holding such positions. Shortly after
the discussion began, it was evident that there was great interest in
working together to develop an alternative to the traditional program of
39 hours of credit packaged in discrete course segments. Each person
present committed to serving on a planning committee for a partnership that would address a common problem: Finding an acceptable
strategy for increasing the number of well-prepared applicants for future
leadership positions in these three districts that would have potential
for replication elsewhere.
The group easily compiled a list of obstacles that would have to
be resolved if such a partnership were to work. First to come to mind
were those practical concerns such as how to bridge the distance gap,
time equivalencies, budget costs, etc. However, the group felt that
the more important and challenging issues involved clear deﬁnition
of standards for the outcome they hoped to accomplish and agreement on evidence that would determine if those standards were met.
Other questions included which group to target (practicing or future
administrators or both), how participants would be selected, who
would deliver the program, how responsibilities would be divided
among the partnering entities, and what resources were available for
such an undertaking. After several months of continuing discussions, the following expectations were established for the Professional
Administrative Leadership Academy:
• The purpose of PALA would be to increase the pool of qualiﬁed
candidates for future leadership openings in the participating
districts. The cohort group would be limited to 24 participants,
with eight slots available to each district.
• PALA would have a two-tiered structure. Participants completing the ﬁrst year would need to apply to continue for a second
year, for which membership would be limited to participants
accepted from year one.
• If selected, participants would have to meet the requirements for
entry to the Graduate School at Kansas State University. Individuals successfully completing PALA would meet requirements
for a Kansas certiﬁcate for building leadership and a Masters
degree in Educational Administration from the university.
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• The course work would be rigorous and equivalent to the 39
hours required in the traditional program for building certiﬁcation, but would be ﬁeld-based with rich opportunities for
application of theory and skills presented.
• The services of PALA would be the joint responsibility of the
department faculty and the three participating districts. Coursework would comprise one-third of the focus of PALA, and the
other two-thirds would be supervised application.
• The department would have the primary role in delivery of
information. The districts would assume responsibility for ﬁeldbased connections and would assign practicing principals as
mentors to participants for the duration of their program.
• While the three districts would have autonomy in establishing
opportunities and guidelines for ﬁeld experiences for members
from their respective districts, program standards and expectations of performance would be the same for all participants
in PALA.
• The PALA program would include class work and individual
and small group projects. Students would be expected to take
the initiative required to be responsible for their own professional growth.
Step Two: Identify the Process for Selecting Participants
The planning committee developed eligibility requirements and
the application/selection process for identifying 24 participants. Each
district would form its own selection committee and identify up to
eight participants from its respective staff that met the established
criteria. To assist with the selection process, all applicants would be
given the SRI Principal Perceiver. How that score was used would be
at the discretion of the respective districts. As the last step in the
selection process, the planning committee would review the recommended list of participants from each district and give ﬁnal approval
to the 24-member group.
The planning committee continued to meet over the next several
months to ﬁnalize details of the partnership. A brochure, developed
by the committee and published by the department, was created to
introduce the opportunity, establish the eligibility requirements, and
announce the application process that would be uniform in all three
locations. The brochure and an application form were distributed to
faculty in the three participating districts. A timeline was established
for selection in early fall, and the ﬁrst class session was set for the
ﬁrst week in February 2000.
Step Three: Identify Resources Available and Construct
a Budget
Budgets were tight in each district; so it was important to estimate
the budget impact of any new program. The planning committee
members realized they would need to assure the three boards of
education that adding this project within the budget year would not
deprive other programs of necessary support. At the heart of budget
planning was assigning responsibility for PALA services across the
four partners. The department chair was willing to redirect some
resources in his budget and had also been assured of some budget
support from the College of Education Dean, who was encouraging
the group to pursue this project. The superintendents were willing to
provide human resources and to designate dollars in related areas of
their budgets to the extent possible.
The partners looked at what resources were already there and
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concluded that the department faculty would serve as instructors
as appropriate and as supplemented by contributions from the three
superintendents, who served as adjunct instructors for the department
from time-to-time. No new budget resources would be required for this
part of the partnership. The department chair offered special one-time
only resources from his budget to provide stipends for mentors and
other professional staff that would be needed to assist with the ﬁeldbased connections. The superintendents committed district resources
to provide materials, including textbooks and other incidental costs.
An ongoing commitment to professional development of staff was
a characteristic common to each of the four partners. The planners
recognized that pertinent staff development resources were already
scheduled across the three districts and the College of Education that
could be opened to all 24 PALA participants with little if any additional
resources required. The pooling of quality staff development programs
already in place and directly related to the content standards established
for PALA substantially reduced budget issues for the planners.
Although other options were discussed at length, it was agreed that
tuition costs would be the responsibility of PALA members themselves.
The total cost to each district was estimated at $20,000 for each year
although the actual expenses were well below that amount for each of
the two years. The budget items established during planning were:
• Substitute days (eight days per year per participant) to
accommodate PALA members observations and field
assignments;
• Stipend for instructors and mentors;
• Text materials and supplies;
• Purchased services such as outside speakers and related expenses;
• Meals for evening class sessions;
• Travel for ﬁeld-based experiences and site visits;
• SRI Principal Perceiver screener as part of the selection process;
• Summer stipends, if necessary.
Fiscal responsibility for most of the above belonged to the respective school districts. However, the KSU Department of Educational
Administration was responsible for purchased services, such as outside
speakers and related expenses. With regard to stipends for instructors,
district experts supplemented university staff.
Step Four: Determine Program Content and Establish
Program Standards
With the purpose clear and a general vision in place, the planning
committee began the important task of articulating the curriculum
and establishing content standards. This was the most challenging
step in the planning process. The group looked at academy models
for training prospective administrators from other states and at two
earlier department efforts in Kansas—one that did not encompass a
total preparation program and one that aimed at developing professional skills of staff who had already completed the program, but were
still seeking their ﬁrst administrative assignment. While these models
did target development of leadership skills, they did not increase the
number of candidates with state certiﬁcates, nor did they produce
an alternative model for preparation of administrators. None were
comprehensive preparation programs resulting in a Masters degree
and state certiﬁcation.
The traditional program of preparing building administrators at KSU
consisted of a speciﬁed list of discrete courses, taught independent
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of one another. Academy planners envisioned an integrated, spiraling
curriculum, with rich opportunities for students to grow from both
vicarious and mastery experiences. They were looking for a curriculum
that would take selected staff members with demonstrated leadership
potential through a two year period of study and application experiences and produce highly qualiﬁed candidates for leadership openings
sure to occur in future years. They wanted a program with leadership for student achievement as the central theme. Materials would
be selected from current writings connecting pertinent knowledge
and emerging research to practice in their own districts. District staff
would help instructors connect class sessions to meaningful authentic
experiences, and practicing principals would mentor students as they
applied information addressed in direct instruction to real situations.
The planners envisioned experiences that would produce networks
of professional support for the participants that would continue long
after the experience ended.
The planning committee knew they needed a curriculum that
satisﬁed university standards for accreditation by NCATE, met the
requirements of the Kansas State Department of Education for building
leadership certiﬁcation, and honored the standards for leadership that
were emerging from the profession. Early in the planning process, the
committee reviewed the NCATE Curriculum Guidelines for Advanced
Programs in Educational Leadership 1994; 8 ISLLC Standards;9 the 21
competencies for principals identiﬁed by the National Policy Board for
Educational Administration,10 and other current writings on assessing
the performance of principals.11
The planning committee reached agreement on a structure for
program content that it believed would meet its criteria. The ISLLC
Standards were selected as the general framework for the curriculum,
with attention to knowledge, dispositions, and performance under
each of the six standards. The National Policy Board’s 21 competencies would spiral through all six standards and ﬁeld experiences. To
assist instructors in planning, the committee speciﬁed which leadership competencies from the list of 21 identiﬁed by the National Policy
Board would be addressed under each of the six ISLLC standards in
PALA over the two-year time frame. Several of the competencies
appeared under more than one standard, assuring multiple opportunities for professional growth of participants. Although the group
believed strongly that the standards and the competencies overlapped
and could not be treated discretely, the members established further
guidelines for what proportion of time would be devoted to each of
the six standards. Because of the already established importance of
instructional leadership for all partners, it was agreed that 35% of the
available time for instruction would be devoted to Standard II, which
would address nine of the 21 competencies. Standards I, III, and IV
would each receive 15% of the academy time, and Standards V and
VI were given 10% time allotments apiece. A matrix was constructed
to show how the 21 competencies were spiraled across the standards
to emphasize the connections between them.
To determine the speciﬁcs of what materials and activities would be
used to deliver the concepts of each, the six standards were assigned
among the respective partner school districts according to the particular
district’s demonstrated interest and expertise in an area. Department
faculty who had taught the traditional courses would work with all
three districts matching their own areas of expertise across the six
standards. District responsibilities were assigned equitably with respect
to established time proportions. Thus one district with recognized success in raising student results took Standard II (35% of the academy
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time), and the remaining ﬁve standards were split between the other
two districts. For each standard, the responsible district worked with
appropriate department faculty to develop an outline of curriculum
content and suggested activities. These proposed outlines were presented to the planning committee who reviewed the overall two-year
program of study. Special care was taken to make sure appropriate
opportunities for meaningful ﬁeld experiences were included under
each standard. When the group was satisﬁed that the standards were
adequately addressed and that the PALA program matched the rigor
of the traditional one with added enhancements of appropriate direct
and guided applications in the ﬁeld, the planning committee adopted
the curriculum and formally established the performance outcome for
the Professional Administrative Leadership Academy.
The brochure soliciting applicants stated: “Participants who successfully complete the academy will have demonstrated proﬁciency in
certain learning expectations that are aligned with the standards set
forth by the Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium (ISLLC),
the Curriculum Guidelines for Advanced Programs in Educational Leadership from the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE) and the 21 Competency areas formulated by the National
Policy Board for Educational Administration.” The careful attention to
the development of the program of study before the academy began
took considerable time but was a key factor in the success of this new
model for administrative training.
Step Five: Assessing Student Progress at the End of Year One
The planning committee outlined evaluation measures for PALA,
focusing on the performance criteria for the ISLLC standards and
based on the established expectation that participants would accept
responsibility for their own professional development and demonstrate
the skills necessary to direct their future growth. Performance was
expected to increase over the two years of participation. With that in
mind, speciﬁc points of assessment were identiﬁed for the ﬁrst year:
• Progress on the required Masters portfolio. The KSU College of
Education’s Department of Educational Administration and Leadership required a student portfolio in the traditional program, and the
planning committee wanted that to be the culminating assessment
for PALA participants also. It was agreed that the student portfolio
would be organized to reﬂect the student’s mastery of knowledge,
dispositions, and successful performance under each of the six ISLLC
standards. By the end of the ﬁrst year, participants would demonstrate
an understanding of organization of the portfolio and use artifacts
to demonstrate proﬁciency on the standards. Most importantly, they
would be able to articulate areas of need for their own professional
growth during the ﬁnal year and to select appropriate ﬁeld experiences
to address those needs.
• Reﬂection on experiences, personal growth, and beliefs. Academy
assignments would be designed to develop the habit of reﬂection
as a powerful tool for self-improvement. Instructors would provide
frequent feedback to participants throughout PALA and participants
would be required to periodically reﬂect on their educational philosophy and personal belief statements as educators. They would analyze
their own writings, noting professional growth resulting from their
experiences.
• A log of mentoring activities. Students would keep a brief summary
record of all mentoring activities over the two years. Mentors would
assist in providing feedback on professional growth to the planning
committee and to the student. At the completion of the ﬁrst year,
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students would complete a self-assessment of the how mentored
experiences contributed to the development of the 21 competencies.
• Feedback from mentors. Mentors and students would jointly complete a rubric assessing the competencies listed under each standard,
reaching consensus on the assessment. Mentors would also complete
another assessment of the student performance as developed by the
superintendent.
• Personal interview. At the end of the ﬁrst year, the members of
the planning committee from the home district and a representative
of the department faculty would interview each participant. Academy
students would lead their own interview, which would consist of a
review of the portfolio organization and contents and the personal
reﬂections on performance on each of the standards. Students would
be responsible for presenting evidence of knowledge, dispositions,
and performance in the six standards and for identifying the areas
where more experiences would be needed during the ﬁnal year. The
student’s ability to lead the interview would be an important measure
of professional growth.
• Reapplication. Students would formally apply for continued
participation in Year Two of PALA.
Step Six: Assessing Student Performance at the End of Year Two
Assessment measures for the end of program were originally established tentatively, but remained substantially unchanged at the close
of the two-year period. The assessments were outlined as follows:
1. The portfolio would be in ﬁnal form, meeting all requirements
for reﬂection, and including evidence of proﬁciency in the areas
represented by the six standards. Students would select evidence from
their class assignments, experiences with mentors, and from special
projects. The contents of the portfolio would be evidence of student
satisfactory completion of PALA requirements.
2. Each participant would select and complete a major service project
during Year Two and create and deliver a presentation summarizing
the work and its results. This presentation would be delivered in front
of the class and their respective mentors. The planning committee
would reach consensus on assessment of the presentations.
3. Mentors would complete an assessment of the students’
demonstrated preparedness for leadership positions, noting strengths
and areas for continuing growth.
4. End-of-Academy interviews would be conducted in similar fashion
to those conducted at the end of the ﬁrst year. Academy participants
would be responsible for leading the conversation around their portfolio and the professional growth its contents represent. A rubric for
assessing the interview was developed. The student’s ability to plan for
continuing professional growth beyond PALA would be an important
part of the assessment.
The home district determined grades for the participants, with the
planning committee’s approval after reviewing all proposed assessments
to maintain consistency of standards. Information included written
assessments from the mentoring principal. The ﬁnal rubric for PALA
participation used four levels of performance– Awareness, Emerging,
Proﬁcient, and Distinguished– for each of six criteria: (1) Articulation
of philosophy (changes noted); (2) commitment to administration;
(3) understanding of the standards; (4) evidence of performance of
the standards; (5) ability to project needs for future growth; and (6)
vision for organization and use of the portfolio.
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Step Seven: Determining the Overall Success of the Academy
During those early planning sessions, the committee believed that
PALA would be a success if it produced an increase in the number of
qualiﬁed candidates for future leadership positions. Twenty students
completed PALA. Three of the original 23 students selected for PALA
did not apply for participation in Year Two. One elected to return to
the traditional program, and two who entered PALA with credits from
the traditional program completed their degree and certiﬁcation requirements in the ﬁrst year. PALA had increased the number of candidates
available for administrative openings in the three districts and for that
reason alone might have been correctly labeled a success. However,
the matter of quality of preparedness had also been established as a
further criterion of success.
Although formal follow-up of the participants’ later assignments has
not yet been completed, across the three districts participants went
on to positions of increased leadership responsibility in a variety of
assignments. For example, in one of the districts, all eight are now in
building or district ofﬁce administrator assignments. Clearly this was
the measure of success sought by the partners. However, a number
of other noteworthy and enduring outcomes of this partnership have
come to light. One of the district partners reported these beneﬁts to
the board of education following the conclusion of PALA:
• The number of qualiﬁed candidates for leadership positions
was increased.
• District leaders participating on the planning committee grew
professionally as they interacted with KSU faculty and were
stimulated by the responses of PALA participants.
• Many of the special projects completed by the participants
contributed directly to school improvement efforts at the building level and produced positive results for students.
• PALA participants shared their experiences often with other
district teachers and administrators, extending the professional
growth beyond the eight directly involved.
• Mentors cited their own growth as they worked with the PALA
students in problem solving situations.
• KSU faculty introduced the staff to additional resources that
are useful in professional growth of the district’s practicing
administrators.
• The close working relationship between the district and the
university rose to yet another level. The direct involvement
with district staff and programs gave university representatives
a greater understanding of and respect for quality programs
in the district.
• The district staff gained better understanding of the program
standards the university programs must meet and greater
appreciation for the expertise of the university staff.
• Opportunities increased for future collaboration between the
university and districts.
Reﬂecting on the Success of the Professional Administrative
Leadership Academy
Looking back on the process for establishing and conducting such a
markedly different approach to preparing for the principalship, several
things can be cited as contributing to its success.
• Trust among the partners. The partners shared a common
concern and began problem solving with excellent relationships in
place among all individuals involved. They acknowledged the project
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created potential for disagreement over philosophy, past practices,
and resources, but the trust in place made the chance of success far
too great not to proceed. The same foundation of trust allowed the
members to complete the division of resources and work responsibility
smoothly and to ﬁnd an acceptable balance between uniform standards and district autonomy. The support of the Dean of the College
of Education and the chair of the department, and the respect of the
superintendents for each other created an attitude of conﬁdence that
the resources needed would be available without unfairly burdening
any of the partners.
• Strong staff development programs already in place. All of the
districts and the university had a long-standing commitment to
quality staff development programs. The partners had collaborated in
the past and were comfortable with the common values and basic
assumptions that were shared concerning professional growth and the
philosophy of learning.
• Willingness to take risks to get better and accept new models.
The participating entities were committed to continuous improvement
and approached problem solving with a positive “can do” attitude.
The staff members from the districts and the participating professors
from the university were open to changing their own practices if it
were in the best interest of students.
• Direct involvement of decisionmakers in the planning process.
The leadership of the department chair, the encouragement from the
Dean, and the participation of the chief administrative position holder
from each district empowered the planning committee with the authority to move ideas to actions effectively.
• Very thorough attention to planning. This may have been the
most important factor of all. Long before conducting the ﬁrst session
with participants, the planning committee had a strong, comprehensive plan in place. Although not many changes were necessary, the
committee continued to meet frequently during the two years and
to reﬂect constantly on its plan. Members were prepared to make
adjustments as prudent.
Concluding Comments
The Professional Administrative Leadership Academy, developed
through collaboration between Kansas State University and three
school districts, provides a model worthy of consideration by those
who believe leadership is an issue of adequacy. Five years after that
ﬁrst planning meeting in May 1999, the pool of eligible candidates
for administrative positions in the three partnering districts is again
becoming a topic of discussion. One of the three districts is at the
mid-point of a second academy on its own, and another is planning a second endeavor with new partner for Spring 2005. The KSU
Department of Educational Leadership (renamed in 2004) continues
to expand application of the PALA model. The Spring 2005 academy
will be the ninth for KSU, and its planners are using a model very
similar to the one developed for PALA.
The Professional Administrative Leadership Academy model emerged
from a holistic approach to addressing a problem and produced an
alternative model for preparing principals that has great potential
for replication elsewhere. The three districts and the university staff
had much in common, but they each also brought individual issues
and their own strengths and resources to the table. The program, as
envisioned by the planners and delivered, is afﬁrmed in recent
research on principal preparation programs. In a report for the Southern
Regional Education Board, Bottoms et al. listed six strategies, drawn
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from research and direct experiences in schools, universities and state
agencies, that state and local leaders can use to secure an ample supply
of highly qualiﬁed principals.12 Three of them closely paralleled the
framework established for PALA:
• The participants were selected for PALA because they already
demonstrated leadership skills in their respective districts. (Strategy 1:
Single out high-performers.)
• The leadership preparation program was redesigned with
emphasis on student achievement. (Strategy 2: Recalibrate preparation programs.)
• Field-based experiences were a central focus of the program.
(Strategy 3: Emphasize real-world training.)
A fourth recommendation in the report is linking principal licensure
to performance. That change became effective in Kansas on July 1,
2004.
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